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"Drop that'." cried Young Wild West in a ringipg voice; and then he struck one of the men carrying the box a blow in the-ribs that sent him staggering. "We have got them
dead to rights, Wild," Arietta. exclaimed in -triumph
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Young Wild West Exposing the Express Robbers
-OR-

WITff ARIETTA IN GOLD DUST CITY
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD WEST AND DANDY PETE.

Young Wild West and his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart, :were ~tanding- on the porch of _the leading
hotel m Phoenix, Arizona, one summer morning, a few
years ago, when a horseman, wea,r ing a fancy riding- suit of
velvet, rode up.
There wa;; nothing particularly strange about this, since
such characters were quite common in that section of the·
co1:1-ntry at the time of _which we write, and they can be seen
qmte frequently at this date.
A few years have made a big- change in Arizona, though
the "Wild \Vest" is bound to cling- to it for years to come.
Young Wild West, the well-known boy hero of the mountains and plains, and recognized Champion J?eadshot of the
West, looked at the l:torseman sh:3-.r ply as he dismounted_.
There was somethmg- about him that told the e:x:penen~ed
y_oung deadshot that he was a crafty fellow, devoid of prmciple.
The bov seldom made a mistake in reading character from
a person's face, for he had been thrown into contact W1th all
classes of desperadoes since he was big enough to hold a rifle
to his shoulder, and he had learned to pick the good from
the bad.
If the boy took particular notice of the strang-er, the
stranger ce1·tainly did of him, and when their eyes met the
horseman dropped his, muttered something- unintelligible,
and putting on a swaggering air, strode into the barroom
of the hotel.
Our hero brushed back hi~- long, chestnut hair, adjusted the
belt that held his buckskin trousers in position, and then,
looking at his two partners, said:
"Boys, there goes a rascal, and I'll bet on it!"
"I was thinking- something like that myself, Wild," Jim
Dart answered, with a nod.
"An' so was I," chimed in Cheyenne Charlie, the wellknown scout and Indian fighter. "I'm gettin' so I'm like
you, Wild. I kin generally tell what a man is by ther way
he looks an' acts. That galoot is either a card sharp, a horse
thief, or ther leader of a gang of robbers."
"And he knows us, too," add~d Jim. "I could tell that by
the way he looked at us."
"Well, I don't know him," Wild 1·eplied. "I can't say that
I ever saw him before."
Just then the stranger was heard inviting those in the
barroom to drink with him.
He spoke in a loud tone, as though he wanted to make
sure that all heard the invitation.
Wild and his partners remained rig-ht where they were.
All three were smoking, for thoug-h neither our hero nor
Jim Dart ever drank anything st1·ong-, they smoked cigars
occasionally.

The scout would much rather smoke a pipe any time, but
when Young Wild West took a cigar he always did. He
loved to imitate the young deadshot as much as possible,
thoug·h he was fully ten years the boy's senior.
Thei·e was no better scout or borderman in the West than
Cheyenne Charlie, but he was a little hotheaded, and the excreme coolness of Young Wild West, no matter how great the
dang-er might be, made him a born leader.
That was one reason why Charlie liked to be known as a
·
Ipard of his.
Jim seldom had much to say, but when it came to fighting for the right, he was there every time, and proud of the
fact that Wild was his leader.
The clinking- of glasses sounded from within. and then the
stranger must have said something funny, for a bu1·st of
·
laughter rang out.
Our friends had only been stopping at the hotel since late
in the afternoon of the day before, and though they were
well acquainted with the prowietor and many of tl1e men
who were wont to congregate there, they did not know all
who frequented the place
.
.
. · .
.
S t ill, th ey were qmte ":ell known lil Phoenix, for they
.
often came ~here and rem~med a day or t\\'?.
Youn_g _W1Jcl West an_d his _Partners were mterestecl m several mmmg: ve:ntures m Anzona, as well as Colorado and
m th e Black Hills.
The income they dei·ived permitted them to follow the life
they chose to lead, which was to travel about the wildest
parts of the country in search of adventure. and incidentally
to pick up what might come to thf'm in the line of wealth,
provided it was obtained in a strictly honest w-;ty.
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Arietta Murdock
and Eloise Gardner, the two gil'l-sw·eethearts of Wild and
Jim, generally went with them on their horseback trip,;
throug-h the wilderness.
They were stopping at the hotel with them now, as were
their two Chinese servants, Hop Wah and Wing Wah.
Of the three girls-Wild and his partner always caned
them "girls," even though Anna was a mah-on-Arietta was
the only one who had been born and reared in the West.
She could handle a rifle or revolver as well as the average
olainsman, and with a horse she was tight at home.
She was cool and courageous to a really wonderful degree,
too, for she patterned after her dashing- voung- lover in that
·
1·espect.
Wild was just thinking of going inside and asking- .Arietta
to go cut fo1· a walk around the town when the stranger in
the velwt riding- suit came out.
He walked rig-ht up to the trio, and, bowing with a politeness that was only mock, said:
"Young- Wild West an' his pards, I believe?"
"That's right," our hero answered. "What can we do for
you?"
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"Come in an' have a drink. I'm flush jest now, an' I
want ter treat."
"Much obliged foi- the invitation," answered our hero. "But
I don't care for anythm,. ;. I never touch anything strong,
anyhow, in fact."
··An' it's a little too early fur me, stranger," added the
scout.
A smile played about the thin li-ps of the man.
"What excu·se have you got?" he Queried, turning to Dart.
"Well, I am like Young Wild West--1 never drink
liQuor," was the reply.
.
"By jingo! I don't know whether ter take this as an in;;ult or not!" exclaimed the stranger.
"You can do as you like about it," Wild said, curtly.
He had formed
dislike for the man, and, satisfied that
he was but trying to pick a row with him, he decided to
speak out his mind.
Thoug-h the fearless boy never looked for trouble, he was
always ready to take his own part.
A regular athlete, a deadshot and always cool, he was able
to cope with the best of them-and the worst of them, too,
we might add.
There was an ug-ly g-litter in the eyes of the man in the
velvet suit for just the fraction of a second, and then it died
awav and a smile came over his swarthy £ace.
"Well, I won't take it as an insult, then," he said. "If
you fellers don't want ter drink it is all rig-ht, I s'pose. But
I'd jest like ter ask you a question, Young Wild West; Is
it a fact that you claim ter be ther Cham-pion Deadshot of
the1· West?"
"I don't go about making- any such claim," was the quick
reply. t'But there are others who claim that I am a very
l!\'ood shot with either a rifle or revolver; and as I am always
rearly to take -part in a shooting match it shows that I am
willing to try and make good the claim. But what makes
you ask? Are you a sort of champion?"
"I sorter reckon I am. It can't be that yer never heard
of me, kin it?"
"Well, I must say that I have no idea who you are."
"l'm Dandy Pete, ther Deadshot."
"I never heard of you," and our hero shook his head .
· "Funny! I've heard of you. I thouJ?h it was you ther
minute I seen yer standin' there, when I rode up a little
while ago . "
"I reckon there's a whole lot of people what's heard of
Young Wild West an' what never heard of a galoot like
you," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
Dandy Pete scowled at the scout, but made no answer.
"I reckon I'll have ter try conclusions with yer, Young
Wild West, an' find out whether it's me or you who's champion," he said, just as though the scout had not opened his
mouth.
"All right," was the cool retort.
By this time those who had been in the barroom were out
on the -porch.
.
It was evident by their manner that some of them anticipated seein_g- something- ha-ppen .
"Boys," said Dandy Pete, turning- to the crowd, "me an'
Young Wild West is g-oin' ter see who's ther boss shot of
ther West. I've got that title an' so has he. We're goin'
ter settle on it right now!"
''Gentlemen,;' s-poke u-p our hero, "there are some who are
willing to back me at shooting against all comers, and I am
ready to back myself. This man, ·who calls himself Dandy
Pete, the Deadshot, has challenged me, and I am ready to
shoot with him. It makes no difference to me what kind of
a target it is, or how far the distance is; I am ready."
"'Well," said tl1e challen~:er, throwing out his chest and
Pl1tting on an air of impo1-tance, "s'pose we ,:ro out behind
ther hotel an' shoot at each other?"
He turned and winked at the crowd as he said this, no
cloubt thinltinl!.' he would make the boy take water.
"All right! Come on!"
Dandy Pete looked a little surprised, but he winked again,
anrl then followed the bov aronnd to the rear of the building,
wliern there was quite an open space.
Wild walker! out into the center of it, and, foldin~ his
ann:s. exclaimed:
"Say when you're ready, you big bluffed"
"Ha. Im, ha!" laughed the man. "Did yer think I meant
thaf. Young- Wilrl West? Why, I only said that fur a joke."
"You did, eh? Well, I thought you did not have sand
enough in YOU to do it; but I want you to understand that
I am ready to do it that way, or any other way. Now, then,

a

suppose we g-et down to business? What do you want to do,
anyhow?"
There were smiles on the faces of some of the spectators.
About a dozen had been in the hotel bar at the time,
and they had all come out to witness the shooting· .
There was . a tree about fifteen yards from the corner of
the building·, and, walking over to it, Dandy Pete pulled a
feather £:la)m his hat and stuck it in a crack in the bark.
"'I'm goin' ter knock that feather down with a bullet from
my six-shooter," he said, as he came back to the corner of
th·e house. "I reckon that will be putty good, won't it?"
"Yes, it will be a good shot if you make it," Wild answered.
The bluffing m~.m drew his revolver, and, taking careful
aim at the feather, pulled the trigger.
The feather dro-pped.
Some of the bystanders applauded and the man looked
very much pleased.
It certainly was a g-ood shot for one to make with a revolver.
But Young Wild West could do better than that, and he
was going to show Dandy Pete that he could, and. incidentally, o-pen his eyes.
Walking up to the tree, he pinned a -piece of pa-per to it
about six feet from the ground, using- his hunting knife to
do it.
The knife was driven into the tree with the hilt slanting
upward and the edge facing him.
"Now, Dandy Pete," the young deadshot said, coolly, "you
hit a feather, and I am going to split a bullet and make a
hole in the pa-per on either side of that knife-blade."

CHAPTER II.
WILD AGREES TO GO TO GOLD DUST CITY.

Dandy Pete looked at Young Wild West in amazement.
"It con't be done!" he said, after a pause.
"Yes, :ft can be done. I'll show you it can right now."
The young deadsoht ste-pped back to the exact spot where
the brag-ging man had stood, and then he raised his revolver.
The crowd gathe.red around the scene knew that it was
possible to make such shots with a rifle, but they had never
seen it attempted with a pistol.
But Younir Wild West -practiced almost daily in all kinds
of difficult shots, so his hand never .e:ot out.
He was always ready to shoot, whether it was for fun or
foi' fair.
The lookers-on remained -perfectly silent as they saw the
revolver drop on a line with the paper on the tree.
Wild took a quick aim and -p1·esse<l the trigger.
Crack!
The paper was seen to quiver, and then, as if it had been
prearranged, all hands made a rush for the tree.
"Jumr,in' jack rabbits!" exclaimed a, cattleman, who was
the first to p;et close enough to see the result of the shot .
"Ther bullets was split by ther knife, all right! There's ther
holes. I reckon that Dandy Pete has got te1· do better than
he done, if he wants ter be in ther class . with Young Wild
West."
Dandy Pete was the last one to look.
Then he walked away without saying- a word.
"Hold on, my friend!" said Wild. "I would like to know
if you are satisfied?"
"I reckon you kin out-shoot tne," was the reply. "I
thought I was putty g-ood at it; but I've found that you're
somewhat better. I don't think I could make ther shot that
you jest did, so I won't try it. Let it go at that."
Wild and his partners turned and walked around to the
front of the hotel. The crowd followed them, commenting
on the wonderful shot the boy had made.
When they g-Ot to the -po1·ch one who was more enthusiastic
than the rest, took 6ft' his hat, and, waving it over his head,
shouted:
"Three chi!ers fur Young- Wild West, the Champion Deadshotl"
The rest were ready and willing- to cheer, and they did so,
awaking the echoes.
"That'::; all right. boy:-.'' said the dashing- ho:v-. who wa!4
US<'d to that sort of ~ thing-.. "Just take it easy!"
Then he ·went into the hotel by the reg-ular entrance.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart followed him, leaving- the
men to go back into th" barroom, or ftnywherc they pleased.
In the parlor were the 1rirls.
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"Well, what was all the shooting about, Wild?" Arietta and hunting suits, and the bright colors the girls wore made
asked, as she tossed her pretty blonde head. "I suppose you them look very attractive.
Young Wild West and his friends never wore anything
have been in trouble again?"
"Oh, no, Et," was the reply. "There wasn't the least trou- that was of the cheap sort.
Well-ta,nned buckskin was the principal goods used in their
ble about it. A man challenged me to shoot at a mark with
apparel, and it was trimmed with silk fringe.
him, that's all."
They all left their rifles at the hotel, but their revolvers
"He disputed the title you hold, I suppose?"
"Yes, that's just it. But he don't now. He has changed and hunting- knives remained in their belts, the same as if
his mind. We each fired a shot. He hit a feather at tifteen they were walking through a region where danger lurked
yards with his revolver, and I showed them my olli trick of on every hand.
They walked on up the street and reached the bank they
s1-J11ttin11: a bullet on the edge of a knife. That was all there
was to it, Et 1'he fellow seemed to take it pretty fair, when deposited in just as it was opening.
The president was there hinu;elf, and when he saw Young
he found he was beaten; but I have an idea that he is a vilWild West, whom he knew very well, his eyes brightened
Jain, though."
··wen, it would be strange, indeed, jf you did not run and he started fo1ward to shake hands with him.
"Just the one I want to see, above all others, Young Wild
across villains. There are so many of them that they are
West!" he exclaimed. "Come into mv office as soon as you
about as common as honest men, almost."
get through, will you?"
"Almost, Et; but not quite."
"Certainly," answered Wild, who noticed that there was a
"What is the name of this one, Wild?"
worried look in the eyes of the man.
"Dandy Pete, t11e Deadshot, is what he calls himself."
It did not take our friends long to transact the business
"Oh! He is one of the champions , then?"
"Yes, he claimed that he was the boss c!eadshot of the they had at the bank, and then Wild told the rest thev could
go on and stop at a certain store, and that he would meet
W?.st."
them there a little later.
'fhe girl laughed at this.
He went direct to the bank president's office and was ad"Lots have claimed that," she sai<l, tumi11g to Anna and
mitted.
EJojse.
"l am very glad to see you here," said the president. "I
.
"Yes," came the 1·eplv from the two.
"S'pose we all take a little ,valk around ther town?" Char- have got something- for you to do, if you will, Young Wild
lie sug-11:ested, looking at our hero. "It are most likely that West!"
"Just let me hear what it is, and I'll soon giye you an
ther ? a ls will want ter buy a few fancy things at ther
·
an:ower," was the reply. stores."
"I want you to g·o to Gold Dust City."
"Good !" exclaimed the young· deadshot. "I would iust as
"The new mining camp about fol'ty miles northwest of
lief spend an hour or two that way as any oiher. G.et ready,
here"?"
J'eady, girls."
'·Yes. They have named it Gold Dust City, you know,
'·Got anv money, Anna?" asked the scout.
"Well, I always manage to have a little," was the reply. though it is anything but a city. But a branch of the rail"But if you have more than you want J will t1-y and spend road runs there, and the Wells Fargo Company has an exp1e;;s office there. The express company has been robbed
some of it for you."
"You jest sing- out if ver g-it broke_ I know Arietta an' a lot of late. and as I am interested in it I want the g-uiltv
Eloise is putty well fixed je.st now, fur they drew ther divi- nc-i·sons found. There are a couple of detectives wo1·king on
dends what was comin' ter 'em from ther Bedrock Mine only the case, but I hardly think they ;:iniount to much. I want
last night. I've g-ot what bel.Q11.g-S te1· me an' you, yer Know. you to take a ride up to Gold Dt1st City on the train, just
It was mv idea ter bank it this mo1·nin', an' that's one rea-. as soon as vou can find time, and ~ee what you can make
of the situation. The robbers arn eithe1· very clever, Ol' else
son whv I want te1· take a little walk around."
"I reckon we'll ail do some banking-," Wild observed. "J some one working for the company is in leag·ue with them.
always cany a p1·etty larg-e amount of monev with me, b1,t I Thev leave no ch,es what~ver. I v:oultl rather vou would
have g-ot a little more than I caJ'e to huve just now, so we ,:,:o alone on this business."
'"Suppoc,e I take my sweetheal't v:ith mP., Mr. Rawlins?"
will go up to the bank and put it away. Then the g-hls can
visit the stores, if they feel like it, and we·u 11:0 with them, ,·w ith her it n•ould not luok as though I was hunting express
or stay outside, if it gets too til'esome. 1 don'i tuke much robbers."
"You 1·un use yom own llit1cr,;1.ion about that. Will you
stock in fooling ai'Ound Iookinit at the s'l.11ff they have to sell
.
e:o '!"
in the d J'YJ/:oods stores."
' '.i i:s , I 'll go to m,,now."
"Jilll t!oes, though," sa id the scout, with a chuckle. "Eloise
always makes him decide on ther shad?) of thel' 1·ibbon she's
y·oin' ter Luy. She thinks he':J a rattlin' good iedge, I
1·eckon."
''Well, il isn't that way with 1,1e. A rietta k uows that I
CHAPTER Ill.
1'aY01· a pal e blue. so when she bnvs ribbon;; she always gets
HOP W AH; TTIE CLEVER CHIN->,,MAN.
that colo1·. Eloise look;:1 betteY in something on the line of
a red."
"I reekun Annu had uette1· take te1 ,, l, ,te, then, so we'll
Young Wik! vVe,,t e..r.d his friends Ju;;.,! ,;carcelv left the
have ther colors of the1· fla12:, " obse1..-ed the scout, with a hotel when a meek-looking Chinaman, who acted as though
chuckle.
he had not been in this e0unti·v ve1v lorw . eame into the
.. You know ve1·y well that pink is mv favo1'ite, Char-lie," 11is l,arroom bv the doonvav that opened intu the hall that ran
wife hastened to say.
th r ough the center c,f the building-.
To look s.t him, one would surely have thuu>!;ht that he
'· All ri_g·ht, gal. Jf it suits \ ' OU ver kin bet your life it
doc-s me. 1 d0n't know rhe,· diffe1·ence between pink and was the mo,st innocent and inoffensive Chmee that evet• had
salmon color, an' I'm blamed if I want t el· know. There's the _g·ood luck to cross the Pacifir Ocean,
But there is whe1·e they would have got deceived, for the
too much else ter studv besides colors. Thel'e's that book
of mine on ·High-flown L an.e:uage, an' so forth.' 1f l want meek-looking- son of che Flowery Kin !?.,' rlon, was no other than
Hop Wah, Young· Wild West's cleve1• Chinaman.
t.et studv anything- I kin studv that."
Being a sleight-of-hand pel'fo1·mel', as 111any of our read·
''Please don't think about that book, CJ1arlie," t'aid his
wife, holding up he l' hands. "You know what a fist voi1 ers know, he was wbat might be c:,l!Pd a i.neat character.
Hop w.'.l s a!,;o a ca,·d sharp, t oo, and what he couldn't do
made of it when yo,1 tried to use the lan,niai;!'e vou read in
with a deck cf ,,arJ s was hardlv worth knowing.
it."
His failin l!'3 were that he could lie ~teal a little, cheat at
"That's 1·igLt," he answe1ed. " 1 .,01te1 i,,ot my conglomerations mixed up with mv syrnbolicisms eve,·v time I extem- catds anJ thought too rnuch of \\ hiskv fo1· his own R,"ood
i
sometimes.
pornted the 1,ig- woi·ds. Say, that book is great , thoug-h 1"
P1ettv biid failings they were, but his bood qualities over'I'hey all re111ained silent, and, i.milin,;_ s.:.oftlv tu himself,
balanced them, and hence he was a "fixture" to YounR: Wild
the scout tul'ned awav.
In a few minutes thev wei-e readv, an<l when they went West's pa1ty.
Many times had the Chinaman ~aved the lives of our
out on the stH:et they were three a ;i fine-looking couples as
i'riend s, not throuvh his gallant fighting, but by his wonderev"l' trod the sti-eets of Plwc:ni:-c
~c\.11 were attired in suits tha·t were a combination of ridin'1: ful cleverness •
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Ilis brother Wing, who acte(l as cook for the party, was
nothing: like him, only in looks.
He \\'as iust one of the plain, everyday "heathen Chinee"
that are to be found in all parts of the West, particularly at
the mining: camps. He could cook well and was honest and
willing:. '!'hat wus as far as it went.
Hop had been waiting for Young Wild West and the rest
to leave the hotel, for he was itching to have what he called
"a lillee fun."
As he entered the barroom Dandy Pete was still there,
and so were the majority of those who had witnessed the
little shooting match between the boasting man and Young·
Wild West.
The man in charge of the bar knew something about Hop
Wah, and when he saw him coming up to the bar he smiled
and "'inked at some of his friends.
"Velly nicee morning-, so be," said the Chinaman, smiling
blandly. "l\Ie likee havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
The expected happened right away, for the words were
scarcely out of the Celestial's mouth when Dandy Pete exclaimed:
"What are you <loin' here, Heathen?"
"Me likee havee lillee tang-lefoot," Hoo repeated.
"The Chinee is all right," spoke up the barkeeper. "He is
one o.f Young· Wild West's servants, and he is stopping here
with the party."
"Oh!"
Dandy Pete seemed a little surp1·ised, but it was evident
that he had changed his mind about something'.
Hop knew very well that the man had intended to raise a
tli,;turbance, and he had decided not to, after learning- that
he was Young- Wild West's Chinaman.
As he had witnes::;ed the shooting in the rear of the hotel,
he knew iust about what kind of a man he waM.
He laid down the money and accepted the bottle that was
pushed over to him with no small dea-ree of politeness.
'I'he wink the bartender had ventured to make told those
who had seen it that they might expect something- out of
the ordina1y.
.
"Lat vellv goodee tang-lefoot," the Chinaman declared. as
he smacked his lips and breathed a sigh of 1·elief. "Me
allee samee likee g-oodee tang-lefoot. so be."
"Yes, we sell about as good liquor here as can be boue:ht
in the town," answered the bartender.
Then he reached for the half dollar the Chinaman had laid
npon the bar.
But it suddenly disappeared!
Some ·of the men in the room saw it leave the bar in some
mysterious way, and their eyes opened wide.
But the bartender only g-rinned.
It was not the first time he had met Hop Wah.
"That's all ri_g,ht," he said, nodding- to him. "I guess the
money hated to leave you. It flew up your sleeve."
"Me no undelstand," Hop declared. looking surprised.
"Well, give me another half dollar, then. It is all the
same. I don't have to get that particular one."
Then Hop looked on the bar, and, seeing no money there,
he srave a nod.
Putting his hand in his pocket, he drew forth another half
dollar and placed it in the man's hand.
"I've g-ot this one, anyhow," was the remark, and then the
money went into the till.
"Me velly muchee smartee Chinee," said Hop, smiling and
looking very cheerful.
"I know you are--you don't J,.ave to tell me that," replied
the barkeeper, with a smile.
"Me srottee uncle in China whatee velly muchee smartee
and me allee samee velly muchee smartee, like my uncle
in China."
"Yes, you told me that almost a tear ago."
"Lat light. Me comee here two, thlee timee: Young Wild
West stoppee here when he come to town, so be; me stoppee
with Young Wild West, allee samee."
"That fellow is about ther smartest fellow I ever saw with
cards," the bartender explained, turning- to his customers.
"He can do all kinds of tricks, like you see done at the opera
house sometimes. He can't be beat, I believe."
"What's that?" spoke up Dandy Pete, looking interested.
"He knows a11 about cards, you say?"
"Me play lillee g-amee sev€.1 up sometimee," Ho1> admitted,
smiling at the man.
"An' old sledge, too, I s'pose?"
"Lillee bit."
"How about draw poker?"

"Me !ikee plav cllaw pokee vellv mnchee."
"Yer do, eh?"
"Yes, my uncle in China likee plav lllaw pokee, too, so be."
"Well, I don't cal'e what your unde in China likes . Have
vou g·ot any money?"
Hop calmly drew a roll of bills from his pocket and showed
it.
Tl 1 ere must have been at least a couple of hundred dollars
in ft.
"Me gottee some more, too, so be," and then he pulled a
handful of g·old coins from another oocket.
The eyes of Dandv Pete glisteng_d.
"You're putty well heeled, I reckon." he remarked. "I'm
,;omewl1at of a poker player myself. S'pose we have a little
game?"
''There's tables an' chairs fur that purpose in ther back
room," spoke up the barkeeper.
There are always men hanging around the public resorts
in places like Phoenix, who stand ready to e,·amble, and two
or three of those present signified their willingness to ioin
in a little game.
Hop was delighted, for that was one reason why he C!ll:"l c
into the barroom.
With hi s:; boss out of the way, he ·would stand a show to
fleece some one out of their money.
He knew very well that those who wanted to plav with
him were after the money he had showed them, and that
they would use all the trickery thev knew to get it.
But that made little difference to him.
·
He was up to all the g·ames of ca1·d sha1·ps, and Quite able
to meet them and go one better.
Ii he made up his mind to hold the winning hand when he
<lealt it was safe to bet that he would, no matter how closely
he was watched.
Hop walked in the back room and took a seat at a table.
It was a table made especially for poker plavine,·, covered
with gTeen baize and having· the slit to allow chips to drop
;nto the "kitty" at every "iack pot."
1'he:'le went to· the proprietor of the house in payment for
the use of the table and cards.
The four who sat clown with the innocenc-lookine; China1nan were Dandy Pete, the self-styled deadshot, a miner who
had strnck it rich, and two cattlemen, who were anxious to
accumulate more wealth o,: lose some of what they had.
They were all sharpers, too. The bartender knew three of
them quite well. but Dandy Pete was a stranger to him, as
far as card playing went.
He came in with a box of bone chips am! quickly sold
each one of them a hundred dollars' worth.
Then he produced a new deck of cards and the game was
ready to start.
Dandy Pete nicked up the deck, shuffled and ripped them
and then laid them down.
Hop gave them an extra shuffle and pushed them to the
man on his left, ,Yho was the miner.
"Cut fm· deal," the miner said, and he turned up a tenspot.
'!'hey all cut them, and bv luck Hop got an ace and won,
A dollar chin was put up for the ante, and then the Chinaman prepared to deal.
Just at that moment a tall man, wearing a fierce-looking'
mustache and hi,; trousers thrust in his boot tops, came in.
"Hello, Sheriff Mack!" called out one of the cattlemen.
"Ain't lookin' for no one here, I hope?"
"Not as I knows of, Jack," was the reply, as the Sheriff
cast a searching glance at those around the table.
Hop was looking- straight at Dandy Pete at the time, and
he noticed that he appeared to be verv uneasy all of a sudden.
CHAPTER IV.
HOW THE GAME OF DRAW POKER ENDED,

Dandy Pete quickly regained his composure, however, and,
without noticing the Sheriff. said:
"Go on an' deal ther cards, Mister Heathen.''
"Allee light," the clever Chinaman replied, and he quickly
dealt them each five cards.
Hop had made up his mind to win the first pot, and he
did not care particularly who suffered the most.
But he knew that Dandy Pete was the sharpest one of
the lot, and he preferred to get him for the worst victim, if
"QOSSible.
.
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"I reckon you fellows don't know how to count verv well."
That was why he dealt him a pair of aces at the start.
In that short time he was shuffling the ca1·ds the Celestial he said, as he handed them back. "There's tUty-two cal'dR
had arranged them so he knew just where cel'tain ones were. there, and I'll bet a hunderd on it."
No one offered to take up the bet, but Dandy Pete picked
He could deal from the bottom of the pack as well as he
could from the top, a thing that few gamblers can do with- up the cards and looked them ove1'.
"They're all here now," he observed, )ooking· hard at Hop.
out being detected.
Hop had four kings on the bottom of the pack, and each "It's funny, ain't it?"
''Velly muchee funny," the cleYel' Chinaman declared, smiltime he took a card he took it from there.
The fifth card from the bottom was an ace, so when he had ing at him.
After that the .e:ame went alonp· for a while in what mig-ht
his five cards he held four king-s and an ace.
Royal and straight flushes were not played in that part be called a pretty straight way.
But Hop was away ahead, and when it came his deal a2:ain
of the country at the time of which we write, unless agreed
he meant to jump a little further ahead.
upon.
He thought he might as well do the t:1ing· rig-ht this time,
That made four aces the highest possible hand.
Hop, having four kings and an ace, made it impossible for so he got the cards the ·way he wanted them, dropping a
couple of them on the floor, as though accidentally, in order
any one to get a hand that would beat him.
to do it.
What the other three nlavers got he did not know.
When he got through dealing each of the five players held
But he was after Dandy Pete, and he knew he would catch
him for some of his money, anyhow, as he had another ace four of a kind, cold.
Hop had the fou1· aces, as might be supposed.
and a pair of jacks ready to give him when he drew three
Dandy Pete got the four kings.
cards, which he was pretty apt to do, unless he had three
He stood pat on the draw, and when Hop saw that he was
of a kind, or a pair along with his aces.
It so_ happened that the miner and the two cattlemen each watching him closely he shrugged his shoulders and acted
g·ot pru.rs that warranted them to draw cards, so all hands' as though he was surprised t11at the man <li<l not draw one
·
card.
came in.
Then Dandy Pele smiled and made up hiR mind that he had
The Sheriff took a seat where lie could watch the g-ame.
It would be a queer Arizona Sheriff indeed who did not him.
The othel"S each took one card, and when Hop said he
have more or less interest in a g-ame of draw poker.
Dandy Pete called for three cards, as Hop sup"J)osed he would take one Dand,· Pete leaned over and made sure that
he took ju:::t one, and no more, and that it eame from the top
would; and he got enough to make him a nice acefull.
One of the cattlemen was lucky enough-or unlucky of the pack.
Hop looked at the card and appeared to be disappointed.
enough, we might better say-to <h-aw the two cards he 1·eHe was playing the g-ame fo1· all it was worth now, and he
quired to make him have four of a kind.
meant to oufwit the man he had found to be a thoroug·h
He held four tens against Hop's four kings.
The other two players failed to improve their hands, so sharp.
The betting beg:m, and every time it came his turn Hop
when the cattleman raised it to ten dollars they dropped out.
hesitated.
But Dandy Pete met the raise and put it up ten.
He did not make the raises verv heavy, either, and at
Then Hop smiled faintly and made it fifty.
The Sheriff gave a nod of approval, though he could not length Dandv Pete beg-an to believe that he was bluffing it
out, having failed to draw the card he wanted.
see the cards the Chinaman held.
But the othe1· tlwee men had thefr suspicions, and they
''That's what I calls ther startin' up of a mighty good
2:ame," he observed to one of the spectators. "I wish I was began to hesitate a little as the pile of chips on the table increased.
in it myself."
Dandy Pete beg-an to grow a little excited.
The betting went on until the three in the game had put
"Gents," said he, "unle11s tllf',re's been some tall cheatin'
uo all their. chips.
done, that vot is mine. Yer kin let yourselYes go fur all
Hop was the first to buv a hundred dollars' worth more.
He vut them all up, and when the other two had been your worth!"
· Then he pulled a revolver from the holster attached to
sunp!iecl with chips they called him.
"Me gottee four lillee kings," he said, as he showed them. his belt and laid it on the table.
He had scarcely let go of the handle of the weapon when
Then he raked in the pile.
"That's putty g-ood," observed Danbv Pete, shruJ~-ging his Hop reached out and took po:aRession of it.
"vVe no plav shootee 1rnme.'' he said, smilini? blandly; "we
shoulders. "But I'll go my length on an ace-full every time."
"So will I on four tens," said the other player. "But I plav allee samee dlaw pokei>."
''Let go of that shooter. Henthi>n!" cried the rasrallv felthought it ·was jest as well ter call. I 11ad an idea that ther
low, angrily. "You're a chPat!"
heathen might have t_h0r winnin' hand."
"Go on an' nlav cards," suoke up the miner. "There':::
It now came the miner's turn to deal.
He proved to be quite clever, for he stole the four aces, others besides ther Chinee in ther g-ame, an' they ain't <loin'
no kickin'. Don't think you kin scare us by actin' that way.
without even Hop noticing it.
·
.
But he failed to g-ive the rest very much, so he only won I've g-ot a shooter, too. See it!"
He pulled one verv quickly and Dandv Pete found himself
about thirty dollars by the operation.
One of the cattlemen came next, and he, too, manag-ed to looking in the muzzle of it.
"Put her away, parcl," he said, coolly. "I don't want no
,
get the winning hand.
row. I was a little hasty. I'll take it all back. I'm g-oin'
Then it came Dandv Pete's turn.
He slipped the cards through his hands and quickly made ter call ther heathen."
He put up the necessary amount to do it, and then tha
the discovery that there were no aces in the deck.
There was nothing really strang-e about this, since Hop others chippecl in.
Hop was a little nervous, but l1e did not show it.
had them in one of his sleeves.
"What have yer g-ot ?" demanded Dandv Pete.
"Count ther cards," said Dandy Pete, handing them to the
"Me gotte allee samee four lillee aces!" was the reply.
·
man who· had dealt last.
There was a silence for the space of a second or t-wo that
Not a little surprised at the request, the man proceeded
was almost deathly.
to do so.
Dandy Pete was very pale, but he realized that he stood no
"There ain't but forty-eight here,'' he said, when he had
show, so he decided to take it as it went.
finished.
He looked at the c,.rds the Chinaman laid down, and the
"Lat velly stlange," spoke up Hop; "somebody mustee allee
he got up from the table.
samee cheatee, so be."
Meanwhile the Sheriff had been eyeing the revolver Hop
But he realized that he had a pretty smart man to deal
had taken from the man in a manner that showed it wac:
with in Dandy Pete.
more than ordinary interest that prompted him.
"Me likee countee," he observed, reaching for the deck.
ReachinP." over, he took it _from Hop.
They all watched him keenly, but no one saw him put the
Then he suddenly turned 1t upon Dandy Pete and ex
four missing cards back.
He did, however, and when he had :finished he declared claimed:
"Hold up your hands, you thievin' galoot! You're m.
that there were only forty-eight.
prisoner! That's my shooter, an' it was stole from me whe
Then the bartender was called on for another pack.
"I'll count them first," he said, and he proceeded to do so. ther car of ther Gold Dust City Limited was robbed last
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I'm goin' ter take yer, meet him. I know enough about Young Wild West ter believe that any one as is connected with him is putty good
stuff. But this ain't gittin' that robber galoot."
"I don't thing you'll git him now, either," spoke up one of
the cattlemen, who had been in the poker game. "That's a
CHAPTER V.
mighty good horse he's got, and if he takes a notion ter let
him out it'll take a smart cayuse ter overtake him."
HOW THE SHERIFF GOT FOOLED.
"Well, I ain't got no horse, so I'll have ter wait till next
The Sheriff no doubt meant business, but he soon found time," said the Sheriff, shaking his head. "It is too bad, if
out that he had a desperate man, who was not without cun- that galoot was one of the1· robbers."
· "Me likee knowee 'bout um lob.hers," remarked Hop, lookning, to deal with.
ing very much interested.
There was a quee1· glitter in the eyes of Dandy Pete.
"Oh, they ain't operatin' here. It's up in Gold Dust City
Though his face was very pale, he did not seem to be
where they've been gittin' in their work," was the answer.
:frightened.
"I reckon you're makin' a mighty bisc mistake . Sheriff," "But ther chances are that some of 'em hangs around
,he '?aid, after a short period of silence. "That might be your Phoenix a good deal, jest ter g-it a line on what's goin' on.
shooter-I won't say it ain't. But I want yer ter understand They find out when ther Wells-Fargo people is goin' ter make
that I ain't no crook! I found that shooter along ther rail- a shipment of gold here ter Phoenix an' then they go an' git
road track putty nigh a week ago. I picked it up an' kept it, ther biggest part of it, an' no one knows where it went to.
of course. I wasn't s'posed ter throw it away, neither was That's ther strangest thing about it. Oh, if I had only held
1 s'posed ter advertise it in ther paper. Now what are yer on to that galoot, I might have found ·out all about it!"
Th~ Sheriff felt so much disappointed that he proceeded
1goin' ter do
about it?"
.
to drawn his sorrow in the flowing bowl, so to speak.
The question was asked in a very cool way.
It was not long before another game of noker was in
The accused man had folded his arms and i,tood before the
prog1'. ess, and after promising that he would play square
Sheriff in an attitude of defiance.
Hop was let into it.
The point was well taken.
This time he did not try to fleece the players, but he saw
She1·ifl' Mac.le began to think he might have made a misto it that he did not lose anything.
take.
It was near noon when Young Wild West and his friends
"OE course," went on Dandy Pete, coolly, "I don't blame
yer fur think.in' I was one of ther express robbers. You came back to the hotel.
They had been having- a good time of it, and the g-irls had
said as how one of 'em stole your revolver, an' you finds
that I've got ther revolver. That sartinly is circumstantial several packages containing the goods they had purchased.
When Wild walked into the back room, where the game
evidence. But I want yer to understand that I ain't no robber. I'm a gambler, I'll admit, an' when a galoot g-its ther was in progress, and saw Hop engaged with the cards, he
best of me at draw poker he's got ter be a good one. That called out:
"I'll bet the Chinaman is ahead of the game!"
heathen, what :yer see standin' there with a · sickly grin on
"I'll bet he is, too!" exclaimed the Sheriff, jumping· to his
his valler face, 1s a good one. I sorter imagined that he was
!2'oin' ter down me, an' that's what made me draw ther feet and putting out his hand. "Hello, Young- Wild West!"
1
"Hello, my friend!" answered Wild, not knowing just who
shoote1·. I thought I'd make him lose his nerve by <loin' it;
he was, though he 1·emembered having- met him before.
l hadn't no idea of shootin' him."
"I'm Sheriff now-Sheriff Mack."
"All right," the Sheriff answered, shaking his head. "I
"Oh, yes; I remember now. You had just been nominated
l'e(·kon I've made a mistake. We'll all have a drink.''
If Dandy Pete had another revolver on his person it was by your party for Sheriff of this county when I met you last.
You got elected, then?"
not visible.
"I r eckon I couldn't help it. 'l'here wasn ' t no one runnin'
Rut he seemed perfectly satisfied to let the Sheriff take the
$:'in me. There was only one party t e1· no minate' hel'e this
one the Chinaman had grabbed so quickly.
He went out and drank with the 1·est, just as though noth- trip. They knowed it was no use. But. sa y! I blame nea1·
catche<l a very bad galoot this mornin.' "
ing- had happened.
"Is that so?"
Hop drank also.
"Yes; he's one of ther expl'ess robbers what's been doin'
He liked tanglefoot too well to refuse.
But he could not help thinking that the Sheriff had made funny things up in Gold Dust City.''
Wild was interested right away.
a mistake in letting the man off.
"So you nearly had him, eh?" he queried.
Hop had studied human nature quite a little.
"I did have him, but he bluffed me out of lhinkin' that he
He was well satisfied that Dandy :Pete wa::i a crook.
was ther rie:ht one, an' then he g·ot away.''
But it was no affair of his, so he let it i.o.
"Um expless lobber ?llee samee Dandv Pete, Mislel' Wild,"
Pn,tty soon the Sheriff iiuggested that they start another
spoke up Hop.
i;;:a:tne of poker.
.
·'We'll leave ther Chlnee out/' he said, "fur he's altogether
Ou1· hero gave a nod.
t<,v smart fur me.''
"I am not surprised at hearing- that tile g-aloot was a
"All right," answered Dandy Pete. "Wait till I lead my crook," he declared. "I was certain of it when I first set
.ho1.::e around back. I reckon I'll stay here an' git my dinner." eyes on him this morning."
The villain walked out, and no one thought anything of it.
The Sheriff told him all that had happened, and then. after
But the next minute they heard the sounds made by gal- making a few commonplace remarks about it, Wild l eft the
loping hoofs, and, running to the door, the Sheriff was in room and joined his partners and the girls in the hotel partime to see the man he had accused l'iding away.
lor.
, "Well, by jingo!" he cried. "I 1·eckon I was right, after all.
He had told them all about his interview with the bank:
That galoot is one of them exp1·ess 1·obbers, I'll bet!"
president, of course.
"Me bettee samee way," 'spoke up Hop. "Me· feelee allee
Arietta was delighted at the idea of going to Gold Dust
timee um J1;aloot no goodee, so be:"
City with llim, and, as might be supposed, the rest we1·e a
"Yoii! What in thunder do you ~ow about it?"
little bit disappointed ,because they were to remain in
The Sheri.fl' glared at the Chinaman, as thou~·h he thought Phoenix.
he was of no consequence whatever.
But the president of the bank had wanted that Wild should
"Me workee for Young Wild West, and me allee same& go alone, and after he got his consent to let Arietta accomvelly smai-tee Chinee," Hop replied.
pany him, he did not feel like askinsc for anv more.
"Young Wild West, yer say'?"
He knew it would make the 1·obbers-if they }1ad any idea
She1iff Mack opened wide his eye.,.
that he was after them-think less about him if he haa only
He knew Young- Wild West, havi}'lg' met him a couple of his sweetheart with him.
months before, just before he got the nomination for Sheriff.
Wild did not intend to go disl?,7lised.
''That's tight, Sheriff; l1e's one of Young Wild West's
He was Jl.'Oing to make it appea1· that he was merely takChin<'iltl servants," the bartender spoke up. "I thought you ing a run up to the new mining camp to see what it was
knew who he was, especially when you saw how easy he like, and that it was more for a pl e~ts11re trip than anything
pulled in tha money in the poker garne. You must have else.
heard of Hop Wah?"
After <linner WilJ lf)et the Sheriff ursain , and he had QL1ite
"No, I never heal'<l of hi.m afore. But l'm riKht glad to a talk with him about tb.e eJ-..Jn·ess robbe1·s.
week. I've got you, so surrender!
alive or dead!"
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ne learned considerable about what they had done, but
n 1Jthing that would serve as a clue.
He did not let him know that he was going to Gold Dust
City to try and expose them, for that was something he
wanted to keep to himself.
The fact that Dandy Pete had in his possession the revolver owned by the Sheriff made it appear that he really was
one of the gang.
Our hero could not help smiling when the Sheriff told him
that the express car had been robbed while he and two of
his deputies were on the train for the pU1·pose of guarding it.
"That was a pretty goocl one on you, Sheriff," he said, "I
hope you won't have such hard luck again."
"You bet I won't!" was the reply. "I've got my eyes
putty well opened now. It takes setbacks ter make a man
go ahead, anyhow."
The n ext morning Young Wild West and Arietta walked
ovel' to the <lepot and bought tickets for Gold Dust City, the
rest of our friends remaining at the hotel.

CI-IArTEU VI.
Y>'!LD AND ARIETTA ARRIVE AT GOLD DUS'l' CITY.

The branrh track that 1an from I'hoenix to Gold Dl1si City
was but a rath<'r crurle affair.
Right he rr we might ·a s well stale that it did not last very
long, n0r d ill the city, a s it was called.
The ~:old du st that har! promi sed t'o pan out so largely at
:first soon facl e<l a"·ay, and a little later the mining camp
becar,1e a t !) i11c- of" the past, and the rails were taken up and
·
laid on anoih<'r line.
But at the tinw of which we write Gold Dust City was in
it;: height of FllC('C$8 .
Miners had flocked to it in numhers, anr! they had nearly
all been encouragerl. by the rich surface finds.
Young Wild West and his charming sweetheart took their
seats in the only passenger coach that was attached to t;he
engine.
It wa8 the rear car, there being but two ahead. of it, the
•
smoker anr! express car.
The latter was next to the engine.
There were not many passengeTS in the car when the train
start ed. Dut when it stopped at a small settlement halfway
between Phoenix and Gold Dust City, Wild n.o ticed that three
men g-ot on, and that one of them wore a velvet riding suit.
He did not catch a glimpse of his face, but it struck him
right away that there was something familiar about him.
The three men went into the smoker.
"Et," i:::tid Vvihl to his sweetheart. "I reckon I'll go in the
iomoker a few minutes. I want to have a look at those fellows who just g·ot on the train."
"All right, Wild," the g-irl answeTed. "I guess I can manage to nai;s the time away while you are gone. It looks so
sti-ang-e when I glance out of the winclow and Ree the scenery
flitting by, there is something· about it all that seems out of
nlacr-c1!most unnatural, I might say. Riding on railway
trains is all rig-ht, l suppose. but there is notl1in_g: like horseback riding, Wild."
"You're rig-ht, Et," was the laughing reply.
Wild had scarcely left the car when a young woman arose
from a seat near by and came and 1-at beside Arietta.
She was attired rather flaishily and her face was well
adorned with paint and powder.
This alone was enough to make the irirl disp:nsted with
l1er, for Arietta did not believe in such ways or trying- to
beautify one's face.
It mad<' her think of the Indians, who nainted thei.r faces
'
to mak" them look us:dy.
: "I suppose vou have no oh.icdions to me Hitting by you
for a while?" th<> strangpr said. "T see your esC'n1·t has
. mar!e up hrn mind to J?:O t1nd have a smoke. Who i1=; hr, your
brother?"
"No. he isn't mv hrotlwr," Arietta answered. a;; she 111:Hle
room for her in the :;;rat.
"Well, h 0 ran't hr ynur hut-1band. fo,· you A-l'e both too
young tn he married. Perhaps he iF: your lover, then?"
"He is Young Wild West," said Arietta, prour!!y.
"Yonn11: Wi1rl West.! T 11ev"r heard of him. You speRk aithough everybod)' oug-ht to l<nuw him,'' and the you11g woman
laugherl. ·
"Most ever:v one docs know him, or 1.hl'y have heard of

•
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him," retorted Arietta, looking at the woman shal']'.)ly. "Are
you g-oing- to Gold Dust City?"
"Yes. I am to sing- there in a show."
"Is it possible?"
"Yes."
"Are you acquainted there?"
"I have never been there, but I have g-ot a young- man
there, who is very fond of me. He wants to rnarnr me."
"My name is Nellie Du Bois," went on the talkative young
woman. "Isn't that a pretty name?"
"Very," answered Arietta, not wishing- to offend her by not
appearing nleasant, though she had taken a strong dislike
to her from the start.
"We!J, it isn't my real name. Ha, ha, ha!"
"It is not?"
"No."
"Why do vou use it, then?"
"Because it sounds much better than my own name. An
actress must have a striking name, you know."
"Yes, I suppose so," Arietta admitted.
"What is vour name?" asked Nellie Du Bois, so calleq.
"Arietta Mutdock is my nami>."
"Ah! I like Al'ietta very we11; but the last is rather commonplace; too much like the Scotch to suit · me. One thin.I!:,
.
you can change it, I suppose?"
"I don't wish to change it just now," retorted Youn~ Wild
West's sweetheal't spiritedly.
"Oh, but you'll change it some time. You'll probahly
changP it to A1·ic-tta West-Mrs. Young Wild West! How
quc-er that sound~, doesn't it?"
Arietta admitte<l that it did, when she came to think of it.
The young woman talked on in this wav until she saw
Wild coming back into the car.
Then she arose and took the seat ahead, which hanpcned to
be vacant.
Wild had founrl out all he wctntcd to Just then.
He had not made a mistake when he thouirht there wa11
something- familiar about one of the men who irot on the
train at the little station.
He nroved to be no other than "Dandy Pete.
'I'he young- deadshot had lighted a ci1;ar as soon as he entered the smoker, 'and he had been seen and recognized by
the clever villain right away.
"Going to Gold Dust City, eh, Young Wild West?" Dandy
Pete said.
"Yes,'' the young deadshot answered. "I thought I would
run up and see if there was a chance to speculate there. I
never heard of the place until vesterday."
Wild <lid not mean to let him know that he suspected
.
that 11e was one of the express robbers.
He meant to keep as much of an eye on him while he was
in Gold Dust City as he possiblv could.
"There's plenty chance ter speculate in their new camp, all
rig:ht," answered Dandy Pete. "Ain't there, boys?"
"You bet!" the two men he had with him answeren.
Of course, Wild put them down as belonginJ?.' to the g-ang
of robbers, too, and he felt that it was not goinJ?: to take
ver'.v long: to settle up the business he was on.
Once lw had a clue, the daring- boy woul<l soon hold the
winning- hand.
He smoked a whilE' anrl Tea1I a paper he had brou,:rht with
h im from I'hoenix, 'anrl then "·ent hack into the car with
Arietta.
"How do y0u rlo, Y 011ng- \Vild \Vest?" the stage singer rem~rkerl, .:is Wilrl rnovrd up to take thr io;eat she had vacated.
ThP youn g· dearlshot looked s11rnrii:;ecl.
"I bep; your pardon," h<' i:airl. "You J1ave .i::ot ihe best of
me. But it don't make any difference, I suppose. I'm pretty
well."
"I've hC'<'n talking- with your sweetl1eart," ilhe went on to
i-;ay. "That is how 1 learner! your name."
"Oh!"
Wilrl cnukl tf'll that AriP!la r!id noL lil<c her, ;rnrl he rlirl nol
•
L1·.1· to g-rt in ;:i ,·onversation with her.
RuL ~he t,ilkcd all the way to Gold Dust City, ;ind when
f he f,n,(in fi11alJy g'OL tl1C1"e RhP kent clm;p to ihCl!l aS fl,ry
left th0 plaLfo1m of the depot and 1.nokcd about for a place
Lo put up at.
"I ctm voing- to stop at tl1c RPd ~tar," she ~airl. "Tl1at ii:;
thP. nl;.1ce [ was 1·0commPnrlNl to come io."
Wild lonk a 101Jk at the mininf:!.' camp ;ind round lhal, it. wa;.:
all in a hNlP, ~o tn speak.
The ,;ha.nties. it contained were moetly bu.ilL o:( ,61'Y roWJ.h
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boards, but the express office was consLructed of logs, evidently to strengthen it.
The Rcrl Star seemed to be about the only place that looked
as thoug·h it could accommodate any guests, so they went
over lo it.
Luckily they found that there were just accommouations
foi' them, and Arietta would be compelled to room with Nellie
Du Bois and two other women.
The latter two were women who had come there to join
their husbands, who were out in the mountains on a prosnecting trip when they arrived, and they were waiting for
!hem to come back to the camp.
Arietta came to the conclusion that they were nice people,
so she did not object to them in the least.
But she did not like the stage singer.
However, she had to make the best of it, so she said nothing.

After he had seen that Arietta was as comfortably installed as she could be, Wild went into the barroom of the
tavern to find out what was going on, and to possibly get
some information that would be of use to him.
He found a very rough lot of men gathered there, for Gold
Dust City was like all other camps of it kind-the very worst
class of men was bound to reach it.
Amon.II' those in the place were Dandy Pete and the two
men who had come with him on the train.
· The boy noticed that the villain said something to those
drinking at the baT with him, and then he became the subject of interest.
Wild had not paid for the accommodations he had secured
for Arietta and himself, so he now did so.
"Dinner at twelve," said the man in charge. "I reckon
you'll be suited here, young feller. Ther Red Star is all
right, if I do say it myself."
"Boys, let me make yer acquainted with Young Wild West,
ther Champion Deadshot!" said Dandy Pete, as Wild turned
and faced the crnwd. "Ther most of yer know that I am
somthin' handy with a g-nn; but this boy kin beat me all
holler!"
Then there was a short silence, and, breakin.11' it, Wild
i,aid:
"That's all right, boys. I didn't come here to 1>ose as the
Champion Deadshot. Let it .l\'O at that."

CHAPTER VII.
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE M,AN WHO WAS LOOKING FOR
TROUBLE.

"What did yer come here fur, young feller?" asked a
ruffianly looking man, who had bee1;1 d1inkin,II' with Dandy
Pete.
"Oh, just to find out what sort of a camp it was, and to
specnlate a little, if I get the chance," our hero answered,
coolly.
"Huh!" exclaimed the man, contemptuously. "I don't know
•
what a youngster like you could do at speculatin'."
"Don't you? Well, you give me the chance and I'll show
you!"
"Give yer the chance, eh? I reckon no one ain't givin'
c~ances away in Gold Dust City. It's a case of git UTJ an'
g1t there; every one fur himself, yer know."
"Oh, that is all right. I don't want any one to help me. I
am generally able to look after my own interests."
'"Huh!"
"Jou don't seem to feel very well," said Wild, who wa~ now
satisfied that the 1·uffian was trying to pick a row with him.
"Has something gone wrong with you?"
"What's that?"
"Oh, never mind. I don't want any words with you. I am
·
not looking for an argument."
"You're outty sassy, fur a boy, I think."
Wild made no reply to this.
He was not anxious to get into trouble with the man,
though he was not afraid of the outcome if he did.
B~t hewas a stranger there, .and if a whole gang turned
on him at once he would be in a tight place.
He walked over and looked out through the doorway.
At this the l'Uffian followed h,im up.
Wild tnrned and noticed that there was an expression of
delig·ht in the eyes of Dandy Pete.

Then he was quite sure thaL he was the one who had set
the man up to pick a row with him.
The boy cast a 0uick glance about th~ room.
He made up his mind that the ma.iontv of the men there
did not appro\·e 0£ t 11e actions of tho ruician.
Then he made up his mind to g,Ye the fellow something
that he did not expect to get.
But he waited until he went on a little.
"'They say yon're ther champeen-r.hootcr, young feller?"
the ruffian remarked, as he halted within four feet of the
boy.
"Well, I can't help it if they do say tl1aL." was the reply.
"You are not anxious to get shot, are ,·ou '!"
"Anxious ter git shot! Ha, ha, ha! As if I would be
afraid of a galoot like you shootin' me! You make me sick
ter hear yer talk that way!"
"See here!" said Wild, suddenly. "I am a stranger here,
and I am alone, save that I have a girl friend in the tavern.
1 don't want any trouble with you; but if you don't let me
alone I'll throw you out on your head, and then shoot the
buttons off your shirt! You hear what I say?"
The boys eyes flashed, and he took a step toward the man.
Instantly a deep hush came ove1· the room.
This was something- out of the ordinary.
"You-you young whelp! You'll throw me--"
That was as far as the ruffianly m2-n got, for as quick
as a flash Young Wild West caught him about the waist and
turned his heels up in the air.
Whizz!
. Lik2 a catapult he shot through the doorway, landing on
his head and shoulders in the sand outside.
either
Wild ran out after him, pulling- a 1·evolver
holster.
"qet up, you sneaking coyote!" he cried. "You've been
looking· for trouble, and now you've got it. I'm going to
shoot the buttons off your shirt, and if any one interferes
while I am do;ng· it I'll put a hole- through him that the
doctor won't be able to fix! Get up, I say!"
The man had been taken completely by suTprise, and as
the fall had dazed him he hardly knew what had happened.
He got into a sitting posture and looked wi}dly around
·
him.
Crack!
Wild firecl, and one of the big, ·white buttons that adorned
his flannel shirt in the front flew off.
Crack!
The shooter in our hero's left hand spoke and another button disappeared.
"Get up!" cried the young deadshot.
Then the ruffian g-ot upon his feet in a .iiffy.
Crack!
The button at his throat flew off and his shirt front fell
open.
There had been but three buttons left on the shirt, anyhow, and now there were none.
"I reckon that will be about all, as far as you are concerned," said Wild, coolly.
Then, much to bis surprise, the ra!'cal!y fellow turned and
ran clown the street, like a frightened schoolboy.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, as he walked back into the
tavern, "if there is anyone else here who feels like picking
a row with me, let him speak uo. I am .iust in the humor
now."
"There ain't no one here as wants ter pick a row with
you, my boy!" exclaimed a brawny miner, who wore a red
shirt and ·who had a pair of aims like a prize fighter.
"You're a true blue, you are, an' any galoot as says yer
ain't will have ter answer ter me-Jake Wallop, ther ·Mayor
of Gold Dust City!"
"Thank you for saying that, Mr'. Mayor," answered the
young deadshot, putting out his hand and shaking the big
fist of the man. "I knew there must be some here who believe in a square deal/'
"Yer kin bet your life there is! But there's more that
don't, of course, which don't make much difference, 'cause
ther most of 'em is cowardly ,ll'aloots, like ther one yer jest
chucked out. An' say! But didn't yer chuck him out nice,
though! Wow!"
The Mayor of Gold Dust City brought his fist down upon
the tavem bar with a ja1· that made the bottles and glasses
dance.
"Give us a drink!" he bawled. "I want every galoot in
hearin' ter drink ter ther health of this boy. There'll be
trouble if any one refuses, fur I'm putty bad if I gets r'iled ! "
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The olhel' door opened into the _g-amblinJ1: dPpartment,
Danclv Pete anrl hi.s friem!,; look0d rat11,,.. cru,tfal!en sin<"e where
tht'1·e was a faro layout and a roulette wheel, as well
tiwv had ::seen the ruifian g·et hi:,; medic-i11e in ::such a hasty as
tubles for poker and other can! g-am s.
,rav.
A narl'ow hall in the rear connected with all three, so
Wild was ,;atching them while the big- Mavor was talkpatrons could patronize all that was going on without
ing-, and when he :,;aw them edging· for the door he knew the
out.
it was because they did not ,vant to drink, and thus show going
It was to the saloon part that Dandy Pete went, and
their approval of what he had done.
when he got there he found the man called Buster standBut Jake Wallop, the Mayor, saw them also.
at the bar.
"Hey, there!" he called out. "Ye1· heard what I iest said. ing-The
cowardly fellow had made his way around and enCome back here!"
tered by a rnar door.
They obeyed, and then Wild smiled.
The two friends of Dandv Pete ente1·ed riJ1:ht after him,
"Of course, we'll drink ter the:· health of Young Wild \Vest,
then the four quicklv got toJ1:ether.
Jake," Dandy Pete said. "We was je:,;t goin' out ter see and
"What did ver nm away fur, Buster?" asked Pete, lookwhether Buster wa~, comin' back or not."
"Yer made a laughin'-stock of your"Oh, Bustf>r has got enough. He don't want no more of inP' a bit disgusted.
self!"
that kind of medicine. Ila, ha, ha! Set 'em up, landlord!"
"l didn't want ter J1:it riddled with bullets, did I?" was the
Wild was more than pleased to win the frienc!f,hip of such
a man, for he could easily tell that he was a power in Gold reply.
"Young Wild West wouldn't have hurt yer a bit. That
Dust City.
his way. Didn't yer hear him say that he was done
ain't
surlookt'd
Mayor
the
drink
soft
a
for
called
When he
ver?"
with
prised.
"I wasn't takin' no chances. PetP. 1 knows when T've got
'·What!" said he. "Don't drink? Well. that beat:; all! enough.
S'pose one of them bullets ha<l went a little tel'
boy?"
straiklit,
liquor
ver
Don't :,·er never take
What would have happened ter me then? l f
right?
ther
I
"But
reply.
the
was
Ftrong·,"
anything
''T neve1· d1·ink
he sent at me had bet•n an inch ter ther
one
lasl
th<'r
the
do
others
make
and
trv
to
don't make it mv bu::siness
have J1:0t it through thet' neck. It is verv
would
T
right
a
has
man
eYerv
and
country,
free
a
is
same as I do. This
I ain't fond of havin' bullets clippin' ofl'
but
talk,
ter
easy
with
interferE'
don't
lie
as
long
rig-ht to <lo as he pleases. as
·
buttons!"
my
be
will
it
and
pop,
little
a
drink
the W('lfare of othel's. 1'11
West, they say, an'
thf>r
of
Deadshot
Champion
ther
"He's
iust the san-:e to you and the rest."
mis~es what he
never
He
riJ1:ht.
about
say
they
reckon
I
seen
ha<ln't
I
if
"All 1ight. l won't unre \'er. I mig-ht
at."
shoots
<'hucke<l
git
ter
wanl
what yer jest done tr,1· BustP1'. I don't
The man in charge of the saloon and the three 01· four cu:iout on my head, an' l don't wunt ter lose ther buttons off my
he had at the time listened with no little interest.
tomers
shirt."
'l'hey wanted to know all about it, and, thouJ1,'h he had reThe Mavor chuckled a!. he said this, and looked me::ming·ly
mained silent on the ::mbject before, Buster now related the
at Dandy Pete and his friends.
whole circumstances, J1,'iving Young Wild West the credit of
As thcv knew him µrettv well, thev paid no attention to being
the most remarkable bov that ever handled a shooter.
the g-]ance.
"He',; only a boy," he adde<l: "but I'd like ter r.ee thel' man
''You're welcome ter ther b1•st that's in Gold Du::st City,
could stand up in front of him in any shape OI' form.
Young \Vild West." the llluyo!' we:1t on. "I've i,ot a private whatchucked
me out of that place as thouJ1:h I hadn't bePn
box in ther operv hou':l' fur to-night, an' I'd like tel' have yer He
nothin' more than a feather piller; an' then he opened up his
share it with me."
my shirt front loose in no time. 1 don't
"Thank yon. If I can make arrangements to go with you shootin' J1,'ame an' let ther
younJ1: galoot here tel' Gold Dust
know what brought
I will g-la·llv do so,'' Wild replied.
bet he'll J1:it what he come fur!"
"There's g·oin' ter bl' a brand new singer there to-night. City, but yer kinmore'n
what he come fur," remarkerl Darnly
"He miJ1:ht git
But I g-ue:::s you know somethin' ahout that, fur she come
he turned to his two friends.
in when .vou an' your gal <lid. I was watchin' yer. 1 know Pete, as
The bartender heard this 1·emark.
ther gal, 'cause I seen her down in Phoenix a couple of
"I reckon you don't like ther boy very much, eh, Pete?"
times. I did think that ther other gal was a theatre gal,
too, first off. But when she J1:0t nearer I could tell the he observed.
"Oh, I don't know as I've got anythinJ1: particular ag-'in
difference all right. Then I knowed she was with you, all
was the reply. "I challenged him ter a shootin' m:itch
right. But I didn't know vou was Young Wild West. thouJ1,'h, him," in
Phoenix yisterday, an' he beat me, that's all. We
down
till Pete spoke about it. Are you an' Pete friends?"
had no trouble about it. Yer all know that I'm about
"No," answered 'vVikl. "We are hcqua'ntances, that's all." never
ther best shot around these diggin's; but Youn~ Wild West
"We ain't enemies, though," spoke up Dandv Pete.
kin shoot twice as good as me. I ain't ashamed te1· say it,
Wild shruJ1,'ged his shoulders.
·
either."
"We'll let it g-o at that, then," he said.
"He must be a putty Jl:OOd one, then," and the bartender
The villain said no more, and while the Mayor was talkshook his head, as though he could hardly believe it.
·
·
ing he slipped out of the tavem.
But it was probable that he did this because Dandy Pete
The two men who had been with him quickly followed.
·
"Do you know anything about Dandy Pete and those fel- and hi!;; friends were good customers.
"Where's ther boss?" Pete asked, after a pause.
lows?" Wild asked, when they had gone, for he was now
"He's J1,'ittin' somethin' ter eat; he'll be out in a minute,"
satisfied that the rest in the room were honest men.
"Not a J1,'reat deal," was the reply. "I reckon they ain't was the reply.
It was hardly more than a minute before he put in apmucl~ Jl:OOd, though. Buster belongs ter their gang-, an' it
are llkely that they feel a little sore ag'in you fur ther way pearance.
The boss of the opera house, saloon and J1:amblinJ1: outfit
·
yer done him up."
"They will feel more than sore if they bother with me, was named Dan Reagan, and he had the name of beinJl: the
man who had made the most money of any one who had
I'll guarantee that!" Wild exclaimed.
come to locate at Gold Dust City.
Whether the business at the placer claims was good or
bad, he always took in a pile of money each clay and night.
"Good rnornin', boys," he said, addressing all hands.
CHAPTER vnr.
They returned the salute, and then Dandy Pete ordered a
·
drink.
THE PLANS OF THE EXPRESS ROBBERS.
This bei1;1g disposed of, he walked over to the bos,;, and
When Dandy Pete left the Red Star Tavern he headed after a whispered conversation the two left the room.
'l'hey went into a small room that adjoined the barroom,
almost straight across the street to a long, low shanty
that was adorned with a siJ?.;n declarinJ1: it to be the "Opera and when he had closed and locked the door which was
House."
~a~·ked "Priv?-te" on the outside, Dan Reagan l~oked at his
There we1·e three entrances to the buildinJ1: on the front, visitor and said:
""Well, what's up?"
the larJ1,'est of which was to the pal't that constituted the
opera house.
. ",I re~kon there's ~ whole lot up," was the replr. "If I
This was on t]1e left, and the central one was the bar amt mistaken the1·e s a young- g-aloot in town what's afte1·
us. His name is Young Wild West, an' he's a ~-oke of o~en
vart.
0
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an' a mule team combined when he g·its started. I come g-old, which is ter g-o to ther smelter. Me an' some of ther
mig·hty near g-ittin' in trouble with ther Sheriff down in boys will be under here'with boxes of stone enough ter match
Phoenh yistenlay, an' I lit out as soon as I could g-it ther ther shipment. You an' your two men-two will be enou'l;hchance. I stayed in Jugtown last nig·ht, an' when I come up will hang- around in ther express office, an' when thei- time
on ther train this mornin', along- with two of the1· boys, who comes you will take up ther boxes of stones an' let down
should I see on thel' train but this Young- Wild West!"
ther g-old in here. Yer kin g-it in easy cnoug-h by carryin' in
··well, what makes yer think that he's come here ter inter- ther box you'll fix up, an' after you're there it'll be easy
fere with us'!" queried the proprietor, looking- rather uneasy. enough fur yer ter stay there. 'rhis is g-oin' ter be ther
"I'll tell yer what makes me think that vvay, Dan. Sheriff• g-reatest scheme of all, an' a-fore they find out ther mistake
Mack accused me of bein' one of ther express robbers. an' we'll have ther g·old out of ther way. They'll never know
aftel' I had lit out he must have thoug-ht he was about rig-ht. who ter lay it ter, but ther chances is that ther shippers at
Then it al'e likely that he told Young- Wild West about it, ther mine will be blamed fur it. What do yer think of it,
an' he has come up here ter try an' find out about us."
Pete?"
"lt might be. But how was it that ther Sheriff come ter
"Fine! Anything you fix up is fine, Dan. Yer kin .iest
think yot1 was one of the express robbers?"
count on me ter do mv part."
"Well, I had a revolver that he lost ther other nis,,·ht when
The two went back into the cellar, bt'lt before leaving it
Lher train was 1'obbed. l picked it up nfter one of ther boys they talked it over until Dandy Pete knew ju;;t the pai-t he
knocked it from hi,; hand, an' 1 Ji<.ln't think the1·e was any- had to plav in the daring- express robbery.
Lhing- about it that would make him know it if he seen it
ug'in. It was a mighty close shave 1 had, I kin tell yerl"
Dan Reagan frowned.
"I have heard a good deal about this Young Wild West,"
CHAPTER IX.
ht> 8aid, slowly. "He is always hying· ter down them whats
engaged in crooked business. He takes delip.:ht in <loin' it,
WILD IS IN GREA'l' LUCIC
::;o they say. 1 wouldn't be a bit surprised if what you say is
tunect, Pete. That boy has come tei· Coh.l Dust Cit" ter
Young· Wild West excused himself to Mayor Jack Wallop,
clean up ther express robbers."
and then he left the tave1n and walked over to the express
''But he won't do it, though."
"Oh, no! Yer kin bet he won't! Didn't no one come with office.
He had already formed the opinion that there must be
hitn?"
something crooked about one or more of the employees, and
"Only a ~al."
he thought it would be a g-ood idea to question the man in
«rl'hat's mighty funny."
of the office and get a line on him.
·
"I think he has jest come ter find out what he kin fur charg-e
He found him there, all alone.
ther Sheriff, an' then, if he succeeds all right, they'll make
The man was Joe Simms, who was mentioned in the cona raid on us."
which took place between Dandy Pete and Reagan.
"Well, if that's his g-ame I Teckon he'll find out that he's versation
"Hello, boss!" said Wild, as he walked in. "When is the
made a mighty big mistake. Come on down, an' I'll show next
express due from Phoenix?"
yei· what's been done since you went clown ter Phoenix."
"Not till four o'clock," was the reply, as the man looked at
The villainous keeper of the opera house stooped to the him,
nervously.
floor, and, pulling aside a dirty piece of bagging- that might
"ls that so? When does the next one after that come in'?"
have been placed there in lieu of a mat, took hold of a ring·
"To-morrow morning·."
and lifted a trap door.
"There is a lot of money coming over from the bank in
A ladder leadina· into a dark cellar was disclosed, and, Phoenix, is why I ask. I was sent over here
to receive it,
without waiting- a moment, Dan Reag-an went down.
and I am not sure whether it will be here to-day or toOnce there he struck a match anJ lighted a c~le that was morrow.
The president of the bank was afraid to trust me
u JJUll a little shelf.
with the money, for fear I would be robbed. That is why
Dandy Pete came down the latlder after him, closing the he put it in the hands of the express company."
lraµ as he did so.
Wild was watching- the man as he said this, and he noIt is p1·etty safe to say that this cella1· was about the only ticed that his face lighted
up, while at the same time he
one in Gold Dust City, for the men who erected shanties in showed surprise.
11, ining- towns, as a 1-ule, neve1· bothered abQut vutting- cel"What is your name?" he asked, after a pause.
lars under them.
"Young- Wild West is my name."
'I'he cellar wa,;; a rather small one, and the evidences in"All right. I'll
it down. If I had not heard of yuu
dicated that it 1,ad been dug after the building- had 'been I would think that out
a rather peculiar name. I don't suppose
1JUt up.•
is your right name, however?"
What had become of the dirt taken out was a mystery, but it "It
is the only one I remember of ever having·. Anyhow,
it was likely that it had been carted away in the ni~ht and
it is 1/.'00d enough, I 1·eckon."
tlisposed of.
"Oh, yes."
A few boxes a.nd barrels wern in lhe cellar, and that was
Just then one of the employes of the express company
l:111.
the ag:ent for something-.
Leadino- the way, and holding the candle so his companion called
Simms huniedly closed the door o.f the big i1·on safe, and
could see, Reagan entered a nanow passage.
to Wild, said:
Tl1rough this for about forty feet he went, and then it turning"Stay here a few minutes, will you? I am wanted over at
eame to an end.
the office of the Bonanza Mining Company. If any one comes
"Here she is!" exclaimed Reagan. "You know where we tell them I'll be right back."
ai·e, as well as I do."
"All rig-ht," Wild retorted. "Take your time. I'll see to
"'I' es I we'rn right under the express office."
it that no one robs the office while you're gone."
''Of course. An there's a trap door that Joe Simms an'
Simms eyed him keenly at this remark, but said no m01·e,
uie cut through yistenlay. Now it will b"' easier than ever and hurried off.
t..-: 1• rob ther express company. I reckon it'll be a 11,'ood while
He had barely gone when Wild, who had settled into a
al'oi·e they beat this game. Heretofore me au' Joe has had chair, happened to g-lanee down at the rough planking th:1t
1.e,,· canv· out ther stuff. Now al1's we've got. ter do is ter formed the floo1· of the log- shanty the office was in.
tower it down here. I'd like te1· see Young Wild West or any
The young· deadshot gaYe a start, :t01· he noticed a bright
one else beat this g-ame !"
light shininJ;., through a crack in the f1001·.
"Well, is there anythin9: on ther carpel .!'ul' to-night,
He dropped upon the floor in a twinkling- :mJ. put bis eye to
llan?''
the crack.
Directly beneath him we1·e two men, Q'ne of whom was
"'fes, a whole loL-or not to-nig-!1t, but ther fo·st thing
in thel' mornin', J'athel'. You must g·it up a box fur ship- holding a lig·hted candle.
They were Dandy Pete and Reagan, as the 1·eader can
111ent to Phoenix. Have it marked fur any one there you're
a mind ter, so long- as yer know it will be received all right. easily guess.
A ·thl'ill shot throug-h Young Wild West as the recognizec'.
[t must be to one o( ther g-ang-, o.f course. Ther box will
supposed ter be filled with g-old ore, an' you an' a couple more Dandy Pete.
He· felt that he was on the eve of making- an important
must cany it inter ther office as soon as it opens in ther
mo1·.n.w'. Joe will be there, waitin' fur a bi« shipment of discovw:y.
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Lying at full length on the floor, he turned bis ear to the
open crack and listened.
Though the two villains talked in low tones, he could hear
almost every word that was said, it being very still around
1
the office at the time.
Wild had spotted the light the moment Reagan got there
with it, and the consequence was that he overheard the whole
plot to rob the express company.
Not until they left the spot under the flo01· did he 11:et
upon his feet.
"Was I ever in such luck?" he exclaimed, under his breath.
"Whew! I reckon I'll make short work of the express robhC'rs. But I must get Charlie, Jim and the Sheriff here before to-monow morning, somehow. J want to expose the
robbers in good shape, and I want to make sure that they
don't ,a-et away, too!"
Just then he heard footsteps approaching, and, getting
unon his feet, he hurried to the chair.
The next moment Joe Simms came in.
"Nobodv been here, eh?" he said, smilingly.
"No," answeted ·wild. "I don't suppose you do very much
lrnsiness that is unexpected, do you? You have just your
regular customers, I reckon?"
"Yes, that's right. The company doe<:1 a pretty big busln,'ss on this branch. They have to charge heavy rates,
hough. for they J11n·e to be responsible for all losi:,.,s. There
lns been two or three clever robhPrie,, lately, and the comp;my has had to make good for ii."
"Who ari> the robberi=:, <lo you know?" Wilrl a::<KNl, cnnlly.
"How i:;houlrl I know? T wii::h T <iirl. J coulrl make a nea.t
little pi]P nut nf it," anrl the e:xpre,;s ;igent lang-hcrl.
"Sometimes ::i. fellow can rnakf' ntorP 011t. of it by beh111:
;., lca11:Ue with a gang- of thi"vrs 1han hP ronlr! if he was
hnnest, :mr! had a clrnnre to i·pport thf'm ."
Wilri spokP. in an nffhanrle<i way, bnt toolc rarr to watch
lhr f;:irp of tlrn ra.1<rally agent. as hr s::iirl it.
~imrns tnmerl slig-htlv 1·erl, hnt :-u; \Vilrl !111-nrd anrl lonkrrl
011I, 1n,,·anl 1h<? rriilroa1l Lr;irk it1st lhr,n, he quirkly re<.'o,·~rcd
:ind rctorfrrl:
"\\'rll. for mv part. T'r! r::ithrr be honest.. T woulrln't he
hnpy with money that came thro11gl1 st.ealinir. T\·r workP<i
f',-r the comm,n • cve1· 1-inre the new branch wa-· b11ilt, anrl T
1f T Wfl.', nnlv lucky
;n11 looking- fn1· a rait.r' nf';,-t montl,.
r1n11gl1 lo r.:r'1 wind of who lhf' r:,pr ;;:e; n,bhcrs arr• 1 1r.ir.-]1t.
r.-• l nrnmotPrl to smn<'fhing- l1ig-hN."
"Tf r was yon I wonlrl he on the lookn11t," :::airl Wild.
·
•·()J,, YOll can brt. T and" wai; thr replv.
Our hero felt likr coming out. on thr ra<oral, h11t he re,
frninNI from r!oing- :;;o.
p,, want"rl lo cat!'!, lhc rnbhr.r:c; in thf' :irl, anrl lhus make
l l " rxpn:=;" rnmpleb:-.
lfe left ihc offirr a fpw minute;: later anrl 11cnl b:i,·k to the
hol,-.1, as it was now noon, anrl he fdt a little huno:rv.
lfo found Arietta getting along nirf'ly with the two women,
who wern waiting for their husbands, but the stage singer
harl g-one out.
Thcl'e wa5 no chance to tell J1iR i;·wrrtheart what he had
l"arned, so lie waited for a more conVl'Jlif'nt time anrl place.
The fact was that he wanted Arietta to help him out.
,\, soon as hP harl Palen rlinnf'r, as the noon<lav meal at
t];,-, tavern was called, he told hPr to get hPr hat and take a
walk around the mining camp with him.
Sh" wmi only too gfad to go, for the .Q"irl was never hapniP1· than when she was with her <lashing younir loYer.
"Et," i;ai<l ·wild, whf'n the:v got outsirlc, "I reckon we'll
wind un this cxprcR:c; robber business pretty 11uick."
''Why? Have vou leamed anything-, Wild?" sh" a:-kc,J.
"YPs; T have learnPd about all ihcre is to it."
:\ rietta wa:c; g-rcath- :c;urnrisf'd.
"How did you manage it, Wil<l ?"
"Well, it was just throug-h a 1<treak of luck, that'i; all."
Thrn he told her all about it.
The drl waR amazed.
"The villain!" she exclaimed, rdening lo • tho !"xpress
ag-cnl. "'Nild, that man ought to be i;ent up for Jiff'! Any
one who proYf'S a traitor to his truist shoulrl hP, and if { had
m)· way about it. they would, too!"
''\'\'ell, he may get something- wnrsc t.l1an that, for the
]!'ad will ft v before thii; thing h; finished. T w;inl. io iret
Charlie and Jim and ~hciifl' r.fack herf' brfor0 to-morrow
morning-. 'l.1rnn \YC will bC' l'earlv tn rlo th£' hwdnc,;s. I
rPrkon we'll lf't thf' thrclJ n,cn ff'tch the bo.· to t.hf' f'XPress
offi,'c, anrl just as tbPy arc going- in "·ith it, I will nail fhem.
We will have it an·anr:er! ~o that the Sheriff and the rest
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will be close by, and then the arresting will be done. The
robbers will get the surprise of their lives, and if they do put
up a fight it can't possibly amount to a great deal. I reckon
you and I will be able to take care of the three with the
box."
"I think so, Wild.'"
"Well, we will take a walk around to the depot now. T
want to send word fo1· the boys to come up here to-night,
even if they have to ride up on horseback.''
They went around to the platform, where the track ran !n.
There was nothinl? more than a little shed over it, v,nd this
was called the Gold Dust Depot.
It was about fifty yards from the expresi; office, and thPy
had to pasi:i the latter in order to iret to it.
Wild knew there was a train to get out shortly, and when
he found it ready, with the conductor standinir on the pl::itform, watch in hand, he gave a nod of satisfaction.
But he did not know just who to send the messa.Jre with.
He looked over the train crew carefully and finally made
up his mind that the conductor would do.
"Conductor," said he, "do vou know Sheriff Mack when you
see him?"
"I should say I do!" was the reply. "He is mv father-inlaw."
"Goo.di I reckon you're just the man I want, then. You
find him, and tell him that. Younn- Wflrl \Veflt wants him tn
come up here before rlayllght to morrow mornini;:-. T,.,lJ
him also to brlnJ? Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart with him.''
".Tn~t wtite that down, Younl!.' Wild West. Here Is a penril and pan.''
Wild thought this would be the best. so he soon penned a
note to hfs partners.
"Don't mention. a word of this to any one but the Sherifl'
nr mv nartners, do vou hear?" the vottng deadahot cautioned.
"A 11 ,;g-ht. Ir. anythinl! up in connection with the exprP~s
,·nhhPrs ?"
'' Never mlnrl about that. I will meet. you late,· and have
a liUlc talk with you."
'l\\•o minutP::; later the conductor e:ave tliP e;i,{'.nr1l ;:,nrl the
lnd11 J,-ft.

CHAPTER X.
HOP <:RF.ATES A T,ITTLE EXCITEMENT ON TIIE TRAIN.

Whrn thP tntin rrarhed Phoenix the conc;luctor lost no time
in finrline: the flherifl'.
HP , told him what Younir Wilrl We!lt 11aid, and then nve
him the note for Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
Rheriff Mack was elated.
He felt that. there must be something worth while, or
Young Wilrl West woulrl never send such a word as that to
him.
Rut hf' rlirl not tliink that the express robber11 had anything- to rlo with the case.
Ho found Charlie and Jim ;:i.t the hotel anrl delivered the
note to them without delay.
''I 1·eckon that's all right," said the scout, as he read ft
and passed it to Jim. "When does ther next train leave -fur
Golrl Dust City. She1·ifl'?"
"Five o'rlock," was the rl'ply.
"(;ood enough! That will give us plcntv of tlmP."
"Yes," E-poke up Jim, who harl a nrrtt.y good lrl<'a of what
our hero wanted them for. "Sheriff. I think you had hettel'
iro trn thf'rP rearly for husinrs:::. J l,aYf' an ide;i t.lrn.t Wilrl
hai; arrangcmenti; nrnrlf' to giYC yon the rh::tn<"e you'd like
·
·
·
to hav<'."
"Yer don't think hf''i; cornf'rcd that galoot callerl na.nrly
·
PC'l(', do ycr?" askerl thf' Sheriff, c,HrNly,
"Well, if that was all thern was to it l 111-trrlh· think hA
woulrl havf' sent fnr us. H<' haR rlone morr 1han I.hat:, Sheriff. 'T'he chanci>s are that hi' h;is ~ot. th<' whnJ,. ir::ini; ror,
nrrerl. That. is what he w<'nt to <~old I)11:;1 Cit.,· fnr."
"Git out!"
Sheriff l\Iack was i-11rpri~Nl.
"Yes: ·that's 1ight. T may ai; ,,ell trl] _1011 1h:it. "'ilrl went.
to Gold T)u;:t Cit,· for the pun10,-,-, nf running rlnwn thP express robhf'1·s. 'T'hf' p ·c::,irlcnt r>f thr h:111k I,,-,rr ,:-:-ol him f n
rlo it."
''Well, hv lcinf!"rr!"
"Don't let it iret 011t, ihoui;h. ro,l isat 11:et rt.td,· and 1,;o
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with us on the train. Have you any deputies over in Gold
Dust City?"
.. Yes, half a dozen of 'em, an' all g-ood men, too."
"Well, I wouldn't say a word to any one about this, then."
"I won't."
Charlie and Jim knew that Anna and Eloise werp perfectly
safe at the hotel, and as Wild had not written in the note
for them to bring- them, they told them what was in the
wind.
The girls were satisfied, for they knew that Young Wild
West ahyays knew what he was doing-,
Hop Wah happened to be listening- when Charlie was talking- to Anna about it.
The clever Chinaman made up his mind right away that
be would go to Gold Dust City, too.
Fearing- that Charlie and Jim would object to it, he decided to disguise himself.
It might seem strange to talk of a Chinaman disguising
himself, but Hop did not think there would be any trouble
about it.
He was a born actor, anyhow, and very resourceful.
Just about an hom· before the train was to start Hop became missing from the hotel.
Jim looked all over for him, as he wanted to g-ive him a
few instructions, and also to warn him about drinking- and
~ambling,
But he was nowhere to be found.
Wing, who had been dozing away the biggest part of the
day, did not have any idea where he was, but he suggested
that he might be in the saloon somewhere drinking and playin1r poker.
Jim finally left it to the cook to convey what he wanted
Hop to know to him.
Wild's partners did not Jl:O to the train with the Sheriff.
They thought it might be that the express robbers had
some one in the town spying, and they did not want to make
it known that they were traveling about with the Sheriff.
They took seats in the smoker, where the Sheriff already
was situated.
It having been understood between them beforehand that
they y,ere to show surprise at meeting-, Charlie promptly
called out:
"Hello, Sheriff!"
"Hello!" was the reply. "Bound over ter Gold Dust City?"
"Yes. You haven't seen anything- of a stray Chinee, have
yer?"
"No, I ain't. Why?"
"Well, one of ours has disappeared, and we thought maybe he'd took a notion ter go up ter Gold Dust, where Wild
went yisterday. We're 1roin' up there ter find out."
"Seem!i ter me yer must be putty anxious about a common heathen," obsel'ved the Sheriff, with a grin. "There's
plenty more where that one come from, I reckon."
"But there ain't none je,st like him. He's ther greatest
he.athen what ever was born, Hop is!"
'l'he two took seats next to the Sheriff, and just as they
did so an Indian got in the car and sat down near them.
The redskin had on lots of cheap finery and appeared ;to be
;i chief.
His teeth were touched up with some yellow paint and an
old soldier cap was pulled partly down over his eyes.
He paid no attention to any one in the car, and when the
train started he kept his 1raze riveted out of the window.
Neither the Sheriff nor Charlie nor Jim paid any particular attention to the Indian, for it was nothin1r strange to see
one ridin1r in a train.
As tl1e train sped on the Shedff took a flask from his
pocket and tendered it to Charlie.
"Have somethin' ter take ther dust out of your throat?"
he said.
The scout accepted the invitation, and, knowinS!.' that Jim
would refuse, the Sheriff did not invite him to drink, but
took a taste himself.
Then it was that the redskin put out his hand and made a
motion that meant he would like a little.
"Git out!" snorted the Sheriff, jerking the flask away
from him.
''Ugh! Palefacee allee samee no g-oodee, so be!" exclaimed
the rcdman.
Both ChaTlie and Jim sta1-ted and looked keenly at him.
They knew that voice only too well.
"Tt's Hop!" Dart whispered in the ear of the scout.
"Thcr measly coyote!" exclaimed Charlie.
The Sheriff had failed to note that the fellow talked more

like a Chinaman than he did like an Inr1ian, and he was
.
1rettinJ1: wrothy.
Jim touched him on the shoulder and whispered:
"It's our Chinaman, Sheriff."
"Thunder!" came the exclamation.
Then he quickly handed the whisky flask over, rnyi11g:
"Go ahead an' take a drink, redskin."
A smile illumined the countenance of the clisp:uised Celestial.
He took a good pull at the flask, and then, bowing- politely, put the flask in his pocket.
"Well, that beats all!" declared the Sheriff.
The car was only about half filled with passeng·ers, and
most of them knew Sheriff Mack very well.
Some of them smiled and others looked angry.
"Let ther redskin have ther liquor, Sheriff," said the scout.
"I reckon you don't want ter drink out of a bottle after him,
anyhow."
"That's right," was the reply.
Hop-for it was surely no one else--had succeeded in obtaining the disguise from an Indian he had found hanging
around the hotel stable, looking for a chance t~ earn enough
to buy some firewater.
There was no doubt but that he could have gone all the
way to Gold Dust City without letting his identity be known
if he had kept his tongue still.
But that was something he could not do, and the very
minute he spoke he 1rave himself away.
Charlie and Jim could not help smiling when they looked
at him now.
They really saw that the disguise was a poor one, but
they had taken it for granted that it was an Indian who had
come into the car, and so had not looked him over closely.
Now that he had gone that far. Hop meant to l!'O a little
further.
He got up and took a seat beside the Sheriff, who grinned
and seemed to appreciate it, much to the surprise of the rest
of the passengers.
"'Ve havee lillee gamee, so be," Hop said, as he turned
the back of the seat over in front of them.
Then he took a pack of cards from his pocket and selected
three from it.
It was the old, three-card monte game that he was going
to introduce, a g-ame that will always find patrons as long
as men are inclined to J1,'amble.
There was not a man in the car who did not know that it
was a "skin" game; yet nearly every one got up and crowded around.
Hop's gift of sleight-of-hand enabled him to work the
1rame to perfection.
He selected the queen of spades and the ten and trey of
diamonds as his cards, and he showed them and then carelessly threw them face down on the seat.
"You allee samee pickee up um queen, Sheliff," he ~said;
without trying to disguise his voice.
"Oh, I ain't g-oin' ter bet," was the reply. "But I reckon
I kin do it this time, all right."
Then he l'eached over and turned up a card.
It was the queen, sure enough.
"You allee samee velly muchee smartee, Sheliff," said Hop,
as he picked up the three cards and adjusted them in his
hands.
"That's ther funniest-talkin' Injun I ever seen," commented
one of the passengers. •
"Me allee samee heap muchee big- blave; eatee plenty
doggee, so be, and dlink muchee firewater," Hoo retorted,
blandly.
Then he held up the card,s, made a few quick moves with
them, and dropped them on the seat again.
"Who pickee out um queen lis timee?" he asked, drawing
a ten-dollar bill from his pocket and placing it on the seat.
"I kin!" exclaimed a bi1r miner, who wore a checked
flannel shirt and the sleeves rolled above his elbows. "Here's
ten ter cover ~our money, redskin, Chinee, or whatever yer
are!"
'!'hen he turned over the card he was sure was the right
one and got much disappointed.
"Se1·ves me liS!.'ht!" he said, shaking- his head. "Somehow,
I can't help bitin' on that game every time I see it; an' I've
never won at it yet."
"You no watchee velly closee," Hop said, shaking- his head.
"Me tly some mol'e, so be. Evelybody watchee lis timee.'t
He did the trick rather slowly this time, and it looked so
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easy taat the Sheriff could ,not refrain from drawing his
wallet.
"You won some of my good money at poker yister<lay,"
he obseJTed; "so I'll make a break ter git it back. I'll bet
ycr I kin turn over thcr right card this time. Herc's fifty
dollars on it."
"Better not, Sheriff," spoke un Jim.
"I can't help it," was the reply. '·I've got ter bet, or J?:it
up an' leave ther car."
Hop covered his money quickly, and then he nodded for the
Sheriff to go ahead:
'1 he head official of the county did so, and when he found
he hacl picked up the t en of diamonds he looked rather sick.
Charlie did not like the way things were going.
He knew that the disguised Chinaman was attractinJ?: altogether too much attention, and, feeling that it might be
the means of spoiling: Young Wild West's plans, he thought
that he had better make some kind of explanation.
"Boys," said he, ''I might as well tell yer that ther galoot
is a heathen Chinee, fixed up like a redskin. He is Young
\Vild We t's trusted se1vant, an' when we found that he was
, .ot ter be found anywheres in town, me an' my pare! here
started on ther train fur Gold Dust City, thinkin' he miJ?:ht
have gone there. We never had no idea that he was g-oin'
around dressed up like an Injun, or we would have stayed
ho::1e. I k st want t er tell yer all not ter J?:amble with him,
'cause he kin beat ther man what invented playin' cards, an'
t:iere·s no mistake about it! Now, Hop, you jest give ther
Sheriff back his fifty dollars and ther other man his ten. I
ain't l?Oin' te r allow yer ter run any 'skin' J?ame while I'm
~round. When Wild finds out what you've been up ter he'll
be apt t er trim them bias eyebrows of yourn with bullets.
Ycu've gone a li ttle too far with your foolishness."
''Allee light, 1\T"sler Charlie," was the meek retort. "Me
vc·lly muchcc solly, so be."
Then he handed over the money he had won, and put away
thr cards.
The pa seng-ers took their seats again, and, turning- over
the seat, Hop eat down ahead of the Sheriff.
He lighted a cigar and puffed away in silence, until the
Sheriff touched him on the shoulder and said:
"Got any more of them see-gars? That smoke smells
mightv _good."
Without making- a verbal reply, Hop handed him a cigar.
The Sheriff lig-htccl it, and the next minute it exploded, setlinir the passengers into a roar of lauJ?hter.
"That's ther funniest Chinee I ever seen!" said the Sherif,
when he hacl recovered. And every one eli::c in the car ag;:c:?d
with him.
CHAPTER XI.
HOP APPEARS AT THE SHOV,.

\\ hen th !"' train reached Gold Dust City both C' ia c , -! and
,Jim were watching Hop Wah closely, for they did not want
him to sneak off.
But in spite o( this, the clever Chinaman managed to do it
bv dropping off on the side opposite the ulatfonn.
While the two were looking around for him Younl? Wild
West came up.
"Hello, boys!" he exclaimed, in a low tone of voice. "Go
on over to the Red Star. I'll meet you then: in a few minutes."
"n id ycr sec anything- of Hop?" Cha rlic asked.
"Hop? Why, <lid he come with you?"
"Ther heathen galoot comE' alonJ?: disguised as an Injun.
We didn't know it till ther train was a good distance from
Phoenix."
"And he has sneaked off, has he? Well, we'll find him.
You g-o on now; I don't want to be seen talking with you just
now, for I know I am beinJ?: watched."
The two went on off the platform and overtook the Sh~riff,
\\'ho was shaking hands with Jake Wallop, the Mayor of Gold
Dust City.
They toid him where they were going, and then they entered the tavern.
As it was time for the show to open over in the opera
house, there were not many patrons there iust now.
Tt was nothinl? new for strangers to arrive, so the few
there looked at them with only ordinary interest.
"Ho"· about :-:tayin' here all night, boss?" asked the scout
of the man in charge.
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"I reckon I kin fix ycr up, providin' yer kin bunk in together in a four-by-six bunk," was the reply.
··well, that'll have ter do, I reckon."
··It's about ther best yer kin do in Gold Dust Citr," the
landlord assured them. "There's bc<. n such a rush here that
everybody's fu,l."
The Sheriff and Jake Wall op came in just then, and then
there was a lot of handshakinl? done, for the She1iff was
quite popular amonJ?: the _gl()Od element of the minir.l? camp.
Di-inks were ordered by him, of course, for that was expected of him.
In a few minutes Wild came in.
Ile joined his two partners right away.
"Didn't ver see nothin' of ther heathen, Wild'?" Charlie
asked.
"No; but we'll run across him before long. Come on in
and see Arietta."
They went in what was called the parlor of the tavern,
leaving· the Sheriff with the friends he had met.
Wild had strong reasons for not being too intimate with
him just then.
He did not want any of the ex ;1. css robbers to even imaJ?:ine that the Sheriff had come up to join him in an effort
to run them dO'l','I!.
Since he had sent the word to Phoenix for the three to
come up he had been takinJ?: thinJ?:s rather q:1ictly, though he
and his sweetea1·t had taken in the camp pretty well, and
had also visited two or three of the placer claims that were
being worked.
Arietta was J?lad to see Charlie and Jim, though she had
aot been long away from them.
"It is too bad Anna and Eloise could not come, too," she
remarked.
"'\Veil, Wild didnt' send the1· wore!, so we wouldn't bring
'em, that's all," Charlie replied.
"There a1·e no accommodations for them her.e, Wild spoke
up. If we had our camping- outfit here it would be different.
Anyhow, I reckon we'll all l?O back to Phoenix by noon tomorrow. It won't take long- to settle up the business here."
"Yer have got everythinJ?: right, then. eh?"
"Yes; everything is ready to put the fhish to."
"And it was through a J?reat streak of luck that Wild had,"
Arietta added.
"Well, he is J?:enerally lucky, anyhow," said Jim. "What
\Vil<l can't do no one can."
There was not much chance to talk, since there were two
women in the room with them, so Wild and ihs partner::
went out a little later, promi:sinl? Arietta that they would be
back in the course of an hour.
The girl was satisfied to this arrangement, for the women
were very good company for her.
Rut she was anxious for morning- to come, as she was going
to play a part in the expose of the expre:c:s robbers.
Wild had promised the .Mayor to g-o with him to the show
at the opera hou:;:e and remain a while there.
When they got out in the barroom he was there, ,,·aiting
for them, with the Sheriff.
Charlie and Jim were then introduced, after which they
all went out and crossed the street.
"Jake is mv head deputy up here, Wild," :said the Sheriff.
"I reckon you'd better tell us jest what is uo ?"
"I will as soon as we get a good chance to talk. But we
will go in and look at the show for a while now. I have got
t 0 hunt up a Chinaman, too. n
"So ther Sheriff was tellin' me," said the ::\Iayor, with a
v.:rin. "I'd like ter git acquainted with that galoot."
"Yer might be sorrv yer did if ycr done any gamblin' with
him," Charlie Tetorted.
"Well, forewarned is forearmed, they say. I reckon I'll let
him alone, as fur as that's consarned."
The Mayor paid the price of a<lmisrion and they went into
what was callerl the opera house.
It would hold just about a hundr<>d p0oplc, providinl? they
crowded tog-ether, and half stood un, but there was a bigJ?:cr
crowd than that ther<>.
Our f1iend::; could hard!)· get through the crowd, but they
kept at it until they got well up front.
They were iust in time to S l C the greatly aclverti<;cd singer
from Phoenix appear on the staire.
She was greeted with great applause, and when Wild tol<l
his partners that she had come up on the train with he and
Arietta, and how !-he had taJk ('d to A,;etta, thev laughed.
The woman had scarcely bc;sun a song when there wa::; a
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1harp yell from behind the calico curtain that was stretched
"Go on with your performance. The Chinaman is a·
partly across the rudely made stal?.'e.
done."
They recognized that voice, all right.
"But where is he?" came the reply.
"Hip hi! Me allee samee goodee Chinee!" came from be~
"He is somewhere in town, you can bet. But don't bothe
hind the curtain, and then out bounded what appeared to be about him any more. He did his turn all right, an.d he woun
a drunken Indian.
up by leaving. Let your show go on."
"How in thunder did ther heathen git there?" Cheyenne
That settled it.
Charlie gasped in astonishment.
The programme was then carried out the same as it ha,
But before he could say or even think anything further the been arranged, with the exception of the part that Hop took
managel' of the show appeared, hot after the disguised CelesBut Wild did not stay to see it all.
tial.
It was nothing much, anyway, but was very pleasing tt
"Hip hi!" velled Hop; and then he ha?Jpened to spy Wild the rough men of Gold Dust City, considerine.- that they ha1
in the crowd.
to travel forty miles to see anything that was worth while
Off the sta.e:e he leaped, right into the crowd, and, pushing
Wild left Charlie and Jim with the Sheriff and Mayor am
his way through them like an eel, he reached the young- dead- ptoceeded back to the tavern.
shot.
He wanted to talk it ove1· with his sweetheart, and then hi1
The manager was coming right after him, but, holding up idea was to go into the saloon kept by Dan Reagan and trJ
his hand, Young Wild West called out, his clear voice ring- and find out where the passage was that led under the exp1·esi
inJl through the hall:
office came out.
"Hold on! Take it easy, boss! I! the Chinaman has done
Arietta was waiting for him.
any damage, I'll pay for it!"
•
"What was the1·e at the show, Wild?" she asked.
The singer had stopped short, of course, and as Young Wild
"Well, about the best thing- I saw or heard there was ~
West spoke there was a sudden silence in the place.
performance itiven by a celebrated Chinese mag-ician namec
Wild now forced his way up to the man who had been Hop Wah," he replied, with a laugh.
chasing Hop,
"Hop~there? And giving a performance! Why, how wa1
There was an afr about the young deadshot that was con- that?"
vincing, so the manager promptlv said:
"Well, he sneaked in upon the stage by the back way, and
"I don't know as the fool has <lone any damage, young- fel - when he got into trouble with the manager I spoke up and
low. But he had no business to sne11.k in the back door and got him out of it. Then I told who and what he was, and
1ret upon the stage."
he took a tum as soon as your friend, the sweet singer, iro1
"No; he certainly should not have done that. But he is a through."
very clever Chinaman, and if yon could see him do sleigllt"Not my friend, Wild. J wanted to tell you somethinl?
of-hand trlcks vou would be sorry you ever chased him off before you went out with Charlie and Jim, but I couldn't ge\
vour stage.•
the chance to do it. I'll tell you now. Nellie Du Bois is in
"I thought he was a drunken In.fun.•
league with the express robbers. When I say in league with
"HP is onlv diSJrolsed. Now, to prove tl1a.t he is all rl;:rht, them, I mean that one of them is her husband. She is a mar·
afu-r that glrl gets throu11:h sin1?ing J'll send him up here and ried woman. She did not tell me this, but rf'lated it to foe
let him do something that wlll plPSF>e and mystify the andi- two women I am roominl!.' with. She iR not coming- here to
ence. If it doesn't I'll make you a present of a hundred dol- sleep to-night, and I am glad of it."
fa.ri;!"
"She didn't tell the women anything about the express roh"Hoora:v fur Yonnlt' Wild West an' his clever Chinee!" hers. did she?" and our hero looked surprised.
1-1houted Sherlfl' Mack, waving his h:>.t in the air.
"Oh. nn! She didn't mention anything about P X Prf'SR i-r1h
A dozen or more joined in ,rivin.e: a rousing- cheer.
bers: but she said that .Joe Simms, the express agent, wa1
The ttll:\nager knew th!' 8h,.riff vn~· wP.11, !lnrl as he h11d led her brnther, anrl that sh£> wafl man;,.cl to a man riam"'1
in the t".heer he rnarle up his mind that thP hoy was all right.. Bust!'r- or ralle<i that, rRth•>1·. That is all I needed to hear
"He can come up as soon as the sweet singer g-ets through," I coulrl :iurlge the rest. You know who and what Joe 1'-imm.1
the man said.
and Buster are?"
Back he went on the sta,:e, a.nd a. :minute later the l?irl
"I reckon T do, Et. This ii; more luck. Now we have .!!"!
had r8il!Uffied her son,I?.
to keep an eye on that woman. She may be very clever. an<l
Nellie Du Rois, as she called herf'-elf, wM not a sweet prohably she has been set to watch me befo1·e this. Rut ii
1,ing-Pr, but she certainly plea:<iecl the a11dienrp with her song-s. makes no difference what they do. lf they try the g-ame they
~he wa11 called out four times, and then some wanted her have Planned out to-mon-ow morning- thev are e:oing to land
fa come again.
in the hands of the Sheriff, dead or alive!"
"Now, Hop," said Wild., a.s she left the stage, bowing her
"And T want to help all J can, Wi1d. We came over to Gold
acknowled,zments. "you :have 1rot all your regular clothing on Dust on this,particular business, so I want to .have a hand
_under that Indian rill!", haven't you?"
in the f'XPOSe."
·
"Yes, Misler Wild."
"And you shall, too, Et. .lust leave it to me. l will tall,
"'Wel1. g-o on up there. then; and take that rig- off'. You it over with the Sheriff and Jake Wallop .iuRt as soon aR t.hry
l(?ok 9etter aR a China1:1an than an Indian. Just take off the come back from the ia;how., They will stay there till it is all
d1s_g,11se before the aud1enrP, and then show them a co11ple of over, of couri:;e, for they enjoy that i::ort of businc~s.".
1<ooil tricks. That will square you with the people in Gold 1 "Where are :vou going- now, Wild?"
Dust City."
"To try and find where the passage from under the expi·ess
Hot> did just as he was told. and the:re wa,: a 1·oar of laugh- office . comes out. Of course, it must be under the loni;t
tf'r when he proceeded to change from a:n Indian to a China- shanty that is just this side of the office; but in what part of
man.
it the entrance to the cellar is I don't know."
But when he ,l!'ot at his sleight-of-hand business he soon
"Well, you go on and find out all you can. I will go to
11::i<l the audienC'e spellbound.
the room with my two lady friend,: and remain the1·e until
He made what seemed to be live snakes come out of' his morning. They retired half an hoLLr ag-o, declaring- that thev
111.-,1,th, and then swallowed them again; produced a fancy were tired out. They expect their husbands to arrive some
nl'l.r:tsol bv merely cla,ooing: his 'hands, and then swallowed time to-morrow. You S0C', thev g-ot hcl'e about a week befol'o
it: took all sorts of ridiculous thinl);s from a borrowed 11at. they intender! to, and the men wrre not here to meet them.''
and wound up by disappearini:; from the stap;e in a cloud of
''Yes, I ser. You go on and retire, Et. Good night!"
i:moke.
"Good night, Wild!"
And when hE" disappeared he did not co111c bacl, again,
Our hero left the ta.vcm wit.hont i::-oing through U1c barwhir'h ·n,ade it morn mystifying tl1,1.n evf'1·.
1·oom this time.
Hf' walked 11p the :o:tref"( a !'hort, di s tance and then c1·ossed
over and came back till hr re11rl1ed t.h\" saloon vart of t.he
ope1·a house building.
CHAPTER xn.
The yonng deadshot kne,, tliat ht>re were at le,;.st hl'o yj].
ALL READY FOR BUS[NESS.
lains in Go.l d Dust City. who would be glad of I.he chanc:-e
,
Yol)ng Wild West knew, and so did his partners, that Hop to shoot him; but he did not fear them, for he had cowc<l
11~.d gone out from the rear of the building.
them pretty< well, and knew that they would be very carcf11l
So when the manager c,:ame out and looked around in a what they did.
puzzled way, our hero .said:
He wa.lked int.o the bar1·oorn boldlv.
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Owing to the show that was going on next door there was
no one there but the man in charge, who happened to be Dan
'
Reagan himself.
"How are yer, Young Wild West?" the man said, familia1ly. "How is it that yer ain't in ther show?"
"Well, I was in, but I came out," was the reply. "Have
you seen anythig of a stray Chinaman?"
"Yes; there's one in ther other room, pointing the way
to the gambling part of the building. He suys hes your
heathen, ioo. A great feller he isl"
Wilu bought a cigar, lighted it and then stl'olled into the
other room.
There was Hop, sure enough,
Ile was sitting· at a table with three men, throwing dice for
muney.
'l'he.v ull looked up when the young dea<lslwt walket.l in,
und then Wild 1·ecognized one of the three as Buster, the man
woh had run from him in tenor, after losing the buttons
from his shilt front.
Buster turned pale and became very uneasy right away.
"Don't get ala11ned, my friend," said our l1ero, in his cool
and easy way. "I didn't come in here to do any shooting.
You are pel'fectly safe so long· as you behave you1·self."
"Me allee samee velly muchee safe, too, so be,'' spoke up
Hop,
'l'he game they were throwing was a square one, for a
wond~r.
Hop had tried to work the trlck dice he had, but they were
not the size of the ones supplied by the house, and he had to
give it up,
He was taking- an even chance with the rest, and he was
]1:iving- fuil'l:v good luck.
"How is it that you .folks are not taking- in the show?"
Wild asked, as he moved up a chah and sat down.
"Oh, we was in there long enough ter hear ther gal sing
and ter see this feller do hls magic," answered one of them
us he nodded at Hop. "'.l'hat was enoug:h fur us. I didn't
s'pose yer would believe that ther sweet singer is a married
woman, would yer?"
"Why, is that so?" asked Wild, affecting- surprise.
"Yes; she's thn wife of Buster. Ain't that right Buster?"
"Yes; I mariied her down in Santa Fe, mor~'n a year
ago," was the reply. "We ain't been livin' tog·ether much,
but now she's concluded ter come here an' settle down with
me. She's a i;t·ood g:al, all t·ight; only she likes fine clothes
:;i.!1-' sich like. It takes a lot of money ter keep hei- goi~'. but
~mce she's tm-necl to tel' eal'n some hel'self I reckon we'll
·
p·it alonP.' all 1·ig-ht."
"I reekun you will, H1,ste1·.. You oug·ht Lo have quite a
pile saved bv this time'!"
"I spend what l make us fasL as I g-it it/' the villain ded:.l'ed.
· ·
''Whele do you wo1·k '!" asked Wild.
"Me'! Oh, anywheres 1 kin git a g-ouu ·payin' fob."
"T11en vou are not steadily employed?"
"No, I don't wo1·k all the time; I don't believe in that. If
a mah can't make enough money work.in' half thei- time, '~pecially when he'!l in a country like this, he ought tel' tfllit ther
vame."
Wild ~mile<l at his log-it', b1rt knowing verv well thuL the
work the fellow Llicl was stealillJ!; from othe1·s, lie ag·1·<'ed with
l,iin.
1' 1 1·eckon you'll quit your wo1·k about to-monow mo1ninir,

thuu,gh,'' he tboug;ht.
Wile! decided to let Hop go his own way, since he had come
to GolJ Dust City a~ainst his wishes.
He soun left the place, without saying anvthin~ to him.
As he went back into the Lauoom he wa::1 just in time lo
1,ee Darn.Iv Pete and the pro·µ rietor go into a room that was
near the end of the bar and close to Lhe door.
A key J1·rate<l in tl,e lock immediate] v; and then the boy
knew foe way to e:et Jown into tlie µa ssa,1:i;e Lhat led to the
expl'ess office.
He temained arounu a while and then went outside, anJ
ui·ound to Lhe rear of the building.
'!'he lo!!' buildinir in which the express office was only a
few feet from lhe l'ear of the long- shanty, and then it was
,.asy enough to understand how the villains had ari-ang·ed it.
"That door in the saloon must be k·uarded to-monow morning when the expose i:; made," he muttered. "There is whe1·e
tl1e robbers will come out and try to make their escape. I'll
see to that, all right."
He went back to the tavern, satisfied with wbJlt he had

accomplished, and confident that the bank president would be
astonished at the quick work that would be clone.
He found Charlie and Jim at the tavern, for they had come
out of the show, leaving the She1·iff and the Mayor there.
But half an hour later they all met and had a talk over the
situation.
Jake Wallop was a much surprised man when he.knew all
about the plot.
"I'll warn ther head of the com pan v here afore I iro ter
sleep, so he'll know what's what," he said. "Dqn't worry!
Nobody else wlll know anything- about it."

CHAPTER XIIJ.
l:IOP MAKES GOOD USE OF

ms

EARS.

When Wild saw Dandy Pete and Dan Rea1:i:an go into the
room off the bar of the saloon and heard u key J?:rute in the
lock he did not know that the two went there for the Plll'pose of planning to take his life before morning- dawned.
But that was just the intention of the two villains.·
Dandy Pete was a p!'etty shrewd man, but Reagan was his
superior in tha,t line.
'l'he prop1-ietor of t11e opera house no soone1· saw Sheriff
Mack in town than he made up his mind that something wa;:;
up.
"Yom:11:r Wild West has come here fur ther pul'pose of runnin' us down, an' ther Sheriff comes along- a little later ter be
ready with his deputies when he's wanted. I kin see th1·oug-h
that easy enough. Now this game must be blocked."
As soon as Dandy Pete came in he called him aside, and
then it was that thev went into the little room where the
•
trap door was located.
"Pete," said he. "you've ,got ter lav low from this time until aftel' Young Wild West is settled. They don't know a
thing apout our irang, 'cept that they th.ink you are one of
thei· express 1·obbers. But there is no tellin' how much
Young Wild West gits a line on us. He's jest clever enoug-h
ter ~;it u line on us, too. There ain't no use in sayin' he ain't.
Now ver must lay low till after ther .thing is over. If yer
Llon't ther chances is that the1· Sheriff will take yer :;ome
time'to morrer. Of course, what we're goin' te1· do in ther
1uo1·nin' won't be found out 1.mtil after the train gits tel'
Phoenix. But yel' kin bet that as soon as it is found out
they'll 11:obble you on suspicion. Now, afore thr-r train ,e:its ter
Phoenix to-moaer mornin' Young: Wild West must be among_
the1· missin'. Th.it means tliat l1e's got ter <lie to n.ight! Dll"
·.
ver hear what I say, Pete?"
"Yes; I'm payin' sti·iet atention, Dan," and the \illain
shrug-1.1'.ed his shouldern. "I kin see that I am in a putty tight
place."
"Of roui-se, you're in a tight place. It's too bad Lhat yer
had ter 2:0 an' show thaL shoote1· over in Phoenix. That's
what's started ther whole thinp;, I ;·ec:kon."
''Well, it does look that wsv. If I've got ter hide, why, I'll
do it, that's all."
"V/ell, that's what you've p-ot ter do, an' there ain't no
rnLbin' it out, eithe1·."
·'Where am I goin' ter sta.v, Dan'{"
"Wel~ I s'pose I'll have ter let yer stay in my room, which
is up in t11e1• attic."
"Maybe I kin find a wav ter disguise rnvi elf. Thai Cliinee
wa::l fixed up like an In.iun, an• I 1·eckon I eould muke a bettei·
one than he did, 'eause I'll keep my mouth :;hut. I kin talk
n Jut of' Apache lingo, anvhow."
"Well, we'll see about that to-motTow. Anyhow, v011're
ter disappeal' from now until it's all right. You'd bettet· go
1·igl1t up now. No one seen \'Pr come in hei-e with me. Even
mv man was takin' drinks in the!' otl,m· t'OOm at thel' time.
I'll give it out that ver· went ouL uf hel'e, sayin' thal. ver
was goin' te1· iriL a horse an' ride clown ler Jugtown, pruvidin' I'n1 a»kecl anyl1tin1,: about yet."
"All right, Dan."
"Come on, then. 1 don't want te1· see ther Sheriff git you
any mo1·e than yer do yerself."
Rea1;a11 opened a nanow door io the l'iJ!,'ht and a ladder
was disclosed.
"Go on up," he said. ''You'll find putty good accommodatioD.S up thei·e, even ii there ain't no wine.lows there, an' yer
\
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can't stand up straight. There's pl,mtv of fre~h air ter
come throug-h ther cracks in ther roof. You kin light ther
lantern that's at ther head of ther ladder, 'cause nobodv kin
see it from ther outside, unless they git on ther roof an'
look through."
There was one thing that Reagan seemed to forget whi!E!
he was talking.
There was only a ,thin board partition between the place
where the ladder went up and the barroom.
If he had known that there was a person leaning against
that partition at that very moment and listening to everything that was being said, he would have been in a much worried state of mind.
'
Such was the case. however, and the listener was no othe'r
than Hop Wah, the clever Chinaman!
Hop had felt a little unrasy ·when he saw Wild go out of
the gambling room without saying anything to him.
The boy had no sooner returned to the barroom when he
got up and declared that he was going out to get some cigars.
The three men continued the dice game, and Hop came out
Just as our hero left the place.
'.!'here was no one in the room but the bartender, and,
leaning ae:ainst the partition, the Chinaman began to do
some thinking.
He felt that Young Wild West did not like it for what he
had done, and he wanted to sQuare himself.
Just how to do this he did not know
The more he thought about it the mo~e puzzled he became.
But suddenly he pricked up his ears.
He heard the voices of men right behind him.
Hop always had a way of listening when he heard talking
no matter whether he thought he was going to be benefited
or not.
Ther is an old sa ·ng th t . t
h
e
y1
a 11s eners never ear any th.mg
good of themselves, and probably it is a pretty true one.
But it was not so with Hop, for he heard himself mentioned in connecti<Yn wjth the Indian disguise, and that was
all.
But he recognized the voice of the man who mentioned it
as belonging to Dandy Pete, and that made him think something- was up.
Hop heard every word that was said from the time Dandy
Pete stated that maybe he could disguise himself as a.n
Indian.
Bv accident he had learned something that would prove
valuable to his young employer.
As he heard some one turning a key in the door near the
end of the bar he stepped over and called for a drink.
The next minute Dan Reagan came out.
"Hello, Heathen!" he called out. "Did you see Yol.UlJ{ Wild
'Iv est? He was lookin' fur ver."
"l\fe see, allee samee," Hop replied. "Young Wild West
~o likee 'cause poor Chinee dless uppee like Injun and havee
l1l!ee fun."
"He don't like it, eh?"
Hop shook his head.
"He no likee me comee to Gold Dust City. Misler Wild
comee here to buy um claim and makee plenty money. Young
Wild West velly muchee smartee; he makee plenty money."
"Yes, I 1·eckon he must be puttv smart, all r,ight. They
sav that you're puttv smart, too."
"Me velly, velly smartee, so be."
"1 reckon so. Have a drink with me. I'm ther bo$S of this
joint."
"Me takee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, so be."
Reagan had heard that Hoi' had a big roll of bills, and he
wanted to get him playin"' faro or roulette if he could.
"Don't yer ever buck ther tiger?" he asked, as he came
over and stood near him.
"Me no pla v muchee," Hop answered, as he swallowed his
drink. "Me likee play dlaw pokee, allee samee velly muchee."
But as Dandy Pete had told how clever the Chinaman was,
Reagan was not anxious to try conclu3ions with him at
poker.
But he wanted to gPt his monev away from him, if possible, and about the only way to do it was to get him into a
game of some kind.
To steal it from him out and out would not do, for that
would put the house down as a crooked one, when it now had
a pretty fair reputation.
"Come on in an' trv ther faro," he suggested.
Hop walked in with him.

nonr,r~ns

lwereFoul'l_vinJ.;;menuµon,wreil. just leaving a card table, and the card•
I

Iloµ µau,wd aL the table and picked up the cards.
He shuffled them, and Reagan waited to i;ee what he would
do.
Then the clever Chinaman began telling something abou
his uncle in China, and cleverly changed the deck for one hi
brought out of his pocket, unnoticed.
He gave the cards a good shuffling, anu then, dropping the
pack on the table, looked at the proprietor and said:
"You takee um card, and me bettee you fifty dollars me
tellce you whattee card you takee before you lookee at um!'
"What! You will tell what. card I take from that pack?
"Yes, so be. You takee um card outee and puttee on urn
table, so nobody see whattee card is, and len me bettee fifty
dollee me tellee whattee card it is."
. "I reckon that's a proposition that I've got ter accept, even
if vou are a card sharp. Here goes!"
Reagan quickly produced fifty dollars and laid it on th
table.
He waited until Hop had covered it, and then he selecte
a ca1·d of the pack and drew it from it.
.
·'There you are!" he exclaimed. "Now, if you don't tell m
what card that one is I win vour fifty dollats ?"
;;Lat light, boss," ~a~ ~~e bland reto1t.
"Well, what car11s 1t. ,,
Um queen of chamonds.
"Good! Now we'll see who wins."
.
Reagan ~urned over the card and, sure enough, 1t was th6
QU;en of diamonds!
.
1:lv thunder! You wm, after all. I 1·eckon you must hav
be~v,tched ther_ rarcl~ when_ yer sh1;1fflecl them."
Lat vellv mcee l!llee thck," said Hop, as he pocketed the
money. "Now l!.'iYe lillee chance to gittee um monev back, _
be "
·

CHAPTER XIV.
HOP IS A BIG WINNER.

There was a big crowd in the gambling room now, and sev
eral who ·were not playing gathered about the table.
"You :ne goin' ter give me a chance ter git square wit
you, are yer? Well, tell me how," said Dan Reagan.
"Me tumee backee, so be; you putte um card back in u
packee; you shufilee, so be; len me turn alound and take
um queen of diamonds outee m packee, allee samee plett
quckee, so be."
·
"I'll bet you a hundred you can't do that!" exclaime
Reagan, who thought he saw a sure way to beat the China
man.
"Allee light; nutty uppee money, so be."
The money was soon on the table.
'
Then Hop turned his back to him, and Reagan put down
the card in the pack, gave them a slight shuffle and put the
cards clown.
"There you are!" he said. "Go ahead and pick out the
aueen of diamonds!"
"Allee light," and Hop turned and pulled one of the cards
from the pack, in a verv careless way and turned it over.
It waR the Queen of diamonds!
"Me win some more, so be," he said, with a childish smile
on his yellow face, and in his pocket went the money.
Reagan was surprised, and a little bit angered, as well.
"1'11 bet vou two hundred that you can't do that ag'in!" he
cried .
''Allee light; me givee um chance to J;rittee suuare, so be."
The money was put up, and then Hop turned his back to
the table.
111is time Reagan thought he was bound to win.
Instead of putting the card in the pack he slipped it in his
pocket.
Then he n-ave the cards a shuffle and called out:
"All right! Now let's see yer oick out ther queen of diamonds ag'in."
Hop looked at the deck for a moment, shook his head,
and then brightened up.
"Mee see um card," he said. "It um top one, so be."
"I'll bet ver fifty dollars it ain't!" spoke up one of th11
•,ers-on
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t:.ikeP lat b<'(, all('e ><:.tnH·e."
Whcm thev \\'CF.l out l~Pag-:.111 u(·rkoned to nne of tlH'' gangThen :.inother wantt>d to lwt the same way, and i1r, iuo, was and look him in thf' back room.
ken.
''Youn~· Wild West h:.is g·ot t!'r be among iher mi.·sin' in
Hop stood to win or lm,e three hundred <lullars, and the ther rnomin'. You do ther trick. Ben!"
"All rig·ht," wa:; the reply; ''I'll do it."
rd lw was betting he could pick out h:.i<l been stolen from
e deck!
"He's stoppin' oYer in ther Red Star. I reckon you kin git
Hop then turned the can! over, and a cry 01' astonishme nt in all right. A knife will do ther trick!"
nd consternatio n went up.
The villain called Ben was 1·eallv about the only one in
Though Regan had stolen the card from the deck there was Gold Dust Citv Vj'Oh would take the risk of trying tu kill
Young- Wild \\'est by sneaking upon him while he slept anu
e oueen of diamonds, just as lar.2:e as life!
"l\Ie win some more, so be," was the Chinaman' s remark, using· a knife.
But he was known by the rest of the express robbers to
s he scocped in the money. "Lis allee samec beatee buckee
ger, so be."
be just the sort of a man for his work, and i:ence he ha,1
been picked out by Dan Reagan, who was actmg as leadet·
The loser~ were rendered temporarily speechless.
Leaving the queen of diamonds on thr table, Hop picked in the absence of Dandy Pete.
Meanwhile Wild had ·returned to the Red Star, afl<'r bidP the ni~t of the cards and began to shuffle them.
He dropped a couple of them on the floor, an<l in picking ding the Mayor good night, and he was not lonl!' in fintlingem up he changed the pack for the one he had taken from Hop, who had taken up his qua1ters in a rear room, where
e table at fhst.
there was a game of poker l!'Oing on.
The two had quite a talk, and when Wile! learned whPre
There \\·:.ts nothing- won<lerful about his winning- the money,
nee all the cards in the deck he had used were queen of Dandy Pete was he was more than pleased.
·:unonds.
He made anangeme nts with .the landlord for a place fur
He now put the other ca!'<l in with the rest and began the Chinaman to sleep, and then, joining· his pa1tnl!1·~. all
three went to their quarters.
unting- them over.
Young- Wild West could generally sleep anywhere, but,
He !·:.id ~Pen Reagan put the card in his pocket, though no
e thoug·ht he did.
somehow, he awoke along about three in the morning and f.,.Jt
"Um ~ne carde!'! short," he said, as he cleverly took the two uneasy.
But he remaine1l perfectly still, as he always diJ un,ler
ueens from the pack and dropped the 1·est on the table.
One of the men proceeded to count the cards, laying them such conditions.
own faces up.
It was well for him that he had awakened.
There were at least a dozen men :,;leening in the hunk11
There were fifty-one there, and the missing- one was the
the room contained, and it was easy for anv one to rnmf' an,!
ueen of diamonds.
go at their will, since there was nothing like a lo!'k lo the
Reagan now got very angry.
"It's a flimflam game!" he exclaimed. "Boys, ther heathen door.
Wild was not g-reatlv surprised when he saw in the dim
as it·ot ter give us back our money!"
that came through a window near him the sne:.ikingJig-ht
street.
the
on
opened
that
door
the
toward
backeJ
Hop
a man approachin g his bunk.
of
forrn
accusingly.
said,
he
card,"
uni
stealee
samee
allee
''You
um
Chinee
poor
givee
wantee
you
pockee;
um
in
ou gottee
OW, liO be."
Out came Reagan's revolver, and then the man who had
CHAPTER XV.
st the five hundred followed suit.
Hop was in a tight place.
READY TO MAKE THE EXPOSE.
But just then the door opened, and in walked Young Wild
est and the l\favorl
The c1·eeping man, of course, no other than the villain
"What's the trouble here?" our hero clemanded, seeing the called Ben.
,·okers in the haniJs of the men.
He crept along until he finally recog-nizecl the hair of' the
Then, as quick as a flash, he drew one of his shooters, and dashing young deadshot.
Then he got the murderous knife ready arnl crept •
ded:
"I rec'kon I'll take a hand in this, if there is going to be stealthily fo1· the bunk.
Making sure that here was no mistake about it, the man
y shooting-."
"There ain't l!'oin' ter be no shootin'," said Reagan, quickly got upon one knee and made ready to strike.
Up went the knife until it was ready to descend and t~ke
tting- his revolver away. "That heathen Chinee jest swined us out of a big pile of money, an' we was tryin' ter away the life of the boy, who was supposed to be ,Mepmg
peacefully.
ake him give it back, that's all."
But before it could descend there was a flash and a i·eport,
"Me no cheatee," declared Hop. "He tly_ to cheatee, so be.
Ben uttered a cry of pain and staggered back, his arm
and
no
he
believee
makee
and
e takee um card flom um _packee,
by a bullet.
pierced
e."
Wild had reached up with his revolver ~o it almost touched
The Mayor had his shooter .out, too, so Reag-an thou11:ht
.
the murderous arm when he pulled the tngger.
had better make the best of it.
In an instant the sleepers were aroused and tumblmg out
"All right," he said. · "if we g-et fleeced; I s'pose it is our 0f their bunks.
n fault."
"Gentlemen " exclaimed the dashing young deadshot, coolly,
"But I won't be satisfied until I know how there could be "take it easy'. A sneaking coyote- was just going to put a
queen of diamonds iJ;1. ther deck after you put it in your knife between my ribs, and I winged him, that'r all. Don't
cket ?" spoke up oh~ man who had lost tbe bet.
let him get away!"
"That's where ther mystery comes in. There's ther card
Cheyen11.e Charlie seized the villain as he ~tart~d to flee.
a11.d
pocket
his
from
it
pulled
proprietor
the
and
took!"
Then some one struck a light, and the s1tuat1on was ex•
table.
the
on
it
~sed
vlained.
ThP buck was the same as the rest, so there was nothing
But the tavern was in an uproar now, anll cries came
r them to do but to believe that it belonged to the pack.
from that part of it where the femalr g·uP~t!'\ wel'e.
had
Hop
Wild <lid not know exactly what kind of a game
"Everythin rr ls all right!" shouted Wild. "Turn in and
Pn workinl!', but when he saw Reagan produce the card and finish your sleep."
he
mit that he had stolen it, he made up his mind that
Many of the .guests of the hotel did not understanll what
uld not make the Chinaman give the money back.
the trouble, so Wild soon told them.
was
Wild had come over to the gambling place at the sugg-esresult was that Ben was hustl~d away for the lof'k-up.
The
n of Jake Wallop, who had a way. of paying frequent
But Young Wild West had made quite a few friend<: clm·its to it.
ing the few hours he had been in Gold Dust City, and the first
He had always thoug·ht Dan Reagan to be a pretty straight thing he knew he saw that a rush was being made to get
the prisoner.
1t of a man, save that he ran a gambling house.
The Sheriff was right on the spot, and, with the aid of Wild
He wanted him to think that he had the same 01>inion of
every
asked
then
and
over
trouble
the
and his partners, he managed to g-et the scoundrel to the
, so he smoothed
.
e to have a drink.
lockup.
Bv the time it was davlight there was a crowd of mmers
Meanwhile Hop had taken the opportunity to slip out.
about the little log hut that was used for a Jail, demanding
Wild and the Mayor did not remain long- in the place.
0

YOUNG WILD WEST EXPOSING THE EXPRESS ROBBERS
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The proirramme had been changed bv the robbers a litt
since Dandy Pete had gone into hiding.
Reagan had taken Iris place, and he had put four of t}
Hen in the cellar to get the worthless stuff up and the go!
down.
"Let one of em come, if it's all right," a voice said fro:
below. "We've got a lever here, an' we kin lowe1· it do~
easy."
Wild g·ave a sign to the Sheriff, and then he took hold ,
the same box that the villains had ;ust put up.
It looked very much like those that wel'e in the wago
and thel'e was cause for this, since the express robbers kne
:
iust what they were doing-.
Down went the same l.lox.
Then up came anothe1·.
A sig11 from Wild and this was lowered again.
He kept the thing iruing- until the villains in the passai
lrlf'. ,,
"All ri1d1t," wa,; tl1e reply. "l'm goin' Ler do jest as you had µut UJJ all the buxe,;, and hatl taken the same ones dow·
ag;ain.
say in tltis matte1·."
Then he called out lou<lly:
Wild knew just when the g-old was to be conveyed to the
"I reckon that wilt be about all! Now, then, come UP ::ii
exp 1·ess office. •
.
lt was to Le t'eceived aL half-past seven, untl afte1· the s1.11Tencler! The .ilg· is up!"
A howl of <'onsternation sounded from bPlow.
ag·enL had /tone throug-h the form required bv the rules of
'l'lwn they were heard l'Unning· thl'ongh the passage fo1· 1
Lhe eXJJ!'ei:s com1,unv it was to be delivered aboard the exthev were wol'th.
1:n·ess car.
"Stay tig11t hel'e, Shel'ilf," i,aid our hero. "I want to watl
. Joe S.i1.11111s was playing a great game, and the thoug-ht of
them as they come out into the saloon."
1L told wltaL a ~cheming- villai1.1 he was.
He ran around, followed bv his sweetheart.
J:<jvpn LJoinv· ull being anang;ed, Wild an<l Adetta -left the
As 1.hev entered the place they heard a fterce scufflh
tavPJ n sho1·tlv befo1·e the time for the go!<l to be brought
goinir on insiclf.>.
over t'rnm Lhe mining· com c,anv.
Then thev saw Charlie and Jim leading· out a man apiec
'!'he Sl1fl·ifi' harl p·one out ahPad of them, and walking· over
'L'he first two had been caught neatly, but the other'
111•a1· the expres:l office, they found him there, tallcing to a
were still in the cellar.
<'Ondudor.
"Come up!" exclaimed Wild, i-unning to the opening.
But tll'ey were apparentlv onlv sightseeing, and they
walk I'd a 1·ouncl acrnss the t radc and looked at the locomotive. vou don't mo\·e livelv lead is g-oing to fly!"
"We cuve!" came from below, and then up came the t
Preltv soon thev heard the heuvy wa'\"Oll r-oming that they
villains.
krn:·w \\':.ts to i:ai·1-v the gold to the office.
Tl1e deputies quieklv took dia1·ge of them.
How manv more thei·e we1·e conneC'Led with the e;ani:,:
expre;:;s rol.ll.Jel's Wild did not know.
CH APTER XVI.
But ht! knew that Damly Pele wus LIJJ in the attic, hidi
As he stal'led for the ladder HoJJ had told him o(, \
CONCLUSION.
~honld come in and <"atch him bv the an11 llllt the Chin.am
Wj[d and .-\ ,·ie:Lla lnrned and watdied
th e wag·on as it
"liit on um loot', Misle1· \Vilt!.'' he suit!. "l\faybe, so be,
bal'ked UP tn U,e µlalform.
tlv giLtee outee. Um loof vellv poor."
J'l
11
"A g·oud idea!" und tun1ing· to· l1is 1iartne1·s, l1e toltl th
boxes
heavv
the
as
it
watche1l
and
ove!'
' ie tlwv •·:.trne
Ltnloatled.
\\ en·
to g·o up the laddel' as quiet!,• as µos:sib!e and wait till tli
J
J
, ust l if·n a (·oug-h front 1he Sheriff culled thei1· attention. heurd from him on the roof.
lt did not take Wild long to find a wuv to iret onL be l'O,
, fhey lofl\ed ~,round and ~;aw Reagan and Buster app1·oach.He had Larelv i:,·ot there wlien a bu::n,l was to1-n off s
_aL tltt, 1·nd of the office, al'ound out of the way
rn_~· do<il·
., feet uf hirn mid the head and shoul<le
oi -~Jtlw plull u1 rn :,nd trar·k.
d..,nly within a Jew
he~;. vi 11 adn., were carrying- u box that appear-eel to be very or Dundv Pete appear,•d tl1l'oup:]1 the opening it made.
When he saw 'ton11g- Wild Wesl dgliL before him he
w· I
Ler,·d a snarl like that of a v;ounded !waft.
, il,. ::tiiLl Ariett;:1 walked ai-ound.
IJO\vn wenL his head, and tip ca,ne his l1::ind, a 1·evolvei- in
Lu~l!TuJ,c'. or,ened die door fin the men to come _in with the
Cn:.i.'.kl
,
Jt was not he who fired, bL1t otu· hero.
'l'l:e 1wn rni;:n \·,e1·e p1ettv close to the door when some.thing
'l'he bullet struck his wn~t and Dandy Pete fell baek in
h,lf,l:'ened tl,<tl kt them know \vlu,,t they- we1e up again.st.
··vrur., tk,t ! " l.'.ded. You_l"p Wilt! We;-Jt in a rinwin_g- voice; the attic, iu!t in time to l.,e ;ieized bv Chevenne Charlie, \Y
wld . Llren J,., strnck o~e of the men tarrying the box a blow dragged him down the laddei· in a iiffv,
,n 1.lto: iibs that senl hrn1,sla14f.rerin~·.
10 unp.· Wild West quicklv desrended, and when J,e t
"_\le l_,a\·e _1tut them dead to rights, Wildt" Adett-a ex al'ound to tl,e front ol tl,e opera liot,ce tl1e v,lh.in was be1
1
dra11:ged uut in ehar>!.e of thi: deµutie;:;,
dmrned in tnumph.
··I 1-eckon that will be about all," said Wilcl, turning to
"l"r kin L~_t_\OUr life 9n 1.lwtl" roared the Sheriff, puJlinP,'
s\\'eethea1t "\Ve didn't eome to Gold Dust City for notl ·
Huld llp your hanJs-, you sne .. k.in' ,·obbe;-s!"
i. n:·vcl,c,·,
\.\ tl,l du.i.t1:.J fo1· Lhe expi-t,ss_ agent as quick as a flash, and, did we, Et'/" .
., L ~houlJ sav not, Wllcl !'' was L11e reµly. "We have ],
1.·md.rng hun by the aHn, pulled him outsiclP,
a livEllV time ul it, thougl1; especially since etbout three
J:c.c;,a,, ;,.r>ti Buste1· we1·e the pie:tu,·e of dismav
•
iLa .,,,1· r'1i1.11lL, ut1d the Sheriff had n,Jt Leen tl~e onlv unes morninu•.''
w.,telu,H, tli,· express offfoe.
prisone1·s we 1·e soon lut.lged in l lie tock u r> and ;i sLr
'l'lie "'
, A _t~II 1r1:rn ~l1·o!lP for\va1·d iu:;t lhen, and, showing, the p·uanl 1.1Jaced over them.
Sl1Pnfi u oaper,
'Then the boxes were examined and Lhe tl'ick exposed ·
, said:
Hc1e's the document fair.
" T :l1tl t~, .~a~;e tl1e pla,:e of Simms.
'ThaL :.ti'ten1oon one of the heads of the express com~
ti., r.11 " ' e it.
'"T'l.::.t';; 11wht," called out tl,e l\layc)r, as hi> came arOLmll eame u 11 frolll Phoenix, accom)Janied I.Jv the bank presiJ
.-·o,-,.e1·
th,c,"A.ll
. Youn.,,· Wild West was voted to be Lhe._g-reatest of all_ c1i
··ff .. , . . ,,
. _ ,,J.that."
·ct te1·
, i ht""l ~·seen
inal JtuntPrs, and a hanJsome 1·ewanl was tende1·ed lum.
• :-" 1 t 1:" '', ien . . l,o a!1ead.
· ~
,-,
] Then all oui· friends went back to Phoenix, leaving t
]~i'i:ntli}if Pl irsonern '' ~'.·e qu1ckl.v d1sa11ne~ and Lound.
la\\' to lake its cou1·se witli the l'ascullv express robbers.
. \ d led the way _mto the express office.
~ul none of ~hem ~ver f?t'!!~t wliat Y~1:1n1:t Wild West ;
hr~t' walkPrl oi·Pr anrl _gave a sharp tap on the floor with hi::;
while he was with Arietta m Gold Dust City.
ft]
t
11 d
·tl'' 1
"0
1e ca e ou , so y,
pen i
Next week'H issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEI
The next minute the tmp opened rie:ht before them.
Up came a heavy box, almost before our hern and the rest AND nm COWBOY 'l'RAILER; OR, THE RANCH
nEVENGE."
l'f'U]hed it.

that the prisoner should be brought out and turned over to
them.
Sherilf :Mack had been bom and brought up in the wildest
pa,t of the West, and he had a ce1tain amount of the old-time
way of doing· business in him.
'·Pshaw!" he said to VVild, after a pause. "There ain't no
nse. Come on away! Let thee galoot::. hang him. He'll only
g:it iL, anyWay, later on!"
Thel'e reall v was no use in trying to stop the crowJ.
Suffice it to sav that Ben, as he was called, was duly exec11led by the crowd that had turned into a mob almost.
It was an early breakfa;:;t that the 1ruests of the Red Star
Tuvel'n had hat morning.
"She1·iff," said he, '·you go and get what deputies you need
und take them wi(h you to the saloon or Dan Reag·an. Cha1·lie :.md Jim will ~t:.tv there with them, and you come with

a

0
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FROM ALL POINTS
$8,000 DUG FROM FIVE RUINS
Ei~ht thousand dollars in gold coin and a large
um m paper money was dug from the ruins of a
cwelr.v siorc owned by L. W. Recht, Platte City,
fo. The store burned Christmas Day. Recht it is
aid, distr~ste~ banks and kept large sums of ~oney
oncealed m his store. The paper money was in a
mall tin box, but smnehow escaped thp heat.

been issued by the executive committee of the school,
which has its headquarters in New York city. The
institution is one where boys are prepared for the
Navy and the merchant marine service. During
the first season of Camp Sims, \Yhich ,vas named
after Rear Admiral William S. Sims, U. S. N., and
which was visited by him on Aug. 11, 1918, it ·w as
attended by 200 cadets from various parts of t.he
country. The camp was closed on Sept. 1, when it
was visited by Rear Admiral John R. Edwards,
U. S. N., who presented the battalion with a stand
of colors. The school offers special scholarships to
sons of Army and Navy officers, it is stated.

WILD" DOGS OF JERSEY KILL NINE DEER
Game Warden Small of Bergen County, N. J. reortcd· recently that nine deer had been killed by
ogs at the foothills of the Ramapo l\Iountains beween Oakland and Mahwah. The game Yi arden
CIGARETTE .l\IUS'l' CO
nd hunters killed some of the dogs.
Assailing- President Wil son ann Cov. 1,;awa1·d ,, rl S
Small also ~·0ports that two hears were seen iu the
icinity of Allendak. They had killed a cal£ and .. friends of brewers," the Rev. C. C. Rarick, r,;:-;<'aten most of it. Small said thrre is no law against. cutivc Secretary of the Board of Tempernrn.:0 ;1nrl
Prohibition of the General l\Iethodist Con l'c1..-ncr, in
unting bra.rs.
a talk at Atlantic City said:
"'fhc future work of our bni'\rcl will be: ag,,iu:st
TC\' 8 1 TH FOR REAR HfJNTER
track gambling, cigarettes. sncial c\is('aSC'R .111rl
race
Thrre hig .t:amc hunters o[ Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.,
!most met ·with disaster when they set out to hunt a fight for ttniform marriage and divorce let ws."
On lhc "cigarette war'' plan he ~aid:
1e-largc black bears which have wandcrerl from
Lo lhe cigarette, 1.h<' Red Cross, " ·ilh all ils
"As
1e Catskills onto the ice.of the lfudson Rivet·.
distyibutcd i110us~nds of cigarcl tcl'I.
work,
noble
The hunt<'rs WCI'<' Stew,n'L Nick<'rson, his brother
011 thei r othrnvi f;<' s pl,~11did w;i r
reflcclion
a
\Vhal
gone
having11ssell, a'.1d Charles Phillips. After
per cenl of the dc::i.ths in I lw
Eighty-ft,·e
service.
bout a mtle from the shore. Daisy, the well known
pneumonia, and we hdpccl
by
caused
were
army
ommunity hound, emitted the sh1·ill sound which
by making cigareltc fiC'nds;
along
lh<:'111
of
thousands
Id the hunters she bad seen bear.
oft.hem.''
NickStewart
leader,
They nrnhcd forw:.trd. The
r;:;on, l!roke through foe ic0. 1t required ten minB'AR TRACKS, BUT NO B'AR
tes to drag him out. By tlrnl iirnc the be.irs had
of New Providence, Summit, Bcrkep
purlieus
The
campered away. SLewart lost his rifle.
ley Heighls, Chat}lam and other places have been •
excited for several days over what appeared to be·
FIND UNDERGROUND SALOON
numerous bear tracks. The matter w~s explained
A complete barroom, with large quantities of yesterday by Henry A. Patterson, a retil'ed business
quor in barrels and cases, and an underground man, a one-time athlete and a son of the late Robert
assagc leading to whisky, beer and cordials, valued W. Paterson, known as the "Turpentine King.'' His
t approximately $80,000, were u11earthcd by police home is at Chatham, N. J., and this is his story:
nd Federal agents in an early morning raid at the
"Bears? Sure, we thought we had 'em-01· at least
ome of l\Irs. Julia Yurick, Cleveland, 0., according some of the neighbors did. Y cs, almost every morno Fred CounlR, Federal Prohibition Enforcement ing them were fresh trncks in tho snow about the
1)11111 l ji,;11i 011 <'l'.
houses c111cl harnl) of' ou,· mosL pcacc-lo\'i11g rellow
l\Irs. Yurick, when arrnigncd before United States citizens. And they '":-nt after the makcrn or those
onuni:;sioncT l\farlalL 011 the charge or selling traclrn too, with eyer.v kind of a Wf'Hpnn, frnn1 pit<'hquor, pleaded 110L guil!.v and waR h0ld in $~,500 l'orks Lo horse pistols.
ii. fihc said all the liriuo,· found in her bas('ment
"They
"But hcan;'!" 1\1 r. l'atc·rson l;wglicd.
aR lrft from lwr :--;.ilnon and d<'t1i<'d 1,f'lllin~ ;rny of ii. didn't, find any. Thn:;r I racks \\'err 111adc hy thr. hrn
sons of- \\'rll. I \rn11'l, gi,·c 'r111 away. 1)111;.lhcy li.ve
N'AIJ'l'H'1 L :-;t;lf()OI, i\'l' N••:Wl'IH~ 'l'
in ew Providence. 'l'he · i11st. cut 111(' t'0ct. off an
A boo!· rlPsnipti\'c of !he N~t!inmd Na11tical :-;ehonl nld. n1of.h.ratf'11 hea1· n1g-. 11;.ldr-' 111<ieassi11s or lhPt11,
url its objrds, anrl of CclllllJ 0im. , near Newport, and walked about. i11 the snow. .i\ nrl as fo1· tlH•
. f., Where boys of tJio :whoo! ]a:-;t Sllllllll('l' \\'('!'€ chicken slc>alin,ir- wrll. w1: ;.1rc 1011! ing for certain
iycn PIPmrnt;u-,,· and pral'lir:il i, P:t t,·aining. ha0 l wn-lPgged ;rnim:i t~: wlin ,ff<' r<'r,ponsihle for H1~f..''
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"Jest a blind, Fl'eddy lad. I knowed old Knox an
his pretty darter was wonied about the darky a11
their things; and I 'lo,ved Pap might deppytize y
to go with me. You'll draw your mileage, and e·
-ORpenses, and we'll take the darky and his belongiu~
back with us-see?"
along
S
MOUNTAIN
E"
A BOY IN "MOONSHIN
Fred saw at once what Dick had made no mentio
of before. That by going as one of the armed e'
By DICK ELLISON
col't, he had a chance to 1·elieve his employer's am
iet:y regarding Pete's safety, and also secure th
things which had been left in that faithful servin
(A Serial Story)
man's charge. By reason of the lawless state c
affairs in that wild region, Fred could avail himse
CHAPTER XII (Continued).
·· What's the matter with Bad Anse ?" queried that of the arm~d escort to take Pete and the bagga
official, jocosely. "Has he lost his nerve entirely?'' back without expense, and in an expeditious mar
"Not that you can notice, pard," replied Marshal ner. The Knox interests were in the Callahan com
Dick Callahan, who had the p,isoners in charge, try and nearby; therefore, it was undoubtedly mm
supported by several deputies and constables, all safe and convenient to have all their belongings u
these fellers, and they wouldn't promise to behave, there, instead of at Jefferson, twenty miles off o
and we're about to have a weddin' at my father's. the railroad.
"Well, I'm obliged, of course, Dick. And 110,1
So we thought these Turleyit~s would do better
I'm ready to help you hunt up the preacher., Pet
here."
.. A weddin' ! Who's goin' to hop the broomstick is re(l.dy and willing to start back with us at an
time."
now?''
"Say, Dick; and you, too, stranger!" the jail
CallaDick
of
name
the
"A no-count feller by
han; and hit ain't the sheriff, bein' he's got all' the was gasping with amazement. "Are ye huntin'
preacher fer to marry Malviny Turley?"
vdfe the ~a,v allows already.''
"Looks that way-hey, Bra11kston ?" Dick wa
--Must be you then, Dick? Wisht I could help
again.
laughing
serrynade ye." .
who in blazes ye goin' to many ,he
"But-but
kind,
another
of
serrynadin'
have
"I guess we'll
Ball?"
John
to?
a
after
down
I'm
news.
the
gits
Anse
when Bad
"Ef Ball shows up again in om· country, he'
preacher, so I 'lowed I might b1·ing in these fellers
likely have handcuffs on-ef he stays thar
more'n
-fer moohshinin'- and fightin', and tryin' to abCallahan, sharply; then, smiling once mor
snapped
daughter-"
duct a timber buyer and his
in on a leetle secret. Malviny's goin'
ye
let
"I'll
commitfather's
your
in
here
all
Hit's
·· I know.
rnent paper. But who is the timberman? A Tur- marry a Callahan-see ?"
Roaring now with laughter the party, with Di
ley man?"
their head, sallierl. forth to mount their hors
at
Anse
as
"He's neutral. That is, he's as neutral
the official still in the throes of a surpl'is
leaving
Brankston
and
he
believe
o
will let him be; but Id
for aught but ejaculations .
deep
too
Fred?"
best-hey,
Callahans
the
like
here
·
"A weddin' ! Dick Callahan and lVIalviny Tur le
.. Right you are, Dick," said a young man, looking
round from questioning a scared-looking darky, that What won't Bad Anse Turley do to 'em-when
somehow looked like a servant or valet to a well-to when-oh, shucks! You've got one on me, Di
Callahan. No wonder he wants to put all the Tu
do man. "Wait here, Pete."
he can git hold of in j ail-ontil hits all over
leyites
others
the
This to the darky; then, turning to
outside, old Pete, and the Knox sate
Meantime,
afoffice,
jailer's
the
in
stove
gathered about the big
ter seeing their sullen charges safely under lock and els, suit cases, and other things were being deftly
stowed on the spare horses left riderless by t
key.
"I have little reason to like the Tuleys during my jailed Turley men .
This done amid much nervous ejaculations on t
brief acquaintance with the clan-except one--"
of Pete, who was filled with fears as to
part
exception,"
one
make
ye'd
'lowed
"A-ah! I
laughed Dick, slapping Fred on the back. "And strange, wild surroundings, the party rode do,vn t
main street of the town.
who might he be-old Anse-"
Stores were just opening and a few people we
''I mean the girl you are trying to find a preacher
up and out; but little attention was paid these i
for, in order to--"
from the mountain strongholds. Jeffers
tuders
Malit
Is
!
"Say, you beat the world, Brankston
to such eruptions and vanishings, for t
used
was
Turley?"
viny
"Who else? Why beat about the bush? Didn't endless feuds of the hill folks were a long-standi
you insist on my going with you as one of your institution in these parts.
father's deputies with these prisoners, so as to help . ·• Now, where are you going to get your preach
Dick?"
you hunt yom· preacher."

Lost

ID

Feudland
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Right yonder-s ee?'' Dick pointed at two heavily. Dick rode up at a gallop, and jumped
nted men waiting at a corner in the edge of the down, exclaimin g:
"Ef this ain't Pony Turley, I'm no Rinner-b y
· "I knowed my man, and I sent for him while
gum!"
Mr.
Howdy,
safe.
prisoners
them
makin'
was
,ley? This is real kind of ye; but Viny said
d be sure to come when ye knowed she wanted
CHAPTE R XIII.
and Sister Mercy said hit was all right and on
Fred Branksto n Gets a Message
square. Most of these are Callahans . But you
as
n,
Branksto
friend
my
with
hands
shake
t
It was, sure enough, Malvina's twin brother; the
a lad as ever squinted over a rifle or stood by a
who had turned his back when the girl stole in
one
'
need."
nd in
in the
lad to know ye, Mr. Branksto n," said the par- to rescue the prisoners confined by his father
.
described
before
been
has
as
Cave,
a huge, mild-looking old man, who reminded Big Dismal
sprang
Pony
thing,
a
do
could
Dick
b~fore
Bu~,
somehow of old Anse Turley.
ey trotted on, being anxious to reach the Calla- up, rifle m hand, and backing off, exclaimed :
"No, ye don't! Your men have hit my hawse but
country, fo~ none of them knew what a day, or
Calan hour, might bring forth, now that the clans, ye don't git me without a fight, ef ye are Dick'
rising and the feudal signals were going forth lahan."
'~Me hurt you, Pony? Hain't you Viny's brother.
very hand.
Parson!"
Say,
at
Turley?"
re-are you any relation of Anse
wheeled and addressed the peace-lov ing old
Dick
the
from
away
get
to
unable
h asked Fred,
ey name and the resemblan ce of this rough- man, who with the others, was halting just behind.
"Here's your nephew, Viny's brother. I don't
, venerable, large-size d man to the noted leader
how he got here, or who shot his hawse. But
know
e other faction.
friend for what he did that night in the Big
my
h~'s
niece~
my
is
Malvina
nly his older brother.
s a good gal, and made me promise to marry Dismal, ef I never fire another gun.''
"Hello, Pony!" said Harve Turley, shaking his
when the time came, even if hit was to a Calla-ly.
" He groaned as if in trouble. "Hit may end nephew's hand while Pony stared wonderino
here?"
out
away
git
you
did
"How
never
e etarnal ructions; though Anse would
"I-I come to be with Malviny -that's what! I
of it-ah, me!"
I didn't
~ take it that you are not unfriendl y to the Cal- met some ·Callahan s back yander and when
1.l.ns, sir?"
like the way they talked and lit 'out, the shot mei am a man of peace--as a preacher should be. yessir-b y gum! They got my hawse, too."
At a signal rom Dick two of the others had ridden
r uch of trouble have I seen come from this givin'
the glen in the direction where the hidden marksup
told
finally
I
that
natures,
r to our evil fightin'
r Mercy, I'd do anything -anythin g, to help men had fired, and presently ~·ere E:een returning
had
it all-in some kind of peace and good-will that with two other horsemen that lool{ed as if they
meeting
to
prevfous
riding,
hard
some
doing
been
)ht heal these old wounds."
Pony.
1You know Sister Mercy, then?"
Before these anived, a few mutual explanati ons
Do I? Yessir, I'm proud that I do. She come
on the part of old Harve Turl<'Y, Pony, Dick
ensued
one
from
goes
she
and
ng us a year or over ago,
ion to another, doing good, and preachin'-yes 7 and Fred, that at once placed matters on a friendly
r-preachin ' the old, old truth; that instead of footing all around.
The new arrivals looked in a non-comm ittal way
ltin' one another, we ought to love one another."
the parson and Pony, who returned their stare
at
struck
so
and
this
· impressed was Branksto n b··
3
.
one equally arn?iguo~lS.
with
desperate
r:iost
he fact that the brother of the
Then they drew Dick aside, and one of them said:
er in that country was bound 011 such an errand
"I'm glad we met up with you, without havin' to
the boy talked more and more with him ex~
clean to Jefferson. The old Harry's to pay back
go
the
ing his own and the Knoxes position
in our settlemen t."
up
~ t events that had landed them out in the Calla"What's wrong? Come here, Fred," Callahan
country.
with
everal miles had been traversed and all were beckoned to the lad, who was talking amicably
bad."
or
good
it,
with
a most friendly footing whe~ someone was Pony. "Out
"About three hours after you alls left with them
' riding at full speed down' an intersecti ng glen.
men, our settlemen t was woke up by a lot of
Turley
is
nation
the
in
Who
hat looks like--li kefellers ridin' full speed down the road, firin', yellin',
yhow?"
1 is from Deputy Marshal Dick now riding at the and raisin' _a racket to_ b,eat the band. When they
someone cut loose
of their party, between Parson Turley and Fred come opposite the shenff s house windows
-yes, sirthe
through
shots
some
sent
and
nkston.
rpme shots rang out from unseen parties behind. ree! Wasn't that imperd8'!.ce?''
' (To be continued .)
rider's horse stumbled and fell, throwing him
0

and

i
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
KILLED BY BLIZZARD AFTER WATCHING
MASTER'S GRAVE FIVE YEARS
Jack, a homeless yellow dog, was found dead on
his master's grave, n ear Hamburg, Ohio, having perished in the plizzard of a few days ago.
For five years he had kept a vigil over the grave
of John Dindo1·e, leaving it only long enough to obtain food. All efforts to coax the dog away failed.
l\1inisters have preached sermons on the love, devotion and grief shown by the dog. .
DISMANTLING OF HELIGOLAND COMPLETED
A di snalch from Berlin to the Associated Pr~ss
states that the Heligoland defenses are to-day dis1llantled. The island and its thousands of tons of
• masonry and gun emplacements is all that remains
of this once most formidable fortress. With the
guns dismantled, the destruction of the military
harbor works and various fortifications has pro<·ef'r10ct. Although this stronghold cost OVP,r 17!'i
million dollars, its guns were fired·but once throughout the war, when the British warship '' Shannon"
v, as the target. The Allies recognized that it would
have been impossible to silence its battrries. The
artificial lrnrl'>or works and the ground on which the
banarks stand are to be removed and the site retunwd to the sea.

treme north end of Lake Washington, near
more, Wash.
"That doesn't sound possible, but it's true,"
N. B. Evans, deputy county game warden telli1
McDonald's success. McDonald's catches ~rem
muskrats, but he has gatheeed in a few mink
other fur-bearing animals. Ten years ago mu
skins sold for 30 or 40 cents each. Now the
worth $2.50 each. McDonald is not the only tra
in King County that has taken advantage of '
prices."
Old trappers who abandoned their trade year
because of the low price of skins and the decrea
numbel' or fur-bearing animals, have found
" good old days " again, said the warden. Tlie t
ping nf 11111skrats alone has become a considerahl
dust1y, r 11 nf course, to the high co~;t of rnn:;
skin s.
1

"

JIJASILY CAPTURED

'l'J1e c,;.plliits of the "'Pkd Pip01· of Ifomlin " Ca
German story, who freed a whole city of rat1
luling them away with seduc1 iv0 m.11sic, are re-ca
by those of "P1·ofcsRor'' John Bloch, who claim
have achiewd fame in the rat -catching line in 11
of the largo lawns oft he cmrntry. 'T'he "Prnfoss(i
method is to lure lhc rode11tR frn111 thf'ir hol e::; i1
daytime by imitating- the squeakin g of a rat w
..
has procured a particufarly tooth some moT::1cl .
50,000 FI•J ET ·ASCENT FLTGIIT PLANNED
?nee out of their ho!;::1 , he ,c;0ize::1 tJi e,11, lii:~ hP;
Pl'Of. David Todd director of llte observatory and bcrng protcc~ed by thirk. l'Ubber gloves, :rnd l·.
r>rofessor of astl'On~rny -and navigation at An~l1erst dexterous h~1~l __brcak:-; 1_~cir necks. The " r 1:ofes~
College, announced that he would take part in an gave ~n exhibition ~{ l~,s metlio~ls rcce~1tly in I'I,
aerial expedition within the next few weeks in a delphia, th e scene 01 } 11 s o_1,cr_at10ns bemg a yar,:J
plane driven by Major Leo Stevens of the United th e rear of a steam~hip o[hcc rn the business sec
States Air Service to discover new data of astron- He h~d foi·?,'otten hrn gloves, so he used an old vomical and meteorological importance.
cap rn th en- stead. He sralten'<l a fc,y piec
The flight will be made from the field of the cra?kers near some ~-at_ hol_es, and then 1_11ade a so
United States Air Service at Omaha, Neb., and a which was a clever 1~11tation of the noise that a
new altitude record of 50 000 feet will be attempted makes. In another rnstant a large rodent eme\1
This is 14,000 feet highe;. than the altitude attained from one of" th e holes ,,and walk~d boldly into
by Major Scroeder, whose 36,000 feet climb is now ya rd · The Prof~ssor. threw his. velvet cap (>
recognized by the world as a record, according to L. th e creature ai~d lifted it up, s_quealm~, and ,yitt
L. Driggs, President of the American Flying Club. tee th faS t ~ned m the cloth. W1i~ a twist of his h
The expedition will be equipped with all the in- he ~hrew it on the_ ground dead. Two more
large 1
1
struments and recording devices necessary to dis- which appeare_d
r~sponse to the ' Pr?fesso
cover any electrical and other disturbances, pres- ~ry shar~d a s~nulai ~~te. As ~he ex_ecutioner ,
ence and pro11ortion of g-ases in the upper air and ot ~nde1 contiact to lid the ~a1 d of rats, and ai>
::;imilar da1a.
w~s ma hurry to_cakh a tram, he desisted at·
pomt, after assurmg the spectators that he wr
have no further difficulty in catching all the rati.
'TRAPPER NETS $40 A DAY
th_e ne_ighborhood: He declared that rats are f
Trapping of wild fui'bearing animals within bl~nd m the daytnne. OnC'" out of their holes,
1
sight of Seattle has netted $40 a day for Martin Mc- said, they are unable to find th0fr way back read
Donald, whose traps are set each Yf:'ar at the ex- and so are easil;y captured.
i11

l

1
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INTERES.TING ARTICLES

00,000 TONS OF RUBBER IMPORTED FOR
TIRES
he enormity of the automobile industry has
1 emphasized by some figures given out by at the
~ ·onal automobile shows in New York and Chi. ," says H. A. Withens, general sales manager of
Federal Tire Company, of Cudahy, Wis.
B here are now in this country 132 factories proIr ng pleasure cars in more than 400 different
( es and models. To provide these cars ,vith
will mean the importation of from 175,000 to
000 tons of rubber 70 per cent of which will be
e into 40,000,000 casings and an equal number
ubes.
· hat record has been made in the last twentyn years since the first successful automobile was
tluced. Surely it means an abundance of work
~ tiremakers, to say nothing of the gre~t unde' 1ped fields ahead."
1 _ _ _ _ __
ROCK WAS A PEARL
rank Baller has filed a c01;nplaint in the court
ustice of the Peace Walter Herzinger for $299. alleged to' be the value of a pearl which he found
· plate of oysters, against Demond Davis, owner
restaurant in Redding, Cal.
bler orde1·ed fresh oysters at the restaurant, and
e was eatjng found a small stone in the oyster.
l alled to the owner that he ordered oysters and
rocks. Davis took the plate of oysters and put
·ock in his pocket, saying he would bring Bahler
i her plate, which the cusJ:omer refused.
avis returned to lhe table and told Bahler the
was a peal'l. Ba.bler d.emanded the pearl,
. h Davis refused, saying he sold oysters, not
ls. A policeman tried to induce Davis to give
ler the pearl, without success, and the customer
w suing for the value of the "rock'' he found in
ysters.
0

i

AIN WAR TRUCKS FOR TRAINING WORK
e Secretary of War has ordered that 2,700
r vehicles, 900 passenger cars, 900 trucks and
notorcycles are to be yeservel from the stocks
by the War Department foe vocational train~
1rnrposes. The vehicles will be distributed by
Director of Purchase, Storag·e and Traffic as
·s:
each of the seventeen divisional camps and to
of the overseas departments, thirty passenger
thirty trucks and thirty motorcycles, 1,180
les in all. So far as possible the distribution
nclude two-thirds of the non-standard and one' of the standard vehicles.
The non-standard
.

.

types will be held in reserve by the Director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic for distribution to military posts in accordance with vocational needs as
later determined.
COLD STORAGE
A recent discussion in the pl'ess gave Charles 'r'ellier, a Frenchman, the credit for the invention of the
cold storage process. While it is true that he perfected the system and made it commercially prac~
ticable, he had a number of forerunners in the industry. Fifty-five years ago the first refrigemted
meat arrived in England. The scheme was fairly
successful for shipping preserved meats a short distance. Ten years later a shipment of carcasses
frozen by Harrison's method was sent to England
from Melbourne, but the meat was found to be
spoiled.
At this time Tellier was working on his method
of freezing foodstuffs by the use of two chemicals,
methylic ether and trimethylamine. In 1876 he built
the refrigerator ship La Frigorifique, which carried
a cargo of frozen beef between Rouen, France, and
La Plata. That first consignment was the beginning
of what has developed into a world-wide industry.
By 1877 there was a great influx into London of
American meat preserved by cold.
IRRITATED MULE DEVELOPS BULLDOGLIKE TENDENCIES
The Missouri mule has a lot of good traits and
then again it has some bad ones, so that its good
deeds are very often nullified by its deflections, but
it remained for a Phelps County, Missouri, hybrid
to devise the most original stunt in the demerit way
for that breed of live stock.
A fanner near Rolla, Mo., turned several of his
mules out in the field in order that they might take
exercise. The Jong-eared fellows were being fed
for the market and had been in the barn for several
months. Two of the mules in adjacent stalls had
been unable to get together because of tlre stall divisions.
No sooner had the animals been let out into the
field than the two took issues with each other. One
suddenly became -enraged and seized the other by
the throat with its teeth, choking it to death before
the farmer could stop the fight. The dead mule was
worth more than $300 and it took only a few minutes for the other animal to kill it.
Mule men who we1·e asked about the unusual occurrence said they could not recall a similar instance. They remember kicking one other to death
on several occasions, but that a regular bulldog
throat-choker is a new one on them.
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T fTE FRONTIERSMAN'S ESCAPE

But what could one man, however brav
lagainst
numbers·?
In moment he was hurled to the ground.
a

By Alexander Armstrong
i j_any
years ago, when Iowa was the wccitel·n
border of ordinary American travel, Morton Massey
built a cabin near to the spot where the town of
Muscatine now stands and maintained himself, wife
and child by tilling the ground in summer and trapping in winter.
One morning Massey was awakened in a very rude
manner. The butt ends of half a dozen riding whips
battered against his strong door and hoarse voices
on the outside demanded admission.
Looking through a small window, the frontiersman saw half a dozen men silting on their steaming
horses.
Not knowing them, and not knowing the object of
their visit. he hastily slipped on all his clothing and
grasped his rifle befoi·e unbarring the door.

l\Tassey was a ve1·y g·ood man, but he had a stern,
almost harsh countenance.
'i'he moment he appeared one of the mounted men
cried:
.. I'll bet he's the chap. He looks just like a thief."
The backwoodsman turned fiercely c:;-1 the speaker.
J
k d
His blood was up in les,<; than a minute anc1 11e coc e
his rifle with an angry snap.
"Hold on!" authoritatively said Qne man, who appeared to be the leader. "You can quarrel and fight
when we get this business finished. See here, mistel', where is yom stable?"
"That shanty yonder,'' snapped Massey, who wondered ,vhat it all meant.
"Th~n u_nl?c~, it, or we'll make no bones about
smash:ng it m. .
,, .
.
··'rt 1s always unlocked, sa1d t~e brave frontiersman. "'But who are you that rnsult a peaceable
man?''
•· We're the Cedarville Regulators," replied the
leader. "There was a fine horse stolen in town, and
we've tracked the animal and thief here, and here
the trail has come to an end."
While he had been speaking one of the men had
dashed to the stable, and in an instant came back
the words:
"The horse is here!"
That was enough. Men of that sort did not stand
to ask questions or argue points.
''Take him, my lads!" cried the leader, and backed
by his men he threw himself upon Massey.
The latter understood his situation in an instant.
He knew that through some plan, or else through
some chance, the stolen horse had been placed in his
stable, and on the evidence furnished on this circumstance these rough and ready regulators would
not hesitate to hang him. Therefore, having no desire to die the death of a horse thief, he fought for
liberty like a tiger.

Strong cords were passed around his hand
feet, and he lay bound and helpless upon the
hold of his own door.
And while the weeping wife was crying ou
mercy to them they put Massey on the stolen
and dashed away to Cedarville.
Bound down to the horse's back Massey P
over mile after mile, until from his rigid po
and his swift passage through the cold air h
came considerably chilled.
"Men," he said, for his tongue was free, "yo
toituring an innocent man."
"Bah!" was the jeering reply.
"And even if I am guilty--"
He was going to make an appeal for mercy, 1
at that very instant there rang out' a loud chor
yells.
Like a whirlwind in the desert a band of In
swept down upon them.
The hoi·se to which Massey was bound had
traveling soberly along with the rest, not led
urged, but when the charge was made, and th
lets began to fly he kicked up his heels, snorte
rushed away at full speed, not caring for sue~
1
qual'te1:s.
Like Mazeppa, bound to the wi1J horse of Tai
Massey was borne away at a rapid rate, he kne\
whither.
For over a mile the frightened animal raThen he reached a piece of heavy timber land·
the frontiersman expected that he would mod
his speed, but still he rushed on with frigh1
bounds.
At length, howeve~, the animal struck ~f,
against a tree; there was a severe shock, a rif
tearing sound, and then the hunter flew fror1
back of the steed to the green sward.
a
The force with which he struck upon thett
earth deprived Massey of all sensibility.
His leg had come in contact with a very s
edged piece of bark, and the result was a
from which the blood oozed forth in a tiny st
For perhaps an hour he lay there, as in a
dream, but half recovered from his stupor. 'I
heavy paw touched him on the leg.
It brought him back to consciousness with a tt
a large gray wolf was over him.
~
Massey gave such a scream of genuine terrl
the animal bounded away in perfect fright. n
To his surprise, the hunter found that thee;
had broken the cords that bound him. He bo: :
to his feet; the cold air revived him.
'11
He saw the great wolf slinking away like a0
ardly cur through the trees, and he felt a tlu C
terror as he heard a long chorus of yelps Cl.
from all sides. He looked down at the injur(
saw the trickling blood and knew that the .
scented animals had smelled his life current. ri
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The Great Plain is about 700 miles in length, and
varies from 200 to 400 miles in width, occupying the
northeastern part of the empire, and containing
over 200,000 square miles of wonderfully fertile soil.
It supports a popt\lation of not less than 177,000,000 human beings, making it the most densely settled of any part of the world of the same size, its
inhabitants numbering nearly two-thirds of the entire population of Europe.
A wonderful feature in the physical geography of
China is the existence of a vast region of loess in
this portion of the empire. Loess is a very solid
but friable earth, brownish-yellow in color, and is
found in many places from 500 to 1,000 feet deep.
The loess hills rise in terraces from twenty to several hundred feet in height. The loess region of
China is perhaps the most broken country in the
world, with its sheer cliffs and upright walls, terraces and deep-cut ravines. Owing to the ease with
which it can be worked, caves made at the bases of
straight cliffs afford homes to millions of people in
the densely populated northern provinces. Whole
villages cluster together in carved-out chambers,
some of which extend back more than 200 feet. The
capabilities of defence in a country such as this,
where an invading army must necessarily become
lost and absolutely bewildered in the tangle of interlacing ways, and where the defenders always
remain concealed or have innumerable means of escape, is peculiarly significant at this time, when consideration is being given to a conquest of China.
The rivers of China are her glory, and there are
few countries in the world so well watered ( and
none other with such splendid natural water transportation facilities. The three great rivers of the
Empire are the Yangtse-Kiang (child of the ocean),
the Roang Ho (Yellow River), and the Chu Kiang
(Pearl River or Canto River). Of these the Yangtse
is much the largest, flowing through extensive and
fertile plains, and finally emptying into the Eastern
Sea, after traversing a distance of over 2,000 miles.
Its discharge is estimated at 1,000,000 cubic feet per
second. The banks of the Yangtse are crowded with
towns and villages, the most famou~ of which are
N ankin and the new treaty port of Hankow. The
Hoang Ho or Yellow River is noted ~specially for its
THE CAVE-DWELLERS. OF CHINA
frequent and violent floods. Its current is very
rapid, and its course sinuous. The Pearl or Canton
hough the vast mobs which infest Pekin and River, while not nearly so large as the others, is a
rger cities of China are worked up to a state stream of great importance, and innumerable vesnzy and fanaticism, the great Chinese popu- 1sels trade upon its waters. At some points it spreads
proper is agricultural, and naturally extreme- into large lakes; in others it passes between narrow
ceful. Agriculture, however, is most primi- gorges, which, if dammed, would afford large stornd the wonder is how such an immense popu- age capacity for irrigation. The Chinese, however,
can be supported from the soil until the great have not practically worked out irrigation in its
my practiced in all things is understood. On different phases as completely as would be expected
reat Plain of China every available foot of of such an agricultural people.
Irrigation, nevertheless, is practiced to a conis utilized for growing something, and every
le of fertility returned to the soil. Waters are siderable extent through the use of the waters of the
for irrigation, and in many cases laboriously Grand Canal and by wells. The Grand or Im-1
perial Canal is a work of great magnitude.
uted over the fields.

glanced around him, mapped out his course in
ind, and then away he started for home.
thin two minutes' time there were fully twenty
y wolves on his track.
boldencd by numbers, the otherwise c'.">wardly
Is began to close in upon him.
sey felt for his weapons. He had but a knife.
ting on his best speed, the settler ran on, castany a backward glance at his four-footed foes.
arer and nearer came the yelling pack of
s.
, if I had a gun I'd scare the wits out of them,"
red Massey. "Powder would scatter them.
r mind, I'll stretch some of them out before I
wn.''
iastant later the foremost ones of the pack
upon him. He turned with the knife in his
made a quick slash, and stretched the first wolf
'Otmded.
an instant the other wolves had torn their
de to shreds, while the frontiersman ran
on.
'ef respite. In less than two minutes the hunemons were on his track.
in· ! through the air sprang the largest animal
pack and landed fairly on the hunter's back.
lling tongue and hot breath touched Massey's
; the latter stabbed at him over his shoulder,
ng him again and again, yet ~till he clung on,
is weight was bearing Massey down to the
d when-ck! the keen report of a rifle rnng·out, and the
dropped down dea.d, while the rest of the pack,
discharge of firearms turned tail and ran. ·
d then Massey found that he was close to his
, and that it was his faithful wife who fired
ot.
band of regulators were wiped out by the
s, and as nobody else troubled themselves
the hor~ case, Morton Massey was left unted to live to a ripe old age and recount over
ver the story of the frontiersman's escape.

.
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GOOD CURRENT NE\VS ARTICLES
A bottle of sweet cider was used by Miss Sallie
M. Tucke1· of New York to christen the torpedo boat
destroyer Preble, which was launched at the yards
of the Bath Iron Works 1 March 8. The destroyer
is named for Commodore Edward Preble of Portland, who eorved in the navy in the Civil War. Miss
Tucker is his great-granddaughter.
Two big black bears are loose on Lindhurst
Grounds, the country estate of Mrs. Finley J. Shepard at Tarrytown, N. Y. One of them chased Richard Murray, chauffeur for Mrs. Shepard, from Croton Aqueduct, about 500 feet away, to the estate
and then disappeared in the bushes near the house.
Two bears a:so are reported camping on Caspar
Whitney's estate, which adjoins Mrs. Shepard's on
the south.
At the recent service night firing at Fort Winfield Scott, San Francisco, some excellent target results were secured. Using two 12-inch rifles on
barbette mounts, and firing at a moving target at a
range of 6,620 :yards, 6% hits were obtained out
of 7 shots. The muzzle velocity of the shells was
2,055 feet per second. Anoth.e r excellent record was
made when two 6-inch rifles on disappearing carriages, using tracer shells, obtained twelve hits out
of twenty shots. 'l'his practice was conducted at
night under the handicap of the depleted personnel
and composite companies-facts which rendered the
result obtained particularly meritorious.

most up-to-date plant of its kind in existence.
open hearth building is 516 x 225 feet, in w
armor plate ingots of a size up to 200 tons wi
handled. The forge and furnace building is 6;
4 77 feet and it has two large wings contai
furnaces: with the press between these wings.
armor ingots are forged on a 14,000-ton pres
which gun ingots are hollow forged into lengt
to 93 feet. The heat treatment building is 3
112 feet, and 176 feet in height. The machine
building is G52 x 320 feet. The plant will be
position to manufacture armor plate up to 20 ii
in thickness, and guns and 1')hells up to 20 i
caliber.

GRINS

AND

CHUCKLES

"Is your wife fond of going to church?" "Yes
she likes fo rthe sermon to match her skirt in re
to Ienth."
Rubb--What was the worst mistake you ma
the army? Dubb-The time I called the ca
boss and hit him for a raise.
Wife--Jim, I've invited one of my old bea
dinner. Do you mind? Hub-Why, no. I al
like to meet lucky people.
"No more horse thives in Crimson Gulch?"
more,' 'answered Cactus Joe. "\Ve have progr
with the times. We have all kinds of auto
thieves."
A pupil in a school near Chatham Square,
York City, thus defined the word "spine": "A
is a long, limber bone. Your head sets on on
and you set on the other."
E-sther, rntltrning from her first day,at school
asked by her mother: "How do you like sch
"Oh, school is very nice, but I don't think my te
knows very much. She could not read my writ
The teacher had -written 92.7 on the black
and to show the effect of multiplying by ten r
out the decimal point. She then turned to the
and said: "Now, Mary, where is the decimal po
"On the duster, miss," replied Mary, without h
tion.

''Hello! Is this Mr. Jigson ?" "Yes."
is Smith. Can I borrow your auto for this
noon?" ''Why, no. I shouldn't think think
It was in 1916 that Congress appropriated $11,- have the face to ask for it." "I haven't. That's
000,000 to build a plant for the manufacture of I'm asking ove rthe phone."
armor for ships of the Navy, and the next year $2,Mother-Johnny, did you go and ask Mrs. N
080,956 was appropriated for a projectile plant.
Work was started August 30th, 1917, on a site of fo rthe loan of her washtub, as I told you? .To
207 acres at South Charleston, West Virginia. Ex- -Yes, mther. She said she is very sorry, bu
cellent progress is being made, and the Navy will bands of the tub are loose and the bottom is ou
soon be in possession of what will probably be the it is full of soap water.
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GOOD R.EADING
WOLVES IN BARNYARD
'
o timber wolves were killed on the farm of
Zerr at St. Peters, Mo., four miles north of St.
Jes. Zen and Frank Wiechens, a farmer, were
ding in the barnyard on the Zerr farm when
saw a wolf run out of a timber lot near the
and kill several chickens. Wiechens had a gun
killed the wolf as it was crossing the lot. As
had been evidence of a number of wolves in
icinity Zerr and .Wiechens went to St. Peter's
rganize a posse. While there they 1·eceived
from Mrs. Zerr that another wolf was in the
yard. Accompanied by several men they went
and Zerr shot the wolf, making a total of seven
in that neighborhood in the past month.
GIRLS WANT TO WEAR SOCKS
wcomb College girls are in revolt as a result of
ling by the faculty of the college against their
ing socks or rolling their stockings down while
ed in bloomers or abbreviated skirts. The
or stocking::1 can be rolled below the knees
when thei1· skirts go a sufficient distance below
nee.
othe1· rule forbids girls to leave the campus ln
masium suit, and another any extreme dances,
as "cheek lo cheek,'' "camel walk," ""shimmy''
others. Auy girl who violates these rules will
her name read before the student body. The
are up in the air and say they won't stand
t and h:1\'e called a meeting of all classes.
ROB S.E:A O.F' 1-UCH 'l'R.E:'ASURI<.]
nken treasure ,vorth $250,000,000 has been
around ihtj British Isles siuee the wa.r began.
Restorer :.wd lhe Heliaut, two salving vessels
t fro111 llie Aml:'rican• Navy, wen~ used, and
has a 111=w de\'ice, an uxy-aceiylene flame,
t is \v orked t11H.k1· ·water fu1· cutting- holes in
ides uf suL1.1e1·g-ed vessels.
·h ..;hip has tweuty-live electric pumpd capable
mpi11g 1,000,000 g-allons of water an hour, and
es two divers, Sl:'a1·chlights, line throwing guns,
i<- welding µJauls, ruck drills aud othe1· aeces. Eadt diVl:'1' is equipped with a telephone.
e H.eslure1· t·ecove1·ed $5,000,000 in gold from
aunmtie off Lough Swilly last year. Both vesre now ,i'i.,,~rati111~ off Ntw,r}1:iven, on the Cha11o:1st.
SOLDrnKS '1'0 RAlSh: l'lGS
shington, l\fa1·ch 15. - '1'112 \ ueational training
am1y has been extende,1 lo indude courses in
ultl1t'•! and anirn.tl hu;:;Landry. 'l'hese features
e put inlu partial operntiou al Ollce. 'l'his au-

nouncerncnt was authorized by the \Var Department
in connection with the recruiting drive which ended
March 31.
An army school that will teach enlisted men how
to raise cows, pigs and chickens and train them in
the general duties of farm management is to be
started at Charleston, S. C., headquarters of the
Southeastern Department. This school will be under
the direction of Dr. E. l\L Ranck, development expert in animal husbandry, who' will act as civilian
adviser to the department commander. According
to present plans, live stock will be purchased for the
school by expe1ts, and each camp will have a small
herd of good dairy cows, pure bred hogs, shec-p, l·ee f
cattle, chickens and stands of bees.

$750 SAFES TO GUARD LIQtJ ..,_:
When you next visit a wealthy friend in New
Oleans, if he leads you into a quiet room in his residence, stops before a huge steel burglar-proof and
fire-proof safe and starts working the combination
-well, he's not going to show you the family jewels.
Nor his Liberty bonds for that matter. '!'hat safo
holds something far more valuable than gems and
securities. You can buy them any old time :-, ou happen to have the price. But monE'y can't buy the stuff
those chilled-steel walls house.
For weeks past, at an average of one sale a week,
the Coats Safe and Lock Company, Ltd., !1as been
selling Orleanians a special safe designed fo1· the
sole purpose of guarding the private stoek ot' liquo1· 1
that has assumed untold value. A six-fout man ca11
stand upright inside the steel box. lt is filled with
specially made wooden racks in which tlw precious
bottled sunshine is closely packt!d.
And each safe costs $750.
•'Pretty high price to safeguard even lil1uu1·, i::.n't
it't 11 the manage1· of the safe cornvany was asked.
··Oh, no," said he. ·•You see, this safe holds foue
and a half barrels of liquor, bottled. 'l'hen:l's 60
gallons to a barrel. That's 1080 quarts of liquor.
And really good liquor was worth about $10 a quai-t
as far back as last June. So you see the safe cosling $750 holds $10,800 worth of liquor. 'l'he ma11
who valued his private stock enough to make an investment that heavy, doesn't look at $'150 as too high
a price to pay. Sometimes several men pool theit'
funds and keep their stock in the same safe. 'l'hen,
after the private stock is gone, you cau use the safo
for furs or eostly clothing or othe1· valuable household property. You see, th 0 y're fireproof as Wt:-11 as
burglar-proof.
~very safe thaL we've sold fo1· this _µui·twse has
Leen delivered afLer dark!"
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ITEM S OF GENE RAL INTE REST
l\IAPLE SAP FOR SOFT DRINKS
Boys and girls of Vincennes, Ind., are not worried
~bout the adv~nce in the price of pop and are defymg the propnetors of soft drink places where sundaes and_ sodas have advanced in price and they
are placmg bottles on the smaller limbs of the
maple trees at night and the next morning the bottles are fille~ with "sugar water." In one yard a
large maple tree is filling thirty pint bottles formerly used for beer.
ENLISTED MEN BURIED AT ARLINGTON
CEMETERY
Five enlisted men, one from the 93d and another
from the 216th Aero Squadrons, the others from
the 162d, 163d, and 327th Infantry, who 'died in
England while in the Service, and whose bodies were
recently received at Hoboken, N. J., were buried
with military honors at Arlington Cemetery on
March 5. This was the second burial at Arlington
of American soldiers who died while in the Service
in the World War, the first being when two soldiers
who died in Russia were interred there.
EXCITEMEN T IN WALES AS GOLD IS FOUND
Will \Vales prove to be the gold field of Great Britain? is the query that is agitating miners and stock
brokers just now, follovving the discovery of another
gold vein at the Clogan mine at Bontddu near Bar'
. mouth, Wales.
Ne;-,r machinery has been hurried to the mine, and
the fo~·eman of the n:i,en received a gift of $50, while
the mmers each received $25 as a token of appreciation from the owners.

'

This is the second time that gold has been ~
ered in this mine, a strike having been mad1
August. Godfrey Isaacs, of Marconi wireless ·1
is managing director of the mines, and it is C
that so far gold to the value of over $300,00\,
1t
been taken from it.
KAISER'$ KIN STARTS A ROUGH HO1
The fashionable Adlon Hot.el dining room ha
the scene of a rough and tumble fight be
Prince Joachim Albrecht of Prussia, a cousin
former German Empe1·or, and his guests
Capts. Klein and Roughevin and Mme. Klein,
hers of the French mission. The hostilities
when the French refused to stand while the 01
tra was playing ''Deutschland ueber Alles."
Joachim and his friends hurled candles, c
ery and other things at the French party, and
Roughevin was beaten and had his clothes
Capt. Klein was escorted out of the dining ro1
waiters, who defended him.
The episode apparently ·w as planned by Jo:

SCENA RIOS

HOW TO
WRITE TH

Price SIS C"nta Per
By .JAMES P. COGAN
Thie book contains all the most recent cbanires in tb p metl
Sixt y L esson s, c
narios.
sce
of
isslon
conetructlon and sulJm
lnir e¥ery phase ot s cenar .o writlnl!', from th e mos t eleII
ti s e covers e
trea
'rllls
to the most advanced principles.
thlnit a person must know In order to make money as a
,•ws -denlers
N
all
ceRstul scenario 1'-riter. For sRle by
Book-Stores_ It you cannot proc ure a copy, send us the I
mall you
will
we
and
35 cent&, In money or postaire stamps,
postaire tree. Address
L. SENA.BENS, 119 Sennth AYe., New York, N. Y.
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ERY MAGAZ
"MYSTSEMI-MONTHL
Y. IO CENTS A COPY
PUBLISHED
Handsome Colored Covers-32 Pages of Reading--Great
Authors-Famou s Artists-Fine Presswork
k t h
It contain s exciting and mysterious detecti'l"e sto.riea
novelettes. 8er1als and a larire amount of other interestiu a e Cttetl.
,: ma er.
Order a COilY Crom this list.
LATEST ISSUES No.
N'o.
P.
BRICE," by Kary 1
H THF. SIGi'l OF TRE DRA·
H:ttcb.
GO:-i, br C. Martin Eddy,
52 "TIIE PHAXTOM MOTOR,"
MAGIC OF DETEC·
45
by Laura RP;d Mont,::omery.
TIYE WOO FANG," by
53 "THE BLACK.JACK," by
Frank Wllltfield.
Wllli:tm Hamilton Oellorne.
46 THE DEC01: by ""llliam
54 !'T li E W H I S PE R I NG
Hamilton Os horne.
Charles E.
by
~:r~~;:
WITH 30
HOuSR
47 THE
I NS PE CT O R 'S
STEPS. by Ra.Jpb D. Porter. ~"~ THE
u
CLOCK
Tlili1
48 WHEN
STRANGE CASE.'' by BeuSTHuCK 13, by Dr. Hnrry
Jail Poynter.
Enton.
SECRET OF THE
THI;;
GG
BLOTTING
49 A PIECE OJ!'
Sl•: ALED BOOK, by Ethel
PAPER, by Dorothy Weber.
Ro ~emon.
50 THE $200,000 MYS'£ERY, lly
57 THE CLuE OF STEEL, by
Etb~l Rosemon.
Willis Lathrop.
51 "THE CASE OF DOCTOR

,~Arn

The Famouse Detective Story Out To-day in No. 58 is
"ALIAS LOUIS VARDON," by William Hamilton Osborne
FRA."'<K T O U S E Y ~ J ~ , l a ~ S d 8'., New y;;.,--«,ii;.

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Pl.a
PRICE SEVEN

CENTS

PER

,

COPY

TiiE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EAR'
32 Pages of Reading. Magnificent Colored C.nr Port
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday
Each number contains Fi'l"e Stories ot the Best 'Fl!J1u •
Screens - Eleirant Halt- tone Scenes from the PllU'a-Inter,
Articles About Prominent People In the Films-Deln1
Actors and Actresses in the Studios and While Plcture-mal
Lessons in Scenarie WrlUnir.
THIS

LITTLE lllAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORJi: FOR 1
IIONJCT THAN ANY OTHER SIJICILAB PU.·
LICATION ON THE KA.BIETI

Its authors are the very best that moaey can procun
profuse illustrations are exquisite, and lte special utlclea a
the greateet experts In their 11&rticular line.
Buy a copy Now trom your newsdealer, er aea4

11a

7 ce1

moaey or pNtace stamps, an4 we will aaU 1011 llR7
yeu

111

desire.

H.AUY E. weLPF, hb., 116

w. 21d St.,

New York

ISAVE 1/2
Your "GAS" and
ALL Your Trouble
15-0AY FREE TRIAL
Monev-back Guarantee
Entirely NEW principle-

ON MR. BRITIAIN'S
INDIANS' MYSTERIOUS HAIR
head at the top and back was absolutely bald.

not a movinir p:irt - Simple.
Hae the Pep and Power.

u. & J.

The oc•lp was

• An export said that he thought the lud r rovt;; wertt extinct, and.
w11 no hope of my cv~r hadn~ a llt!,.,. hair growth.
It DOW, at •n age over 66, 1 have ll !U'[Utiant growth of so!t, a,rong,
hair!
Xo traco of balduos~.
'l'ho pie tcs 1huw11 llore are

m-,

Carburetor
Doubles Mile3ge-Cuarantecd
to start car in zero w~atherNo Priming. 50,000 delighted ueers. Now ready
for Ford, Dodge, Ma."<well and Overland.
DEALERS - Service Stations. Sal,1men : The

photographs.

SECRET OF HAIR GROWTH
At A time when I hod become discourai:ed at trying
Tnrious hair lotions, tonics. ,specialists' trealmenta, etc.,
I came scroiH1, in my tral'els, a Cherokee Indian
''medicine man', wl:io hn<l au elixir that he a11eTerated
would gro.ir my hair. Although I had bui little faith,
I gave it a trial. 'fo my ama.zor.1ent a light fuzz 100n From rectnt photo.
appeared. · It duvelopcJ, day by day, into & healthy irrowth, and ere Ion,;
my hair was as prohtie as in my youth!ul days.
Thllt J u•as ast(;,1ulied and lrnpfy ,·s t.1.},T'essing tny stat~ of mind mildly.
Obviously, the hoir roots l1ad uot bl'en deuJ, but "era dormlln1 i11 the
1calp, awuiting tho ft·rtilizing- 1,utent!y of the niyaterioua pomade.
I negotiated 1nr aud ('ame into 1u,e1e~sion of the principle for prepari.u:
this rnyoteri,,us ~li:dr, JlOIV called Kutalko, and later had the recip• put iJllO
prac-til·11l furm Ly u. chemist.
'l'hat 1uy <>Wu ha\r ~ro,vtb. was permanent hu been amply prond. Yuy
men and women, aloo chiluren, b.ave reported utiafactory ruult. from Ko11lk.o.

'""U. & J." setls on demonstratio11-i11stalled in
thirty minutes-some e:ood open territory.

w, also manufacture Ille U. & J, FOIID TIMER.
Wal last as lon11 as the oar. PRICE $2.50
U. & J. CARBURETOR CO.

OCPf, '!111 -!;07 w. Jackson Bhld.. GHICACO

Stop Tobacco
How One Woman Helped Her Boys tn Oven.
come tlse lnroad1 of Tobacco Poi,oninir.

Sends a Free Trial Package
My bone•t bell!f i• that hair roots rarely die enn when the hair
falls out through d•ndrutl', fner, excessive dryness or other dia·
orders. I have beeu told br experts that often
when hair falls out the roots become imbedded
withln the scalp, co,ered by hord skin, 10 thot
they reu,ain for & time lik• bulbs or aeeds in
&
bottle whit-h will grow ,when fertilized,
8ha1upoos ( IYhich <<>nlotu alkalis} and hair
lotiuus which c:-unlain. alrohol are enemies to
the hair, as th,•y dry it, makin;: iL brittle.
Kotalko contftins those ele:ncn:, of nature
whid1 givo nPw '"fb 1:~ .. tn ti.e ac11lp nnd hair.
To prove the G!:NUINFNESS of Kotalko, I
will send the :redp& FREE on r,~uest. Or I
will moll a teatin~ box or Kotalko with the recipe for 10 cents,
eilvcr or stamps, if '.\'OU ttttttfiJK this ,,uhlicatiot,. Satiafy yourself.
l'ou want to •In•, fallinr: hair. elimln•te dandruff or coTer that bald
spot with healthy hair.
G,t the dime te•ting 1,o,: l-iOW, apply
once or twice daily-w;tch in yonr m!rrorl Addrc•a:

N HART BRI'ITAIN, BN-10:1. Station F, New Yor1c, N. Y.

Lacko was tbo lucl.:7
dlecoveryot a woman. le
h1 odorleH aud t&:ttel~a:J
and 3b~ mtxed tt •~cretly

tn t ea, corre~ and fooC..
L11.:e a ml:lg!c wand Lt.

hit• tbe spot,

It tmme-

1..Ua.· ly put1 tbe ~r.iv1ng

In

1:1

trance. Instead ot

that. frrettlstable dthllr•

for a

ltiWvke

or

,'.be,r

J,urko !hU,t11tlcs, ttcalws,

•ootbe,. t•ke• otr the
raw. nervou11 edge an~
you feet, eat, steep an<t

work bett er. lt·ta certalaly " wonderful discovery and .... tree trh1l
•
,.
p~cl.:ai;e wll\ be mat:ed
Lut'ko fa O bJeHtn• t.o to every tobacco uaer
mothe"• with cruwJhc who want1 to qatt or tO
bov• addleted to cfuar• aoyone who wtshe, to
etie•,
belp a friend. son, brother or husband by g-!V!ng Lucko •ecretly. Mvtb.·
ere. don't ran to send tor U.1111 tree trtal ot Lueko.
lt lit really a wonderful dl8<-~overy."'"" Addre!•
Lueko Drug Co., iau Glen Bldg., Ctnel.D.llatt, o.

-:~~F-REE 1

WEU. AND KEEP WELL

The ROCHE

ectric Hygienic Machine
Trial. Do" 't Be a Dead Dn• 6dPi~
1.ldbeln
ryHorne
aya •

,

Go1d-p1ated La,alllare and
Cbal•, p&ir Earbolt1, GoJdpl.ue.-t J:xpan1lo11. lbaeelel
"ith Im. Watd1, IHl"Htu•
qualiLJ ud 3 Gold-plated.
RiDK"S ALL FREE: for
seWDK' only 1S pieca
·' Jewelry at 10 ce11ts each.

Stop Using aTruss

Yes, stop it, yo1' ,now
byyourowa expurlent·o:t

it is only :.t mJJ,e--shiit.
a. false prop a!lain,t a

''4Nilila_ _ _ _or.,.i..._:i. Columbia Monlty Co.
~
21 a..u1 ....., a ....

•

colLtpslnsrwan. auu th:.u:
it ls unJ t>rmininz yo ur

»,,.

health. \Vhy, th eu.~ur.

4

tlnuetowearit? H~re

is a bettt•r way, ~·h:-·a

means that Ureso:n~,
torturous tt·ussPs c,iu h..t
thrown away forl!'ve:-.
and It's all becnus•
Stuart•e PLAPAC·?ADS

aredlfferont, bt"ins:
medtci ncnppti(':1 tor!I
ma.de sell•a.dhesiv-~ pur..
posely to prever:t shp•
ph1R: and to a!fo!"d an
arr:an~~ment to hold •htt

parts ~ecurety ta :,::ice.
NO STRAPS,
l!IUCKL:l:S O:t
SPRINCS

ATTACHED,

crutnot s 11 p, so
cannot chafe or
.

pres~ ng:linst the

pubic bone.

Thousand• have treated themaelv•• ln the pr~v!I.CY ot

the home, and report most obstinate cases cured-no

dela.y from work. Soft •• velvet-easy to appty-h,ex•
••n•lve. Process ot recovery ls natural, so a.1terwards

BOOK ON

DOG· DISEASES
And How to Feed
Mall.. trM to an7 addra9 b7

Alllerica's
tlle Author
Pioneer
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Dos Mediai1as 118 Weal 31st Street, New York

no use for trusses. Awarded Gold Medal International
Exposition, Rome; Grand Prix, Perts. Write us today to
prove 1t by sendlnii TRIAL PLAPAO, FREE. Address,

Plapao Lllborat11rie,, Block2185:it, Lolli•, Mo.

PRICE -

12c....v.•••••·BIG Fu

I~~
r:~,,i:P~•;ei~l~-J!!''iioii~t,beJ
BOYS
with each X Ray.
mai;ic trick noveltJ'

Play Eight

MARVEL MFG. CO., Dept. 13, NEW BAYEN. COIN.

Instruments

A

l"ll!CE

No Study
Necessary

BIG VALUE for. IO Ots.

6 Songs, words and music; 26 Pictures Pretty Girls ;40 Ways to Make
Money: 1 J~ke Book; l Book on
J,m·e;} Magic Book; l Book I,etter
v ..·riting; l Dream Book and Fortune Teller; 1 Cook Book; l Base
Ball Book, gives rules for i,:-ames; 1
Toy Maker Book; I,anguage of
Flowers; 1 Morse Telegraph Alpha•
bet; 12 Chemical Experiments;
Magic AR"e Table; Great North Pole
Game: 100 Conundrums; 3 Puzzles;
~,
All
12 Gemes; 30 Ve.ses for Autograph Albums.
t!te above bv mail for 10 eta. and fa eta. postage.
lWUL &ALES CO., Box %0 , Soutll Norwall<, Conn.

Evory home, every group of friends
should have Song-o-Phones, the remarkable instruments that anyone
can play. They produce rich, sweet.
pawerful tone:;, imitat.ina band 1n&Lruments that take ye-u-a:1 of atud:,
t!!~ vr-,cUco to learn to play.

1~f.:.~ :ra~ty~':d.'i:1;.~· p~:
,,.!!J:u.:::,/•g:::;/~%1;;;"n!
&llYthlnC" from the gooll old son&"s to the most potmla.r hits.
Song-o-Phones
are delighting
thousands
Send right away for booklet and

ROW'l'O MAKE LOVE
(NEW BOOK)Tellll how to Get

full particulars about these wonder~
tul. i.nexpcnat ve irul trumeuts.

At all 1mtsical i11stru ment
dealers, department stores aud
iDY shops, ov write for free

/.cquainted; How to Begin Courtship
H?W to Court a Basbfu1 Girl; to Woo a

,Vido'II•; to win an Heiress; how to catch

a Rich Bacltelor; how to manage your
beau to make him pro,posc;how totnake
your fellow or girl love you: whal
before and after the w•ddlttg; Tells
other thin•• aecessary for l,o-,ers ta
know, Saum!<: COE}' b~ malt lO c,,,aw,
&OUL llOOK CO,. Bo:. ij, lilt, Jlorwllli, ~ I

Booklet.

toclo

37 5. NlilUI

tlon. Free examination. :Music composed.
Booklet on request. Author~ & Composer,
service Oo., Suite 521, 1433 B'way, N. Y.
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The Sonouhone Company

Send your poems today for
mest otrer and immec.lint,.,. pub11cn ..

al.

llABrooklyn, N.Y.

PERSONAL-Continued

MARRY: Nam~s. Adl.ltes~es. Iadba anc.l gentiemen deelr•
Sweetlleart's Magazine#
ing early marri&gl! !!.J els.
...._
Barnes City, Iowa.
GET. MARRIED-Jici;t .Mu.t.rtm.oitial Ma~a1;!.ne published.
Mailed Ji'liEll~. Many worth frorn $1,000 and upwc.rd
wa11ted to ffi;t ruarrlcd, ellller ~ex. AlllerJcu.n Di:itrlbutor.

W,·ite to Riker & Killt, AdverJising Offices, 118 East ·28th Street, New York, City, Ula.lr::nill~ • .Pa.
c,r 8 South Wabash A ven11e, Chicago, for partic"/a,·s about advertising in this mag"zi1111. i1ARRY. Fur sur" succ-eo.;.3 l11.mdrt1d st:lc.!eL Wt·alLllY
ll.1emburS,, iJllth Bu'.:C, Whlhitti,I· JIIHrt'i.age; St.rtctly COUw
HELP WANTED-Continued
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
fldeuilal. 100:.t rt:h•IJl~; yea1s' el:µ1-'l'li;:Ht:t iu rM.i work;
We revi.. poems,
write music alld &uar&utee to secu1·ij publlcatlun. Sub-

WAITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.

tn1L poems eu any subject. EroaUway Studios, 165C.
li'ltzreruld BulldJne. New York.

AGENTS

1':troJfi~u~~o~;fl';io~\.l}'.· Standard Bus!ueas Train-

AGENTS. make bla pro.St selllne our e:rf.l'acts. JJerw
!ullles. colU cre&Dl!:!, {acct })OWdt!l'ij, 1vlces. med.i.clnt5,
1:-tc.; beautiful hfg-b..•graJa line; t1.i::1.•lusln terdtory;

free.

soap

aampla

LactiasJau

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS: S,Pl~u,Hd·poy am! oul>' lio110r:ibJd
Un1Jm1ted at.lvnnt:tl- l't•s,dUl l'upid
~·r1:1.9'i">I lt t.Juired.
e1.peni;es.
No nge limit. 'fhree mouths' home stui..Iy, . t-;tt~ MAIHlY-FORPre-pnre for permanent position.
uaUou an·lrln:;ed.
0t;J'3;t. lun:.t•st

Co..

259,

Dc:pt.

St.

Sto:rles. ArtlcJes, 1-'t.wru~ for lH1W Ol:lHl:Liilh.'.
Wtr JJaY un aceeptant:t.', '1'yped. or hinJwditt!Ll .MBS.
acc1r1.1tublt-!. He,11d MS:"!. to Wowan·~ ~atton.i.t Maittzlne,
Desk 134. ,vn:1)1mgton. lJ. l~.

V/ArJTED

Lout., Mo.
MISCELLANEOUS
.DON'T GO THIHSn: Try my i;,uo~bos, l-'ort, Dlscltbtny, Grape, Chern. Orange, Clu.ret, Bottld makes WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. Wo revi,u po•ms,
guarauttlt t.o secu.r~ JJUbllcu.Uoo. SulJ.
:ind
rnusfo
writ&
.Aieuts
Dellcious hen-race r.o cts.
thirty ailassu.
Broadwa.y Studios, ltl5t',
n:Jr. J.,ui.:111.s ou uny subject.
ffw.mtlton Ml'i .• Earnes City, Jowu..
wautcd
:&'J.t:Gg!.!rald Bulldlue. Ni;,1 Y;_o::.:r.::k;_._ _ _ _ _ __
'iiuo lO $50U & year is·· beiog m&d't Ly ScOrt!J u!ru
&ud wom~u st-1Uug Whilia- K Laundry 'l'iil,11!!3. Wd ~LECTAICAL 'I'attuolng itachloe. $3, $5 .nd ~7. l~•t.lvzu~ far ittJ;1.mp. J . H . 1·~mka. 1019 \lul.'I, K. t.:lo~
iilli:U t ,ou. ft<'o. s~ud for frel;.i sawple anJ ag-t!J.J.t·s ott'ot.
~},!1~1&!l_, 0
L. A K.1:1-l~ht Co. 14.4 Murkc:-t St.. St._ LouJs. Aro~
:?If I ur-.1 Cf1EA'f1NG CARDS und btg- ruid1. lOu ailrer,
AND DEN PICTURES

ART

tiiGtJ
i,i.,~-.:d.

11:!t

FH(HOS

ARf
&1,d

L U1i.t;;J

Ba<lltll'ul

MoJ•la

[,,

utBtlo

Ju t.:H, h:ir n:..lnhiture sti~n 11nd prk.,
Co, Sp:dngftel<l. llJ.

;.:: ... lu

l,IAiiJ£U'S ,.H,\YCH:'. 1NffAES11irn VIEWS, vest
tc:n, l~.,;i LVYcLtlY, 25c: cittalGi.tle lududcJ
l'M-I.J~
t:?tc1°1~!- t'u~v,:rit~ _F~~-1~co.::e, Rhod~ hlrrnd. .._~~
1JP.1tt~'i,.\ 1 CtANCE,1 · "c:Ll~ does rc:«l ;:ill!OJLia \,igz;.::,
Htir.:,1'.Loo ..\Hg, E.,uni.:S City fo;.~
~1:tdc-J -~ 1·~
i"!t.~I fNUYur.;KJH-'113. · ~L:1.., tt> IJlca5~. S.c:r,J ~5 cu.
J--i,.mill.vn l,."ufr:p:;if1Y, Bb1lh:.i City, lo't'i·4',

COJN:-5 AND ST AMP!:i

\\'Ith ~t"u.1.p dicllon.r1. ~ c:t.i, .&.l e.
t"u.1- , .,ulJ JUu-:trc.t.lui.i~l :! 1.:t:1-: .Bulhu.·d. Stiftiob .420

Ju~ ,_rtrt.,c,_, i 1·c.
J..!u":t,:.1

fOR

..•

Chk~i_O_l_l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

liat;l 1::li. , .BJ.Jg

HELP WANTED
I ADI~$ WANTED , anJ M~N, toe, to addrcii on,cJ~
c;,cs and m&ii 43..;iri;ith:l.ug mattc:r u tlOZih.' tor J:Jrgci
C&.n UJikc•
sparti •~i whuJ<.J ti.mo:

fllcol ordc:.r- :firmJ,
Uu to $35 wkn.

_S.> t.:<\Pltt:1.i or

t.!J;tlerJion.08

n.~,ru.lled

Buoli t.T!jfain3 1.!Vi=C-Hhing. e>:nd Jo ct.ii. to covut Jiost•te:
au. ,rard Pub, Co .. .L ..-z ~ 1. TiltoIJ. N. B.

:ECREf SERVILE uf'EkATI\ LS AND OE'l ~CitVES
~J:'ranl He?Y•
Eti.rn big money.
are In dc:UHiDd
Fasdoli.tl.ni wort:. L1:s.ro thb profession by
tYnere.
Amt:,ic.m School ot
Panh:ulan frBe.
norn~ ~tudy.
rrlminolou. De-pt_ M. Do:trnit. Mlth.
ilE />, DfTECTIVE . OpportunltJ> !or 111,u •nd WOII«t,
WiH'O C 1:L'
rvr- i!eW6t 1,l1V6Sti&"i.tlon ln you.r CI.LiU'iCl

L.11id"14, ~ii Wilitwi•? Bldi .. Kaw~ Ci1.3, 14~.

l11tll'k uJt

s~cJ'Jts.

othel' ra.t·e bi.lOks.

SL!ir BoiJk. t'u .• RKL~O. l'!.Llildl:'n,

N.

Ca.ta.lag frc:o.

J:;.;._ _ _ _ __

SCB::NTIFIC

YOUR LIFL STORY lo
iJlt1h:i fot ul:il ,.,.ad 111;:

t!lii

,tut'.;.

Ht>tJJ Lltt!t Unte :md

..C:JJy, :::io Ease 55tll, Chtcagu,

lf. S. :\ . ..\JmrtruL.•1,1 7'L

l\'P.llE 11-iE WOr-:iJS FOR A SJNG.

~t Norru

Ave,

.h,wtuc.ket,

R, 1.

sw·Lt~fH-t:::ART'S fpiiH LUH~·-lrh:.k~i Fhh 'hile L:J.;t,:
Hungry \\ vh_d. Ila.I., 25 eta.; ~·iv,;:. $J Ou. t{ttnJltor,

f.itl-o"K8

1_ tty, Iowa,
AND- i-HufuS:-c.11oduf fNEiiL

~ C~~!!!.· _.:~zing't.ftlU,

ULi..l.tt::J. :-J,i.l..s

Ill

-

MUSIC

In o,dex to ~opubrlzu u\U' b'TC•t
12 SOliGS ftlR ~I
hit "Of'&LRTLANO," ri;.taU ptlre !JO 1.:B iur a.

.it,ou time w-c ¼111 oift;:r it and elevbD othc:r tlOiJUJiu
i!0ll¥ Wt.a J;U:itJJajJ '.;L O.ffer H1u.1Ted. Send t,l today

Cbbt~au

4

LO~ ELY MA ID EN. 26, would
tutj.

m~n·y.

Bot: HiOK, SyracUlie, N. Y.

Writ•

fur pic -

W-i'•"•'--lt--'ll.:,y_,-L-ovt-og-,-,.-1-,0-.- ..,m;
IF YOU WANT a Renlth"...y..._--'me . .td. A .• 4214 California St.. Sao Fr~ncis..:u. Cul.
IDARkY. Moat successful~ Maker:· Htil.l.Jull.,,
rlcb, Cvnfiddnt1a1. reliable, yeu.n' 6J..i)6ri~Di.:~. tlc::ilc-rip
Bor 55'0. Oakland, Cu.t
tlon11 frcd.
MAR_kY _R:C H. Lm,Ju..,b anzious, d~scr1JJt1o0Us:t tree.
aatistw.c:t1on. guaruc;tld, S~l~a;t. Club, Dt"Pt. A . L:d.k~
Preston, So. Dak.
117;
MARRY; M?_NY RICH . PanieuJar;, for stamp
Morrlsun, 3ti53 W . Holden St. , Sr:s.ttle. \\"nsi-1
IF YOU WUHt a vrau:y and wirntt:L.y wite, w.ite ~
~nclosing a st11mp1?"d eovelope nod I \'iill ..1nsn-t:r
Ll1lian Sproul. BtBt.iou li. 0letcl,rn_d_._<_I_ _
hCrtti - trL,tLl
Thousawd3 ('c,ogentul tJeOflio?
MARHY:
$1,000 to $5U.01JO t1b:kit1¥ Eady Wii.n~ag~. i.i :s1..dJ.,tlun.

phc,to.3

:sertJ
Enhd s,,.
Stbltd
Add.reaa StiiDdMl'd Cvt , Ciu.t.. Ui:a,HJs.k.a, IlJ..

lnuvductioD'i irea.

uo DlOilfJ,

CHYsf~

S-()f~G\\iH1Tfl{S-- - -

-

- - ---

\\'d l\'T'lLd mu:!l!.!,
;o::.ut.1111t r,u,:mg 00
r,~l.ii::.h,; 1 s ih•,:~!1LHIL't
pJ.triotHlll. ll•Vtt ~1r a.rt} !,uL)cL"l, ('l\('<;.la M..tsi1_ Co .. 9.!IJ
g1.1ar<lnt~d

1'!fg • Barn£-~

---- ;ftzr~~:w•

-

u,,j

years.
~ttl'lY
'.fill:' Old lte•
1i1;1rr;:1te, nlofi,l,,.ntiat Llt::h:riuuo,i,,. fret'.
1inble_£1i~lJ~- tlrlt__ \\"rulJ~·l, 'i3:! ~.lucllb'-#11. Odkl_a.n,"L_f'tL!,
SIXlH AND SEVENTH BOOl(S OF Mose:s. J,:gsptlau

OM Meet Chl•lo1 of new nov•Jties
liDYs, get this:
uow JiJ'Ultl11g, S<:'nd Hl d~. for )Our cor,y, Ewpuu
:~upi;dy l'o .•

1'hit1ra Musk Comi,any, Room 129,
Th••tr• lllct;- _ Chb,go. Ill.

Ldr l1,..i:Li.i';o,:;d cc,u..udd Ou1.1d 1oadl), wink.et'!, schools.
VnlY t15 tJ i .. :i -pc1 A. Small doWD liiY·
r.L~1rd<d
n..~:1i. ,~ ... L easy u1,L:::. 1:stJR;cst. Company. lowest priet1&.
\.Vdl..: 10Jay f,.ir fr~• bc.wklot,, M1298 Fint
i.idt ir.rnil..

ausoltitely

tlrn 1.·.:.iu11tr}; estttbllsikd 15
l,ll'WLt,r::l. both S¢'tC;), Y, t:sllit1g

In

\\~lllth'i'

t!10U~HUtd:1

_E.uEso, 01:pt. 3\i, 25 Mulb~y, N. Y._Ci._tY _ _ _

PERSONAL
E.il i~ I i...1·.:,:t.r·J, ~. I.!:irt~rt i,,Jcl"agi:3 .r&t offeud. S,iuara
16 eta. WRITE THE/ WDilDS FOR A. SONG. We ttvls,i i,o,rus,
{,,: ., .. ,.,_j.~.J £.itin ti"~ 'rlllh ~y1;cy pack,&a,
Portli'.TiU, .!'\fe.
X:-,. Ii -,
to si:CUi'o:? publica.Uc1t, ~ub
guaranti:i.i
sod
muatc.
wilttt
·~
.--·
. ~Bt:!' r.,oney in t11rn1lng, Mi.1.:higa:o':s
f i, F; LI r f1 r: p3,
B~lQ~·. ¥,¾~~oioxlro~Jway Studlos, 1&5C,

LH.-H

r.!AR~:L~GE;

SPEEDY-

ASTHOLOG.ICAL Rt.AD-ING gheri \l.ith Key to l:fe?altb,
lu us. IJ1rthLht.t11, wurrh t l. Jo..;i.?{.>11 L. Dc:.Vl:'l'c:, n:i
Wt!~t ~hdi:son -:-·t1·el't. t't:ll',1.g1>.
~1:'11J self ;1.JdreS9t:,:i
f.1A21NG. -· ti;; i';ll2e
Ptor. Zaoi:-Ig.
in.1mp~J r: 1\(•lope fol: free uum·11uiu11:1.
Uox 531 ,.!3t1un Pail, N. J

sure.

SA.LE

'l'he :::;u'-'li''n·c llst.
Dt...iVlt! wunt.t'fl.
Atr:-,. C'1:1.u11et. Ho~ 1 I J. Oakland, l'a.l.

ment.

So.

\.fi ,_•i1ir 1, .

~ul\~ :?~9

\,;ip ,

~-Rlti ..A .. ~oN-G- i:u;e
tll'

J,titllutll~

;;Lj

111.

puhl:.catl( ~1
~91 li""_P•"._.L'o~k _,_.i_i,_·a_g_o_ _ _ __

iu,,1a1,t1.i:

~,\in

<:'liil.'..l:'D

Horn.~. l'l,11dhchJ.
.Moth~·r
I t:01Ll,,,Oie LlUSil.? !hJ.I
1.l'hc,ru11.:,
~LriL1 .,.,o!JJ W·do1y

1!.ct,ei.·t

J

WRITf The WORDS FOfl A SONG. Wa reyis~ poems,
,vnk £tiu,.,t~ ~nd guarante~ ta s~cuN DHblicatinn. Sub~
.Rrlladway 5ru,.ha:J. l6St' 1
r,oil tiot"m~ Ofl a !':IY subject.
1
~ - ~ h l ilb :\c;~ Yor~.:_
SONG. '\Ye IHi:a tb•
A
FOR
WORDS
YOU VP.art'
mu~k . .oubi1sh QnJ $ecu1·d d copyrh1ht. Suo-mn Puc:tll:5
The MeaupoJttan Stut.lioa, ~l!- :3outh
on any Gl1Uj.:L·t
Mkh!gull Avf'. Rl~om 1--17 t'hirago, Ill.
HAVE YOU »ONG POEMS? 1 trnv• tcSt propo,ldun,
Ray Htbbel-.ir. DlO..t.. 4040 Dickens Arn .• (lhic.i.1w

~,·n

,om•
YOU WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONQ,
pose th8 mtilody t1.ee _ au,.) pulllt3l1 the song coruplt<k.
Tue ~H03. Cuwp11oy, 4~d St. & t.itlJ ..1.v-=. Unity Elda ..

f;w

y~~k-~W-,~L~L~W-11-l~i~E-,L-.-,.-.,-,J~,-!-o_r_a_s_o_n_g_,_l_w_ill
iH tt.u th:e muaJc ~rnd iUBrdhtei:< publi~hcr'::1 a.:ccpt.m,;,t,
E~hwc:ll IIansuD,
Poelld on ar•v sub~1;<l:t a1..:..,•ept.1ble
Room l:!9 , :18U8 hco.adtta,1. !.'hii?ato. Ill

-

---STAMMERING

ST !.,'TU T T·TEKING und
l.i11oli.let fo;:e
Jn~rn1ctiv1:1

Potuniac Bunk Blclic,

- -

·-

JOBALCO

rurcJ
11aJrlmorti

:;tnrnme-nng
\Valtt:'t

at home,
J\.foDonn1Jl1, ti

('UNd

\\'n!\hlngton-'-.~D .-"Cc-._ _ __
7

"T08ACCO HABIT
$1 U
or Snuff' Hul,lt c·i.lti::d or oo P\U'.
l{.t!rriedv si:nr 011 trt!ll. ' Superba Co, PC,
\t~t.

Quit h•blt ••'111,
TO1i.4CCO IOU S MANLY VIGoR
.A.uj' fvrn1 , ctie\ving, ::.inukil1g or snu.tf, cured or Do
StoP.3: craving, harmtesa. hll
,;;.J,d.rgi:. If e:urcJ, ~l

r•m•d¥ oa tri•I.

Poi"klni Co., ll-51

luiWiii. blolll.

Cigare te Habit
ow to Overeom~ Mt Quickly and Easily
Unless you have been exceptionally careful
lh• cigarette habit has a hold which you
1&nnot shake off by will power.
The lure of the clga.rotte is powerful. 11
!I the nicotine that is poisoning your system,
m.aking you nervous, heart • vrea.k, dyspeptic,
straiued and irritable?
Are you troubled with sleeplessness at night
u d dullness in t he morn in g until you h11ve
doped yourself with the nicotine of cigaro tea
er pipe, or chewiD4 tobacco I They're all the
Bame, you know.

•r•

Give your po1sC.,o-l!Bturated body, from your
P,lle ~l!Jwish akin right into your pale yet-

•

Jowi1h liver, " chance to be free from the
mean slavery of nicotine.
Get rid of lhe vieious habit. Length~II
:,our life. Become contented and spread happiness among othere. Enjoy tranquillity com·
bined with forceful thought and real ef!icienoy.
I know wtu,,t will conquer tho tobacco habll
in three days. You gain th4 Tictorr .,...
pletely and prlTately at home.
My new book will be Tery lntere•tlnr to
you. It will ooma to yon in a plain wrapper
free, postpaid. Yon will be au,,rprieed and
delighted if rou write to Edward J. Wood1,

'l'T-103,

8tatto11

r, New Tork, N. T.

For the FirsJ
Second and
Third

Whenyou'reawaythesecond/itteofdefence
may take up the responsibility. Usually it
is the wife. Is she prepared? Can she
shoot? Has she confidence in her ability
to plug 15 hard hittlng shots into the heart
of a bull's eye? If not, she should learn

LEARN

TO
SHOOT

The Warner "Infallible" Automatic oenda
it• leaden message far beyond the range of
inferior pistols and revolvern. It is built
to tut a lifetime.superior workmanship and
LESSON
finish making it a possession to be proud
OFFER
of. Light in weight-neat in appearance.
true as the hand and eye.
Aak your dealer to show you a Warner Automatic or send $18.00 to us direct and we will
mail one parcel post prepaid, together with guarantee and the lessons in the art of pistol
marksmanship. Write today for free descriptive booklet.

Expert shot and authoritywill teach
you free by mail. Write for special

FREE

· Kirtland Bros. & Co., 96 Chambers St., (Deu1 RK), New York, N. Y.
A t•nl, for Daol• Gn• ,.,.,1 W11ni•r Plsto/1

-------------------

BOYS! BOYS! DEVELOPING
Keep your blcyclo snokC's el~an and ahlno
with - Clark'!! Seit Clc:uwr. l\Tnkes them Jn~t
longer and keep froin rn~t. Send 10 <'t~. for
ll8mple and :vou will want 11, act. Fnll ttet
for your Bicycle for $LAO.
1

W. S. CLARK,

%07 Shawmut Ave., Boston, llfa•8.

Fat. P<'nd.

and printing toi- t'he caretul pboto!';i,npbeiwbo demands qualit;v in the finished picture.
Send one roll and We, for six aample ART
GLOSS prlntll'. Or send n~gatlves nnd 15c.
for slx print• p015tpald. Price 11st and Mm•
ple print :tree.

G. F. DOVE, Broadway, Va,

b een paid.

Write Today g.e:~J:W.~~=:"1u~~~~:ah:it~~!

JOG wlab {ladies~ or men'•J. Be sur@ to eenU iin!!"t>i' size.

Harold Lach.'lllan Co.,Dept. 2564
Chlcago,D!.

12 North Micl!igan Aw,.

BLANK- CARTRIDGil: 5f
PISTOL pf."."a'1d Only J1

W-LD

w

T

-LATEST ISSUESTnuna- W'ilrl West and the Sioux Sco'pers; or. How Arietta
·
~nn'd Jlflr Life.
i;no y n11 ng \\'il,I \\' c~t and the RI Ya\ Scouts; or. thP Raid of the
•
("owhor tian~.
i:;111 Yr,1111;:: \\' ihl \Ycst's Jlox of Bullion; or, Arletta nnd the Over·

~~!)

1:1nd flohhPr~.
"02 Young Wild West's
~n:i
8!1{

so:;
ll!lfi

8!17

808

811!!
900

\I
, """C:

ll"il,l West's Cowl,ny l' all; nr, Arlrlla an,! th, • i'lrn

,l?it·r ...:.
)01)1 1g \\' 1''1 ,\.fl...::t, an,l the ~Jnqui )l,•llil'inc ?\lrtn; or, Doin.s;:
llnn,:t• qf l)p:1th.
Ynuni:: \\'lid West nn n 'I'r<':tSlll'<' Hunt; nr. Arietta and
~i!Y('I'

I.Od( ~.

\'01111::: \\"iltl ll°!'Sl a1ul the lle1ulwood Deu; or, The Figbl
Half a ~lillinn.
! 10~, Y1>llllf! \\'ilcl W!'st ns a Prairl<' Pilot; or, Arid l n nnd

Barehack Beat; or, The Boss of the
Broncho Busters.
l~ro11<'ho <.Jnp: 1 n.
Young Wild "'Pst at Fire Hill; or, How Arietta Sav!'d the T<'lal;\'.
!1()(i Youn,:- Wild WPst La.dni,; Down the Law; or, The '"Rau .. ,
Yonnl!: WIid West and the Greaser Giant; or, Mexican Mikes
of Hl:wk Rall.
Mistake.
!107 Yonng- v.·;1,1 \Vrst's Pa.dng Placer: or. Ari!'ttn·s Ln ckyc Shn
Youn!!' Wil(l West at Skeleton Rnneh; or, Arletta nnd the
!IOS Yonng- Wild v.·est's Douhle Lenp· or, llowuin~ a Danger
•
DPath Trap.
Gan.~ .
Young Wild West's Gold Grip: and Row He Held the Claim.
90!1 \"011110: Wilil 1Ycst Aflc'r the Mexkan n:11(1,, rs; or, .A.rktta
Young Wihl West and the Gray Gang; or. Aricttn's Daring
:1 Doi '!'rail.
De-..!cc.
!llO Yo1111i:: "·;1<1 V\'!'st anu the Navajo Cblef; or, Fierce Times
Young Wild We. t at Lonesome Licks; or, The Phantom of
the Pl:1in~.
A"
Pilgrim's Pass.
Ynung Wllil Wrst's Biggest Strike; or, Arletta and the .. an·
911 Yonne: Wilrl West (;basing the Horse ThlcYCS: or, Arietta
donPrl \llne.
the C'orrnl '.lf.'·stery.
Young_ Wild West and the Rover RangPrs; or, The Cave Queen
!l12 Young- ll"itrl \\'Pst anfl the Mine Glrl; or, The Secret Bancl
of the Yellowstone.
SilYrr f:h:ift.
b:,
Fnr •ale hv l\11 nPwsdealns, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 7 c,•nts per copy, in money or postaJ'.l'e stamp~.

166 We,;t 23d St., New Y

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher.,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBFR6
~rite o
u-f these weeklies and canoot proeure lb.em from newsdealees. they oon be oblainod :firom the publishers direet.
and fill in your Ordix and 1eend it wiib the pllice of llbe wee ldies you want, and the weeNlies will be sent to you Dy rew
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAK°!'~ THE SAM·E AS MONEY.

OUR "'f EN .. CENT

HAND BOOKS

No 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGNo. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WI
No. •11. now TO :\IAKE AND USE ELECRA ri1 tin. Containing uset\11 Information
Nu,111.t:H.S,-Sbowing many curtou~ tr!
THlCl'l'Y.-A <l<'s<·rlptlon or lh~ wonderful
regarding the Camera and how to wor)< It;
with figures ancl the maglc of numbers.
11~('~ o( electrlcit.\' nntl el('dro mag-netism; to·
A, Anderson. Fully illustrated,
gMher wltl~ full iu~tructlons fr>r making :tlso how to make Photographic Magic LanHy George
tern Rliues and other Transpuencies. llaullEl<'drk 'J'oys. Bau~rit"s, Pt<'.
HOW TO WRITE LETTE
No. 74,
'l'rehrl, .\ ,11., ~I.D. Cout:tiuing uvcr fifty il- somely illustrated.
COJiRECTLY.- Containing full lnstructi
lustr:tlions,
for writing letll'r~ on almost any subj
HOW TO BECO!IIE A WEST
No, 62.
also rules /or puuctuatlon and compos!t!
POIN'.I' l\ULITARY CADET,-Explalns how
No. 47. now TO BREAK. RIDE AND
with specimen letters.
DIUVJ<: A HORHE.-A complete treatise on to gain admittance, course or Study, Exam!.
No. 7tS. HOW TO BECOME A CONJUR
the borse. l>escr!bing the most useful horses natlons 0 Duties, Stair ol Otrlcers, Post Guard.
all
and
Department,
Fire
1{pgulntlona,
road;
Police
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, D
for husiness, the best horses for t be
Em!Jrac
Cups and Balls,' Hats, et,c.
"lso Yalunble recipes !or diseases peculiar to a hoy sbonld, know to be a cadet. Br Lu
Senarens,
thirly-six illustrations. B:, A. Anderson
tbe horse.
FORTUNES
TELL
TO
now
76.
No,
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND BAH,
NATAL
A
No, 63. HOW TO BECOME
THE UAND.-Contalning rules for tell
<'ANOES.-A bandy book tor boys, contain- CAUJ<:T.- C'omplete !n,trnctlons ot bow to
fortunes by the aid ot lines of the hand,
ln,:: full directions for constructing canoes gain admission to tbe Annapolis Naval Acadtbe spcret ot palmistry. Also the secret
au<I the most popular manner or s11lling em_v. Also containing the course or Instructelling future events by aid o! moles, ma
lliem, t'ully Illustrated.
tion, description ot grounds and buildings.
etc, Illustrated,
scars,
boy
a
everything
and
sketch,
historical
rules
DEBATE.-GlYin,:TO
HO"'
49.
No.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRIC
for ~onr!ucting debates. outllnes for de-1.lntes, should know to become an otrlcer In the
CARDS.-Contalnlog deceptli•e C
Senarens.
L11
WITH
By
Navy.
States
United
best
tile
and
questions !or rli8•'usslon,
'!'ricks as performed by leading conJur
wnr,·es for procuring information on tbe
No, 64. HOW TO UAKE ELECTRICAL
Arranged tor home amu
magicians.
and
question given
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